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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            AN
BOSTON GLOBE - DAILY & SUNDAY  DS AA     676.64         666.64         666.64         886.60         886.60         209.96
/**/ /SURFACE MAIL/                                   1.477-         0.000         32.995          0.000         31.029
INDICES: QS
NEW YORK TIMES - NEW YORK      SU AA     350.00         417.60         417.60         417.60         417.60          67.60
METRO ED /SUNDAY ONLY/                               19.314          0.000          0.000          0.000         19.314
/SURFACE MAIL/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, DW, EM, FB, FE, FN, GV, JU, KS, OM, OR,
PS, QS
NEW YORK TIMES - NATIONAL & NE DA AA     352.08         405.60         424.32         480.00         480.00         127.92
ED /MON-SAT/ /CARRIER/                               15.201          4.615         13.122          0.000         36.332
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, DW, EM, FE, FN, GV, OM, OR
**  TOTAL FOR  AN                **        1,378.72*      1,489.84       1,508.56**     1,784.20**     1,784.20**        405.48
29.409
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              459.57         496.61         502.85         594.73         594.73
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.059          1.256         18.271          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.352 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            AP
ANTIOCH REVIEW - OH            QR AA      76.00          80.00          80.00          80.00          80.00           4.00
5.263          0.000          0.000          0.000          5.263
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CH, CK, CQ, DM, EK,
EM, HH, JU, LZ, OM, ON, OR, OS, PL, SW
CUADERNOS AMERICANOS /NUEVA    OR AA     137.00         185.00         203.50         224.00         224.00          87.00
EPOCA/                                               35.036         10.000         10.073          0.000         63.503
INDICES: HY, LS, PL
EBONY /**/ /SURFACE MAIL/      OR AA      22.00          22.00          24.00          24.00          24.00           2.00
0.000          9.090          0.000          0.000          9.090
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, DQ, DZ, FN, GA, GV, JU, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR,
OS, PF
EPOCH                          IR AA      11.00          11.00          11.00          11.00          11.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CK
GEORGIA REVIEW                 QR AA      30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00          35.00           5.00
0.000          0.000          0.000         16.666         16.666
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, EM, HH, JU, LZ, PL
INFINI                         QR AA      92.07         105.88          96.11         105.45          98.29           6.22
14.999          9.227-         9.718          6.789-         6.755
INDICES: CQ, DM, HH, PL
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            AP
JOURNAL OF POPULAR CULTURE -   OR AA     191.00         204.00         241.00         263.00         279.00          88.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              6.806         18.137          9.128          6.083         46.073
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CK, DM, EM, GI, GV,
GW, LZ, PR, RC, RZ, SS, ST
MINNESOTA REVIEW               SA AA      52.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          70.00          18.00
15.384          0.000          0.000         16.666         34.615
INDICES: CK, CQ, DM, EM, HH, PL
MODERN AGE                     QR AA      18.00          18.00          18.00          28.00          28.00          10.00
0.000          0.000         55.555          0.000         55.555
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CK, CQ, DZ, EM, GV,
GW, JU, LZ, OM, OR, OS, PL, QX, QY, RJ
NATION - NY - WITHOUT INDEX    IR AA      90.00          90.00          90.00          90.00          90.00           0.00
/**/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                               0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CF, CH, CQ, DQ, DR, DW, DZ,
EK, EM, FN, FO, GA, GB, JU, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, RH, SI
NEUE RUNDSCHAU                 QR AA      63.74          72.19          64.54          70.83          65.53           1.79
13.256         10.597-         9.745          7.482-         2.808
INDICES: DM, HH, PL
NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS /**/  OR AA      69.00          69.00          69.00          69.00          69.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CH, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, EK, EM, HH, JU, OA, OM,
OR, PL, RH, TP
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            AP
NEW YORKER - PRINT + ONLINE    OR AA      52.00          52.00          59.95          69.95          69.95          17.95
/**/                                                  0.000         15.288         16.680          0.000         34.519
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BR, BS, CH, CQ, DQ, DR, DZ, EK, EM, GA, JU,
KY, OA, OB, OM, OR, OS, PJ, PR, RH
NEWSWEEK - REGULAR ED /**/     WK AA      42.00          42.00          42.00          40.00          40.00           2.00-
/FOR US/                                              0.000          0.000          4.761-         0.000          4.761-
INDICES: AF, AL, BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, DQ, DW, DZ, EK,
EM, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GA, GB, GV, GW
NOUVELLE REVUE FRANCAISE       OR AA      89.23         102.67          93.23         102.30          95.37           6.14
/SURFACE MAIL/                                       15.062          9.194-         9.728          6.774-         6.881
INDICES: CQ, DM, HH, PL
NOVYI MIR                      MO AA     293.19         332.07         296.91         325.80         301.42           8.23
13.261         10.588-         9.730          7.483-         2.807
INDICES: CQ, DM, HH, PL
NOVYI ZHURNAL = NEW REVIEW     QR AA     117.00         119.50         140.00         140.00         140.00          23.00
2.136         17.154          0.000          0.000         19.658
INDICES: PL
PARIS REVIEW                   QR AA      59.00          59.00          59.00          59.00          59.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, HH, JU, LZ
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            AP
PROGRESSIVE /SURFACE MAIL/     MO AA      50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CF, CH, DQ, DR, DW, DZ,
EM, GA, GB, GV, GW, JL, JU, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, PJ, PK
ROLLING STONE /**/             BW AA      25.94          25.94          25.94          39.96          39.96          14.02
0.000          0.000         54.047          0.000         54.047
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, DQ, DR, DZ, GA, GB, GV, GW,
JU, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, PR, RH, TI, TJ
STERN : DAS DEUTSCHE MAGAZIN   WK AA     250.00         270.00         280.00         280.00         290.00          40.00
/FOR US/ /SURFACE AIRLIFT/                            8.000          3.703          0.000          3.571         16.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
TEMPS MODERNES                 OR AA     113.31         129.95         117.62         129.06         120.87           7.56
14.685          9.488-         9.726          6.345-         6.671
INDICES: CQ, DM, HH, PL
TIME - DOMESTIC ED /**/ /ALL   OR AA      76.13          76.13          76.13          76.13          76.13           0.00
EXC ELEM MIDDLE & HIGH                                0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
SCH LIB/ /FOR US US
POSS/ /SURFACE MAIL/
INDICES: AF, AL, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, DQ, DR, DZ, EK, EM, FB,
FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GA, GB, GV, GW, GZ
TLS : THE TIMES LITERARY       WK AA     169.00         169.00         169.00         169.00         169.00           0.00
SUPPLEMENT - PRINT + ONLINE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
- ARCHIVE /FOR US CANADA/
/SURFACE MAIL/
INDICES: BJ, BN, BR, CK, CQ, DM, DQ, EK, EM, HH, JU, LZ, OM, OR, PL,
TI
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  AP                **        2,188.61*      2,375.33       2,396.93**     2,536.48**     2,525.52**        336.91
15.393
**   24 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               91.19          98.97          99.87         105.68         105.23
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.531          0.909          5.822          0.432-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.848 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            AS
CIMARRON REVIEW                QR AA      24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CK, CQ, PL
FOUNDATION DIRECTORY -         AN AA     221.50         221.50         221.50         221.50         221.50           0.00
HARDBOUND                                             0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
MICHIGAN QUARTERLY REVIEW      QR AA      30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CG, CH, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, HH, JU, LZ, PL
SALMAGUNDI                     QR AA      32.00          32.00          32.00          32.00          28.00           4.00-
0.000          0.000          0.000         12.500-        12.500-
INDICES: CH, CK, DM, DZ, EM, HH, JU, LZ, NJ, PL
SMITHSONIAN /**/ /FOR US/      MO AA      36.00          36.00          36.00          36.00          36.00           0.00
/SURFACE MAIL/                                        0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, CG, CH, CK, CQ, DL, DM,
DQ, DR, DW, DZ, EK, FN, FO, GA, GB, GV, GW, HH, JL, JU, KY
SOUTHERN HUMANITIES REVIEW     QR AA      15.00          15.00          15.00          15.00          18.00           3.00
0.000          0.000          0.000         20.000         20.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, EM, HH, JU, LZ, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  AS                **          358.50*        358.50         358.50**       358.50**       357.50**          1.00-
0.278-
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               59.75          59.75          59.75          59.75          59.58
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.278-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.069-% 642
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            AZ
EASTERN COMMUNICATION          OR AA     194.00         240.00         256.00         265.00         294.00         100.00
ASSOCIATION JOURNALS -                               23.711          6.666          3.515         10.943         51.546
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: LZ, NJ
WESTERN JOURNAL OF             OR AA     255.00         272.00         291.00         340.00         347.00          92.00
COMMUNICATION - ONLINE /ALL                           6.666          6.985         16.838          2.058         36.078
EXCEPT GBR IRL JPN TAF/
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BN, BR, GI, GJ, HV, HY, JU, NJ, OM, OR, QZ
**  TOTAL FOR  AZ                **          449.00*        512.00         547.00**       605.00**       641.00**        192.00
42.761
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              224.50         256.00         273.50         302.50         320.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          14.031          6.835         10.603          5.950
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   10.690 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            BF
CHILD DEVELOPMENT - ONLINE     BM AA     468.00         505.00         569.00         609.00         646.00         178.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                7.905         12.673          7.029          6.075         38.034
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, GI, GZ, HY, IM, NJ,
QX, QY, QZ, RC, SI, SS, ST, SW
DEATH STUDIES - ONLINE /ALL    OR AD     637.00         681.00         726.00         751.00         766.00         129.00
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR                              6.907          6.607          3.443          1.997         20.251
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, HY, IM, LI,
LK, LN, LO, OR, OS, PX, PZ, QZ, RC, RJ, SI, SS, ST, SW
JOURNAL OF APPLIED BEHAVIOR    QR AA      88.00          90.00          92.00          92.00          96.00           8.00
ANALYSIS - PRINT + ONLINE                             2.272          2.222          0.000          4.347          9.090
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: AF, AL, BE, BJ, BN, BR, FH, FJ, FL, FP, HV, HY, IM, JU, QX,
QZ, SI, SL, SR
JOURNAL OF THE EXPERIMENTAL    BM AA     154.00         156.00         162.00         162.00         166.00          12.00
ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR -                                1.298          3.846          0.000          2.469          7.792
PRINT + ONLINE /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, DZ, EH, HP, HV, IM, JU, QZ, RN, RQ, SI, SL,
JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY -       BM AA     779.00         842.00         969.00        1037.00        1100.00         321.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              8.087         15.083          7.017          6.075         41.206
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, EG, EO, GZ, HV, JU,
QZ, RC, SI, SL, SS, ST, SW, TP
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            BF
JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY         BM AA     510.00         588.00         626.00         648.00         661.00         151.00
ASSESSMENT - ONLINE /ALL                             15.294          6.462          3.514          2.006         29.607
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
IM, QZ, RC, RZ, SI, SW
JOURNAL OF PROFESSIONAL        SA AA       8.00           8.00         150.00         150.00         150.00         142.00
COUNSELING : PRACTICE                                 0.000        775.000          0.000          0.000        775.000
THEORY RESEARCH /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, QZ
MEMORY & COGNITION - ONLINE -  IR AA     300.00         340.00         390.00         429.00         450.00         150.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                 13.333         14.705         10.000          4.895         50.000
AMERICAS/
INDICES: AL, BE, BJ, BN, BR, FJ, FL, FP, GZ, HV, IM, JU, NJ, PL, QZ,
SI, SL
MULTIVARIATE BEHAVIORAL        BM AA     465.00         426.00         745.00         771.00         786.00         321.00
RESEARCH - ONLINE /ALL                                8.387-        74.882          3.489          1.945         69.032
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, HY, QZ,
RC, SI, SW
PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN QUARTERLY  QR AA     298.00         308.00         335.00         335.00         332.00          34.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXC EUR MID                             3.355          8.766          0.000          0.895-        11.409
AFR IND PAK BGD BTN MDV LKA
AUA NPL SAG/ /FOR INSTS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, GZ, HY, QX, QY, QZ, RC,
SI, SS, ST, SW
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            BF
PSYCHOMETRIKA - ONLINE -       QR AA     247.00         262.00         277.00         277.00         294.00          47.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  6.072          5.725          0.000          6.137         19.028
AMERICAS/
INDICES: HY, QZ, SI
PSYCHONOMIC BULLETIN & REVIEW  BM AA     224.00         250.00         290.00         334.00         350.00         126.00
- ONLINE /FOR AMERICAS/                              11.607         16.000         15.172          4.790         56.250
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HV, IM, JO, NJ, QZ, SI
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY - ONLINE /ALL MO AA     401.00         433.00         495.00         540.00         594.00         193.00
EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR LICENSED                            7.980         14.318          9.090         10.000         48.129
SUBS OR ORDERS PLACED PRIOR
TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EG, EH, EO, HP, IM, JO, NJ, QZ,
RC, RN, RZ, SI
READING AND WRITING - ONLINE - OR AA     739.00         800.00         898.00         947.00         991.00         252.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  8.254         12.250          5.456          4.646         34.100
AMERICAS/
INDICES: HY, NJ, QZ, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  BF                **        5,318.00*      5,689.00       6,724.00**     7,082.00**     7,382.00**      2,064.00
38.811
**   14 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              379.85         406.35         480.28         505.85         527.28
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.976         18.193          5.324          4.236
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    9.703 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            B1
ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY             SA AA      70.00          70.00          70.00          70.00          70.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CK, JU, LZ, QJ
INTERNATIONAL PHILOSOPHICAL    QR AA      60.00          65.00          72.00          75.00          75.00          15.00
QUARTERLY /SURFACE MAIL/                              8.333         10.769          4.166          0.000         25.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, CQ, DM, GC, HH, JU, LZ, QJ
JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY /SURFACE MO AA     100.00         100.00         100.00         100.00         100.00           0.00
MAIL/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                              0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, EM, HH, JU, LZ, OM, OR, PL,
QJ
PHILOSOPHY & PHENOMENOLOGICAL  BM AA     172.00         186.00         203.00         216.00         238.00          66.00
RESEARCH - ONLINE /ALL                                8.139          9.139          6.403         10.185         38.372
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, CQ, DM, HH, JU, LZ, NJ, PL, QJ
REVIEW OF METAPHYSICS          QR AA      55.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00           5.00
9.090          0.000          0.000          0.000          9.090
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, DM, DZ, EM, HH, JU, LZ, OM, OR, QJ
**  TOTAL FOR  B1                **          457.00*        481.00         505.00**       521.00**       543.00**         86.00
18.818
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               91.40          96.20         101.00         104.20         108.60
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.251          4.989          3.168          4.222
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    4.704 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            B5
TEACHING PHILOSOPHY            QR AA      75.00          78.00          86.00          86.00          86.00          11.00
4.000         10.256          0.000          0.000         14.666
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, DM, QJ
**  TOTAL FOR  B5                **           75.00*         78.00          86.00**        86.00**        86.00**         11.00
14.666
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               75.00          78.00          86.00          86.00          86.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.000         10.256          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.666 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            B8
ETC: A REVIEW OF GENERAL       QR AA      95.00          95.00          95.00          95.00          95.00           0.00
SEMANTICS                                             0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CK, CQ, DZ, GI, GV, GW, HY,
JU, LZ, NJ, OM, ON, OR, OS, PL, QX, QY, RC, SW
**  TOTAL FOR  B8                **           95.00*         95.00          95.00**        95.00**        95.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               95.00          95.00          95.00          95.00          95.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            CB
CAHIERS DE CIVILISATION        QR AA     155.81         176.46         172.13         184.98         171.14          15.33
MEDIEVALE                                            13.253          2.453-         7.465          7.481-         9.838
INDICES: DM, HH, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  CB                **          155.81*        176.46         172.13**       184.98**       171.14**         15.33
9.838
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              155.81         176.46         172.13         184.98         171.14
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.253          2.453-         7.465          7.481-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    2.459 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            CC
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF       OR AA     455.00         485.00         553.00         587.00         623.00         168.00
NAUTICAL ARCHAEOLOGY -                                6.593         14.020          6.148          6.132         36.923
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BJ, DM
JOURNAL OF ISLAND AND COASTAL  TQ AA     141.00         151.00         161.00         167.00         251.00         110.00
ARCHAEOLOGY - ONLINE /ALL                             7.092          6.622          3.726         50.299         78.014
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BK
WORLD ARCHAEOLOGY - ONLINE     QR AA     475.00         508.00         542.00         561.00         583.00         108.00
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL JPN FSU                           6.947          6.692          3.505          3.921         22.736
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CK, CT, DI, DM, DW, HH, JU,
LB, LZ, OR, OS, RJ
**  TOTAL FOR  CC                **        1,071.00*      1,144.00       1,256.00**     1,315.00**     1,457.00**        386.00
36.041
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              357.00         381.33         418.66         438.33         485.66
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.816          9.790          4.697         10.798
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    9.010 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            D
EASTERN STATES ARCHAEOLOGY     AN AA      40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00           0.00
FEDERATION MEMBERSHIP                                 0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  D                 **           40.00*         40.00          40.00**        40.00**        40.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            DC
CONTEMPORARY FRENCH            TQ AA      60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          95.00          35.00
CIVILIZATION - PRINT +                                0.000          0.000          0.000         58.333         58.333
ONLINE /FOR US CANADA/
INDICES: CK
**  TOTAL FOR  DC                **           60.00*         60.00          60.00**        60.00**        95.00**         35.00
58.333
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          95.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000         58.333
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   14.583 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            DD
GERMAN STUDIES REVIEW          TQ AA      45.00          55.00          55.00          55.00          55.00          10.00
22.222          0.000          0.000          0.000         22.222
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, CG, CH, CK, DM, EM, HH, LZ, NJ, PL, SI
SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG - DAILY - OR AA     962.00         982.00         982.00         982.00         982.00          20.00
MON-SAT /**/ /FOR US/                                 2.079          0.000          0.000          0.000          2.079
INDICES: QS
**  TOTAL FOR  DD                **        1,007.00*      1,037.00       1,037.00**     1,037.00**     1,037.00**         30.00
2.979
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              503.50         518.50         518.50         518.50         518.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           2.979          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.744 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            DF
HESPERIA - PRINT + ONLINE /ALL QR AA     140.00         140.00         150.00         160.00         160.00          20.00
EXCEPT UK/                                            0.000          7.142          6.666          0.000         14.285
INDICES: CK, DI, DM, HH
**  TOTAL FOR  DF                **          140.00*        140.00         150.00**       160.00**       160.00**         20.00
14.285
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              140.00         140.00         150.00         160.00         160.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          7.142          6.666          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.571 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            DG
ITALIAN QUARTERLY              QR AA      30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CG, CQ, PL
JOURNAL OF ROMAN ARCHAEOLOGY   AN AA     141.00         146.00         146.00         152.00         163.00          22.00
3.546          0.000          4.109          7.236         15.602
INDICES: DI
**  TOTAL FOR  DG                **          171.00*        176.00         176.00**       182.00**       193.00**         22.00
12.865
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               85.50          88.00          88.00          91.00          96.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           2.923          0.000          3.409          6.043
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.216 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            D1
HISTORY TODAY /FOR US/         MO AA     100.00         100.00         110.00         115.00         120.00          20.00
0.000         10.000          4.545          4.347         20.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CK, CQ, DM, DQ, DR,
DZ, EK, EM, GA, GB, GV, GW, HH, JU, LZ, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR
QUADERNI STORICI               TQ AA     125.34         144.39         133.40         146.37         141.97          16.63
15.198          7.611-         9.722          3.006-        13.267
INDICES: CG, DM, HH
**  TOTAL FOR  D1                **          225.34*        244.39         243.40**       261.37**       261.97**         36.63
16.255
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              112.67         122.19         121.70         130.68         130.98
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.453          0.405-         7.382          0.229
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    4.063 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            D4
CURRENT HISTORY - PRINT +      IR AA      59.00          59.95          59.95          61.95          61.95           2.95
ONLINE - SINGLE BUILDING                              1.610          0.000          3.336          0.000          5.000
/SURFACE MAIL/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CH, CK, DZ, GA, HV, JU, LZ, OA, OM, OR,
RE, RH, SI, SR
**  TOTAL FOR  D4                **           59.00*         59.95          59.95**        61.95**        61.95**          2.95
5.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               59.00          59.95          59.95          61.95          61.95
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.610          0.000          3.336          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    1.250 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            D8
FLETCHER FORUM OF WORLD        SA AA      50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00           0.00
AFFAIRS /INCLS/ FREE INDEX                            0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: IE, ND
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS -        BM AA     214.00         231.00         571.00         571.00         594.00         380.00
ENGLISH ED - ONLINE /FOR                              7.943        147.186          0.000          4.028        177.570
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES          QR AA    1212.00        1291.00        1475.00        1579.00        1674.00         462.00
QUARTERLY - ONLINE /ALL                               6.518         14.252          7.050          6.016         38.118
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CK, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  D8                **        1,476.00*      1,572.00       2,096.00**     2,200.00**     2,318.00**        842.00
57.046
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              492.00         524.00         698.66         733.33         772.66
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.504         33.333          4.961          5.363
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   14.261 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            E
SOCIETY FOR HISTORICAL         AN AA     200.00         215.00         215.00         215.00         215.00          15.00
ARCHAEOLOGY MEMBERSHIP                                7.500          0.000          0.000          0.000          7.500
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
SOURCE - NOTES IN THE HISTORY  QR AA      25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00           0.00
OF ART                                                0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: DI, DL, DM, HH
**  TOTAL FOR  E                 **          225.00*        240.00         240.00**       240.00**       240.00**         15.00
6.666
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              112.50         120.00         120.00         120.00         120.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.666          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    1.666 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            E1
AZTLAN - PRINT + ONLINE        SA AA     195.00         195.00         195.00         210.00         210.00          15.00
0.000          0.000          7.692          0.000          7.692
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CK, EM, HY, JU, LS, NJ, OM, OR, PL, RE,
SL
BLACK HISTORY BULLETIN         SA AA      40.00          40.00          40.00          50.00          50.00          10.00
/FORMERLY/ NEGRO HISTORY                              0.000          0.000         25.000          0.000         25.000
BULLETIN
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, OA, OM, OR
BLACK SCHOLAR                  QR AA     100.00         100.00         120.00         120.00         128.00          28.00
0.000         20.000          0.000          6.666         28.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CF, CG, CK, CQ, DZ, EM,
GV, GW, HV, HY, JU, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, QX, QY, RC, RE
HISTORICAL JOURNAL OF          SA AA      10.00          10.50          12.00          12.00          12.00           2.00
MASSACHUSETTS                                         5.000         14.285          0.000          0.000         20.000
INDICES: CG
JET /**/ /SURFACE MAIL/        OR AA      38.00          38.00          30.00          42.00          42.00           4.00
0.000         21.052-        40.000          0.000         10.526
INDICES: DZ, GA, GV, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, PF, PJ, RH
**  TOTAL FOR  E1                **          383.00*        383.50         397.00**       434.00**       442.00**         59.00
15.404
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               76.60          76.70          79.40          86.80          88.40
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.130          3.520          9.319          1.843
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.851 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            E5
AMERICAN ANTIQUITY /FOR        QR AA     209.00         209.00         219.00         219.00         223.00          14.00
INSTITUTIONS/                                         0.000          4.784          0.000          1.826          6.698
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CK, CT, DI, DM, DW, DZ, EM, HH, JU, KY,
LS, LZ, OM, OR, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  E5                **          209.00*        209.00         219.00**       219.00**       223.00**         14.00
6.698
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              209.00         209.00         219.00         219.00         223.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          4.784          0.000          1.826
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    1.674 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            E7
FOREIGN POLICY C-W FOREIGN     BM AA      24.95          24.95          19.95          19.95          24.95           0.00
POLICY ONLINE                                         0.000         20.040-         0.000         25.062          0.000
INDICES: FJ, FK, FN, FO
NORTHEAST ANTHROPOLOGY         SA AA      55.00          55.00          55.00          55.00          55.00           0.00
/FORMERLY/ MAN IN THE                                 0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
NORTHEAST
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  E7                **           79.95*         79.95          74.95**        74.95**        79.95**          0.00
0.000
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               39.97          39.97          37.47          37.47          39.97
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          6.253-         0.000          6.671
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            E8
NATIONAL INTEREST - PRINT +    BM AA      34.00          34.00          34.00          34.00          34.00           0.00
ONLINE                                                0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CH, DZ, GV, GW, JU,
OM, OR, OS, RE, SL, SR
NEW PERSPECTIVES QUARTERLY -   QR AA     318.00         318.00         363.00         385.00         409.00          91.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              0.000         14.150          6.060          6.233         28.616
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, FJ, FL, FN, FP, OA, RH
**  TOTAL FOR  E8                **          352.00*        352.00         397.00**       419.00**       443.00**         91.00
25.852
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              176.00         176.00         198.50         209.50         221.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000         12.784          5.541          5.727
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.463 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            F1
CARIBBEAN QUARTERLY /ALL       QR AA     120.00         120.00         150.00         150.00         150.00          30.00
EXCEPT UK/                                            0.000         25.000          0.000          0.000         25.000
INDICES: CG, CK, LS
NACLA REPORT ON THE AMERICAS   BM AA      60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CF, DZ, GV, GW, JU, OM,
OR, OS, SL, SR
NEW YORK /**/                  OR AA      39.95          39.95          39.95          39.95          39.95           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, DZ, EM, GV, JU, OA, OM, OR, RH
QUEBEC FRANCAIS                IR AA      29.31          34.12          27.48          33.60          34.93           5.62
16.410         19.460-        22.270          3.958         19.174
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  F1                **          249.26*        254.07         277.43**       283.55**       284.88**         35.62
14.290
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               62.31          63.51          69.35          70.88          71.22
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.929          9.194          2.205          0.469
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.572 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            F2
JOURNAL OF SOUTHERN HISTORY    QR AA      60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, EM,
HH, JU, LZ
**  TOTAL FOR  F2                **           60.00*         60.00          60.00**        60.00**        60.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            F3
SOUTHERN STUDIES - AN          SA AA      20.00          20.00          20.00          35.00          35.00          15.00
INTERDISCIPLINARY JOURNAL                             0.000          0.000         75.000          0.000         75.000
OF THE SOUTH
INDICES: CG, CQ, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  F3                **           20.00*         20.00          20.00**        35.00**        35.00**         15.00
75.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               20.00          20.00          20.00          35.00          35.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000         75.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   18.750 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            F7
RHODE ISLAND HISTORY           SA AA      25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CG
**  TOTAL FOR  F7                **           25.00*         25.00          25.00**        25.00**        25.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            G
RHODE ISLAND MONTHLY /FOR US/  MO AA      17.97          17.97          17.97          17.97          17.97           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  G                 **           17.97*         17.97          17.97**        17.97**        17.97**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               17.97          17.97          17.97          17.97          17.97
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            GB
AQUATIC GEOCHEMISTRY - ONLINE  QR AA     412.00         447.00         478.00         504.00         563.00         151.00
- ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                8.495          6.935          5.439         11.706         36.650
AMERICAS/
INDICES: JL
GROUND WATER - ONLINE /ALL EXC BM AA     409.00         442.00         507.00         538.00         571.00         162.00
WIE GBR/ /FOR LICENSED SUBS                           8.068         14.705          6.114          6.133         39.608
OR ORDERS PLACED PRIOR TO
2011/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, CW, GN, HG, HM, IM, IT, JE, JL, JU, KA,
KY, RN, RQ
HYDROLOGY RESEARCH - PRINT +   BM AA     398.00         530.00         625.00         666.00         709.00         311.00
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE ACCESS                          33.165         17.924          6.560          6.456         78.140
/FORMERLY/ NORDIC HYDROLOGY
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: GN, IT, JE, KA, KY, LE, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  GB                **        1,219.00*      1,419.00       1,610.00**     1,708.00**     1,843.00**        624.00
51.189
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              406.33         473.00         536.66         569.33         614.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          16.406         13.460          6.086          7.903
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   12.797 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            GC
BULLETIN OF MARINE SCIENCE -   QR AA     335.00         360.00         505.00         505.00         540.00         205.00
ONLINE                                                7.462         40.277          0.000          6.930         61.194
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, EJ, HG, IK, JL, KY, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF MARINE RESEARCH -   BM AA     150.00         160.00         160.00         160.00         185.00          35.00
PRINT + ONLINE /FOR                                   6.666          0.000          0.000         15.625         23.333
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EH, HG, JL, RN
JOURNAL OF OCEANOGRAPHY -      BM AA     972.00        1054.00        1128.00        1190.00        1190.00         218.00
ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                              8.436          7.020          5.496          0.000         22.427
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: HG, JL
JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL            MO AA     565.00         620.00         645.00         670.00         695.00         130.00
OCEANOGRAPHY - ONLINE -                               9.734          4.032          3.875          3.731         23.008
CURRENT YEAR /FOR
NONMEMBERS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, GN, HG, JL, RN
LIMNOLOGY & OCEANOGRAPHY -     BM AA     825.00         825.00         825.00         875.00         875.00          50.00
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE ACCESS                           0.000          0.000          6.060          0.000          6.060
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, CE, EH, EJ, HG, IK, JL, KS, KY, RN, RQ
MARINE & FRESHWATER RESEARCH - MO AA    1195.00        1270.00        1345.00        1390.00        1445.00         250.00
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE /ALL                             6.276          5.905          3.345          3.956         20.920
EXCEPT AUS NZL CEC GBR/
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: EH, HG, JL, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            GC
MER = UMI                      QR AA      92.01         100.04         121.38         121.35         133.09          41.08
8.727         21.331          0.024-         9.674         44.647
INDICES: EH
OCEANOGRAPHY : THE OFFICIAL    QR AA     150.00         150.00         150.00         165.00         175.00          25.00




**  TOTAL FOR  GC                **        4,284.01*      4,539.04       4,879.38**     5,076.35**     5,238.09**        954.08
22.270
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              535.50         567.38         609.92         634.54         654.76
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.953          7.498          4.036          3.186
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    5.567 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            GN
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL   OR AA    2275.00        2423.00        2641.00        2781.00        2979.00         704.00
ANTHROPOLOGY - ONLINE /ALL                            6.505          8.997          5.301          7.119         30.945
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CT, DW, DZ, EH, HP, HV, IM, JU, KY, RN, RQ,
SI, SL
JOURNAL OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL     QR AA      75.00          85.00          85.00          85.00         100.00          25.00
RESEARCH - PRINT + ONLINE                            13.333          0.000          0.000         17.647         33.333
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CQ, CT, DW, HV, JU, NJ, PL, SI, SL, SS,
**  TOTAL FOR  GN                **        2,350.00*      2,508.00       2,726.00**     2,866.00**     3,079.00**        729.00
31.021
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,175.00       1,254.00       1,363.00       1,433.00       1,539.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.723          8.692          5.135          7.431
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.755 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            GT
COSTUME : JOURNAL OF THE       AN AA      96.00         109.00         121.00         126.00         174.00          78.00
COSTUME SOCIETY - PRINT +                            13.541         11.009          4.132         38.095         81.250
ONLINE /FOR US/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: CK, DI
**  TOTAL FOR  GT                **           96.00*        109.00         121.00**       126.00**       174.00**         78.00
81.250
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               96.00         109.00         121.00         126.00         174.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.541         11.009          4.132         38.095
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   20.312 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            GV
ADAPTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITY      QR AA     300.00         300.00         315.00         325.00         350.00          50.00
QUARTERLY - ONLINE                                    0.000          5.000          3.174          7.692         16.666
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GZ, HY, IM, OM, OR, QZ, RZ, SX
JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY & BM AA     300.00         300.00         410.00         425.00         539.00         239.00
HEALTH - ONLINE                                       0.000         36.666          3.658         26.823         79.666
INDICES: IM, QZ, RZ
JOURNAL OF SPORT & EXERCISE    BM AA     390.00         390.00         410.00         425.00         446.00          56.00
PSYCHOLOGY - ONLINE                                   0.000          5.128          3.658          4.941         14.358
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GZ, HV, HY, IM, JO, JU, OM, OR, QZ, RZ, SI,
SL
JOURNAL OF TEACHING IN         QR AA     300.00         300.00         315.00         325.00         350.00          50.00
PHYSICAL EDUCATION - ONLINE                           0.000          5.000          3.174          7.692         16.666
INDICES: HV, HY, QZ, RZ, SI
PALAESTRA : FORUM OF SPORT     QR AA      26.95          26.95          31.95          31.95          31.95           5.00
PHYSICAL EDUCATION &                                  0.000         18.552          0.000          0.000         18.552
RECREATION FOR THOSE WITH
DISABILITIES
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GZ, RZ
PHYSICAL EDUCATOR - IL - PRINT IR AA      50.00          52.50          52.50          60.00          60.00          10.00
+ ONLINE                                              5.000          0.000         14.285          0.000         20.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, DZ, HY, LL, LM, LN, LO, OM,
ON, OR, OS, QX, QY, RZ
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            GV
VARIETY - PRINT + DIGITAL      OR AA     299.99         299.99         299.99         329.99         329.99          30.00
VARIETY - ONLINE /WEEKLY/                             0.000          0.000         10.000          0.000         10.000
INDICES: FB, FE, FN, FO, GV, GW, JU, OM, ON, OR, OS, PR, SY
**  TOTAL FOR  GV                **        1,666.94*      1,669.44       1,834.44**     1,921.94**     2,106.94**        440.00
26.395
**    7 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              238.13         238.49         262.06         274.56         300.99
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.149          9.883          4.769          9.625
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.599 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            G1
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC /**/ /FOR  MO AA      34.00          34.00          34.00          34.00          34.00           0.00
US/                                                   0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CH, CQ, DQ, DR, DW, DZ, GA,
GB, JL, JU, KY, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, PF, PG, PJ, PK, RH
**  TOTAL FOR  G1                **           34.00*         34.00          34.00**        34.00**        34.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               34.00          34.00          34.00          34.00          34.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            G3
ANNALS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF   BM AA     726.00         918.00        1041.00        1124.00        1337.00         611.00
AMERICAN GEOGRAPHERS -                               26.446         13.398          7.973         18.950         84.159
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, JL, RJ, SI, SS, ST,
**  TOTAL FOR  G3                **          726.00*        918.00       1,041.00**     1,124.00**     1,337.00**        611.00
84.159
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              726.00         918.00       1,041.00       1,124.00       1,337.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          26.446         13.398          7.973         18.950
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   21.040 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            H
ANNALES - HISTOIRE SCIENCES    QR AA     182.71         222.99         213.73         243.95         225.71          43.00
SOCIALES - PRINT + ONLINE                            22.045          4.152-        14.139          7.476-        23.534
INDICES: SS
ENVIRONMENT & PLANNING :       OR AA    1781.00        1958.00        2086.00        2169.00        2212.00         431.00
SECTIONS A & B - PRINT +                              9.938          6.537          3.978          1.982         24.199
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE ACCESS
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: JL
JOURNAL OF SOCIAL STUDIES      IR AA      30.00          30.00          55.00          69.00          69.00          39.00
RESEARCH /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                           0.000         83.333         25.454          0.000        130.000
INDICES: HY
**  TOTAL FOR  H                 **        1,993.71*      2,210.99       2,354.73**     2,481.95**     2,506.71**        513.00
25.730
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              664.57         736.99         784.91         827.31         835.57
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.898          6.501          5.402          0.997
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.432 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HA
ANNALS OF PROBABILITY - ONLINE BM AA     270.00         296.00         325.00         355.00         360.00          90.00
/FOR NONMEMBERS/                                      9.629          9.797          9.230          1.408         33.333
INDICES: AL, HS, RN, RQ
ANNALS OF STATISTICS - ONLINE  BM AA     270.00         296.00         325.00         355.00         390.00         120.00
/FOR NONMEMBERS/                                      9.629          9.797          9.230          9.859         44.444
INDICES: AL, HS, RN, RQ
STATE RANKINGS - PAPERBACK     OR AA      65.95          65.95          65.00          68.00          70.00           4.05
/INCORPS/ CQS STATE FACT                              0.000          1.440-         4.615          2.941          6.141
FINDER /ALL EXCEPT EUROPE
UK MIDDLE EAST AFRICA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  HA                **          605.95*        657.95         715.00**       778.00**       820.00**        214.05
35.324
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              201.98         219.31         238.33         259.33         273.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.581          8.670          8.811          5.398
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    8.831 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HB
ECONOMIC JOURNAL - ONLINE /ALL OR AA     514.00         571.00         571.00         675.00         716.00         202.00
EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR LICENSED                           11.089          0.000         18.213          6.074         39.299
SUBS OR ORDERS PLACED PRIOR
TO 2011/
INDICES: AL, BX, CG, EM, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GV,
SI
LAND ECONOMICS - ONLINE -      QR AA     223.00         225.00         240.00         242.00         244.00          21.00
SINGLE SITE /FOR                                      0.896          6.666          0.833          0.826          9.417
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: AF, AL, BX, CE, CG, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP,
FQ, GV, HV, JL, JU, KY, LB, SI, SL, SR
OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS - ONLINE OR AA     512.00         550.00         580.00         580.00         580.00          68.00
/FOR US CANADA ASIA EXC                               7.421          5.454          0.000          0.000         13.281
JAPAN/
INDICES: AL
POPULATION - FRENCH ED         QR AA     120.40         136.36         121.92         152.67         141.24          20.84
13.255         10.589-        25.221          7.486-        17.308
INDICES: FL, FM, LB, RE, SI
POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT     QR AA     117.00         126.00         137.00         146.00         155.00          38.00
REVIEW - ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT                           7.692          8.730          6.569          6.164         32.478
WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, SI, SS, ST
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HB
POPULATION REFERENCE BUREAU    AN AA      64.00          75.00          75.00          75.00          75.00          11.00
MEMBERSHIP                                           17.187          0.000          0.000          0.000         17.187
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  HB                **        1,550.40*      1,683.36       1,724.92**     1,870.67**     1,911.24**        360.84
23.273
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              258.40         280.56         287.48         311.77         318.54
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.575          2.468          8.449          2.168
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    5.818 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HC
CAMBIO 16                      WK AA     467.41         529.40         487.69         535.12         495.09          27.68
13.262          7.878-         9.725          7.480-         5.921
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
MAIN ECONOMIC INDICATORS -     MO AA     688.00         758.00         830.00         830.00         830.00         142.00
PRINT + ONLINE - ENGLISH ED                          10.174          9.498          0.000          0.000         20.639
/FOR US CANADA ASIA EXC
JAPAN/
INDICES: FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ
MARITIME POLICY & MANAGEMENT - OR AA    1486.00        1590.00        1694.00        1976.00        2016.00         530.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                            6.998          6.540         16.646          2.024         35.666
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, IT, JL,
POST-SOVIET AFFAIRS - PRINT +  QR AA     343.00         365.00         390.00         410.00         432.00          89.00
ONLINE                                                6.413          6.849          5.128          5.365         25.947
INDICES: AL, BE, BJ, BN, BR, FJ, FL, FP, HV, JU, LB, SI
SOCIETY & NATURAL RESOURCES -  MO AA     816.00         873.00         930.00        1116.00        1228.00         412.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                            6.985          6.529         20.000         10.035         50.490
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, JL, SI, SW
STATE OF THE WORLD LIBRARY     OR AA      55.00          74.95          74.95          74.95          74.95          19.95
SUBSCRIPTION                                         36.272          0.000          0.000          0.000         36.272
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  HC                **        3,855.41*      4,190.35       4,406.64**     4,942.07**     5,076.04**      1,220.63
31.660
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              642.56         698.39         734.44         823.67         846.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.687          5.161         12.150          2.710
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.915 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HD
ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT JOURNAL  BM AA     200.00         190.00         190.00         190.00         200.00           0.00
5.000-         0.000          0.000          5.263          0.000
INDICES: AF, AL, BX, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
GV, GW, GZ, HV, IM, LI, QZ, SI
ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT REVIEW   QR AA     190.00         190.00         190.00         190.00         200.00          10.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          5.263          5.263
INDICES: AF, AL, BX, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
GV, GW, HV, LI, QZ, SI
EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS TODAY -   QR AA     615.00         661.00         720.00         770.00         815.00         200.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              7.479          8.925          6.944          5.844         32.520
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: AL, FE, FH, FJ, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, GV
ENVIRONMENTAL AND RESOURCE     MO AA    1332.00        1545.00        1684.00        1777.00        1859.00         527.00
ECONOMICS - ONLINE -                                 15.990          8.996          5.522          4.614         39.564
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: AL, GN, JL, SI
HANDBOOK OF US LABOR           AN AA     155.82         155.82         163.24         154.00         154.00           1.82-
STATISTICS:EMPLOYMENT                                 0.000          4.761          5.660-         0.000          1.168-
EARNING PRICE PRODUCTIVITY
AND OTHER LABOR DATA
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HD
INDUSTRIAL & LABOR RELATIONS   QR AA      85.00          85.00          85.00          85.00          85.00           0.00
REVIEW - ONLINE /FOR                                  0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: AF, AL, BX, CG, EK, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO,
FP, FQ, GV, GW, HV, HY, IE, JE, JU, LI, LK, ND, SI, SL, SS
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - ONLINE  QR AA     222.00         240.00         275.00         292.00         310.00          88.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                8.108         14.583          6.181          6.164         39.639
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: AL, BX, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GV, IE,
JO, ND, QZ, SI, SS, SW
INTERFACES - ONLINE - SINGLE   BM AG     320.00         323.00         331.00         340.00         348.00          28.00
SITE /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                               0.937          2.476          2.719          2.352          8.750
INDICES: AF, AL, BX, CW, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP,
FQ, GV, GW, HV, LI, RC, SI, SW
JOURNAL OF APPLIED BUSINESS    BM AA     300.00         350.00         350.00         395.00         395.00          95.00
RESEARCH                                             16.666          0.000         12.857          0.000         31.666
INDICES: AL, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GV, GW, LI
JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES  OR AG    1624.00        1688.00        1730.00        1782.00        1889.00         265.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                            3.940          2.488          3.005          6.004         16.317
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: AL, BX, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GV, GW,
JO, LI, QZ, SI
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HD
JOURNAL OF REHABILITATION      QR AA      75.00          78.00          78.00          95.00          95.00          20.00
4.000          0.000         21.794          0.000         26.666
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EM, EO, GV, GW, GZ,
HV, JU, LN, LO, PX, PZ, RZ, SI, SL, SR
LABOR HISTORY - ONLINE /ALL    IR AA     323.00         345.00         369.00         382.00         390.00          67.00
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR                              6.811          6.956          3.523          2.094         20.743
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: AL, BX, CF, CG, CK, DM, FE, FH, FI, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
GV, LZ, SI, SS
PROVIDENCE BUSINESS NEWS /FOR  WK AA      89.00          89.00          89.00          89.00          89.00           0.00
US/                                                   0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT JOURNAL - OR AG    1800.00        1917.00        2097.00        2223.00        2357.00         557.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              6.500          9.389          6.008          6.027         30.944
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: AL, FE, FH, FJ, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, GN, GV, LI, QZ, SI
TEXTILE HISTORY - PRINT +      SA AA     148.00         172.00         194.00         198.00         238.00          90.00
ONLINE /FOR US/ /FOR                                 16.216         12.790          2.061         20.202         60.810
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CK, DI, DM, DZ
**  TOTAL FOR  HD                **        7,478.82*      8,028.82       8,545.24**     8,962.00**     9,424.00**      1,945.18
26.009
**   15 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              498.58         535.25         569.68         597.46         628.26
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.354          6.432          4.877          5.155
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.502 % 687
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HE
COMMUNICATION CULTURE PACKAGE  OR AA     759.00         911.00         966.00        1034.00        1138.00         379.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                           20.026          6.037          7.039         10.058         49.934
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  HE                **          759.00*        911.00         966.00**     1,034.00**     1,138.00**        379.00
49.934
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              759.00         911.00         966.00       1,034.00       1,138.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          20.026          6.037          7.039         10.058
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   12.483 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HF
ACADEMY OF ACCOUNTING          AN AA      95.00         100.00         100.00         100.00         100.00           5.00
HISTORIANS MEMBERSHIP                                 5.263          0.000          0.000          0.000          5.263
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS        IR AA     399.64         514.09         394.62         455.84         443.80          44.16
RESEARCH - PRINT + ONLINE                            28.638         23.239-        15.513          2.641-        11.049
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: AF, AL, BX, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
GV, SI
ADWEEK                         OR AA     149.00         149.00         299.00         299.00         299.00         150.00
0.000        100.671          0.000          0.000        100.671
INDICES: AL, BX, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, OM, ON, OR,
OS
BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK /**/    WK AA     331.43         375.40          60.00          60.00          60.00         271.43-
/FORMERLY/ BUSINESSWEEK                              13.266         84.017-         0.000          0.000         81.896-
/CDS/ /FOR US/ /SURFACE
MAIL/
INDICES: AF, BE, BJ, BN, BR, DQ, DR, DZ, EM, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL,
FM, FN, FP, FQ, GA, GB, GV, IT, JU, KY, OA, OM, OR, PJ, RE
CRB COMMODITY YEARBOOK C-W     AN AA     210.00         210.00         210.00         200.00         210.00           0.00
CD-ROM                                                0.000          0.000          4.761-         5.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HF
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW /**/   MO AA     129.00          99.00          99.00          79.00          79.00          50.00-
/FOR US/                                             23.255-         0.000         20.202-         0.000         38.759-
INDICES: AL, CE, DZ, EM, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
GV, GW, HV, HY, IM, JU, LI, LK, QS, RE, RH, SI
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTING          AN AA      35.00          35.00          35.00          35.00          29.00           6.00-
LITERATURE                                            0.000          0.000          0.000         17.142-        17.142-
INDICES: AL, FJ, FL, FN, FP
JOURNAL OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE QR AA     305.00         375.00         445.00         545.00         575.00         270.00
IN ORGANIZATIONS - ONLINE                            22.950         18.666         22.471          5.504         88.524
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: AL, FH, FJ, FL, FN, FP, GL, GN, HC, IT
JOURNAL OF MARKETING - ONLINE  BM AA     265.00         325.00         350.00         365.00         375.00         110.00
22.641          7.692          4.285          2.739         41.509
INDICES: AF, AL, BX, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
GI, GJ, HV, JU, QS, QZ, SI, TP
JOURNAL OF MARKETING RESEARCH  BM AG     265.00         325.00         350.00         365.00         375.00         110.00
- ONLINE /FOR NONMEMBERS/                            22.641          7.692          4.285          2.739         41.509
INDICES: AF, AL, BX, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
GI, GJ, HV, KG, QZ, SI
MARKETING LETTERS - ONLINE -   QR AA     520.00         559.00         598.00         631.00         660.00         140.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  7.500          6.976          5.518          4.595         26.923
AMERICAS/
INDICES: AL, FJ, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, SI
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HF
MONTHLY STATISTICS OF          MO AA     274.00         293.00         310.00         310.00         310.00          36.00
INTERNATIONAL TRADE -                                 6.934          5.802          0.000          0.000         13.138
ONLINE /FOR US CANADA ASIA
EXC JAPAN/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
RADIO ADVERTISING SOURCE -     IR AG     635.00         664.00         691.00         696.00         715.00          80.00
PRINT + ONLINE                                        4.566          4.066          0.723          2.729         12.598
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
SRDS TV & CABLE SOURCE - PRINT SA AG     623.00         651.00         676.00         681.00         715.00          92.00
+ ONLINE /FORMERLY/ TV &                              4.494          3.840          0.739          4.992         14.767
CABLE SOURCE
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  HF                **        4,236.07*      4,674.49       4,617.62**     4,821.84**     4,945.80**        709.73
16.754
**   14 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              302.57         333.89         329.83         344.41         353.27
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.349          1.216-         4.422          2.570
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    4.188 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HG
BARRONS /**/ /FOR US EXC       WK AA     167.00         179.00         149.00         149.00         149.00          18.00-
HAWAII ALASKA/ /SURFACE                               7.185         16.759-         0.000          0.000         10.778-
MAIL/
INDICES: AF, AL, CE, DZ, EM, FB, FE, QS
BESTS AGGREGATES & AVERAGES -  AN AG     434.95         449.95         460.95         470.95         485.95          51.00
PROPERTY CASUALTY ED                                  3.448          2.444          2.169          3.185         11.725
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
BESTS REVIEW                   MO AG      50.00          50.00          50.00          55.00          57.00           7.00
0.000          0.000         10.000          3.636         14.000
INDICES: AL, BX, FH, FI, FJ, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GV, GW, LI, LK,
OM, ON, OR, OS
BUSINESS INSURANCE /INCORPS/   WK AA      97.00          97.00          97.00         109.00         125.00          28.00
BUSINESS INSURANCE EUROPE                             0.000          0.000         12.371         14.678         28.865
INDICES: AF, AL, BX, DZ, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
GV, GW, LI, LK, OM, OR, OS, QS
HOOVERS HANDBOOK OF AMERICAN   AN AA     250.00         255.00         265.00         265.00         285.00          35.00
BUSINESS /FORMERLY/ HOOVERS                           2.000          3.921          0.000          7.547         14.000
HANDBOOK
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
HOOVERS HANDBOOK OF EMERGING   AN AA     155.00         160.00         175.00         175.00         175.00          20.00
COMPANIES /INCORPS/ HOOVERS                           3.225          9.375          0.000          0.000         12.903
HANDBOOK INDEX
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HG
HOOVERS HANDBOOK OF PRIVATE    AN AA     185.00         190.00         200.00         205.00         225.00          40.00
COMPANIES /FORMERLY/                                  2.702          5.263          2.500          9.756         21.621
HOOVERS GUIDE TO PRIVATE
COMPANIES
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
HOOVERS HANDBOOK OF WORLD      AN AA     195.00         200.00         215.00         215.00         235.00          40.00
BUSINESS                                              2.564          7.500          0.000          9.302         20.512
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND    OR AA     889.00        1195.00        1065.00        1211.00        1349.00         460.00
COMBINED SUBSCRIPTION                                34.420         10.878-        13.708         11.395         51.743
/REGION C/ /FOR US &
CERTAIN COUNTRIES & JETS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
JOURNAL OF FINANCE - ONLINE    BM AG     363.00         392.00         442.00         442.00         456.00          93.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                7.988         12.755          0.000          3.167         25.619
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: AL, BX, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GV, SI,
JOURNAL OF PORTFOLIO           QR AG     489.00         505.00         757.00         795.00         851.00         362.00
MANAGEMENT - PRINT + ONLINE                           3.271         49.900          5.019          7.044         74.028
- SINGLE USER  /ALL EXCEPT
EUROPE/
INDICES: AF, AL, BX, DZ, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP,
FQ, GV, HV, SI
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HG
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF FINANCE   QR AA      45.00          45.00          45.00          45.00          45.00           0.00
AND ACCOUNTING /FORMERLY/                             0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
INDICES: BX, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GV, GW, LI, LK,
OM, ON, OR, OS
WALL STREET JOURNAL /**/ /FOR  IR AA     261.00         249.00         199.00         199.00         249.00          12.00-
US EXC HAWAII ALASKA/                                 4.597-        20.080-         0.000         25.125          4.597-
INDICES: AL, FE, FH, FJ, FN, GV
**  TOTAL FOR  HG                **        3,580.95*      3,966.95       4,119.95**     4,335.95**     4,686.95**      1,106.00
30.885
**   13 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              275.45         305.15         316.91         333.53         360.53
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.779          3.856          5.242          8.095
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.721 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HJ
JOURNAL OF TAXATION            MO AA     314.50         314.50         349.50         364.50         384.50          70.00
0.000         11.128          4.291          5.486         22.257
INDICES: AF, AL, FB, FE, FJ, FL, FN, FP, IE, JU, MI, ND
NATIONAL TAX JOURNAL - PRINT + QR AA     170.00         175.00         195.00         210.00         220.00          50.00
ONLINE                                                2.941         11.428          7.692          4.761         29.411
INDICES: AF, AL, BX, FB, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
GV, GW, HV, HY, IE, JU, LI, LK, ND, SI
REAL ESTATE TAXATION           QR AA     264.50         264.50         289.50         299.50         314.50          50.00
/FORMERLY/ JOURNAL OF REAL                            0.000          9.451          3.454          5.008         18.903
ESTATE TAXATION
INDICES: AL, IE, MI, ND
YOUR INCOME TAX                AN AA      17.95          17.95          17.95          19.95          19.95           2.00
0.000          0.000         11.142          0.000         11.142
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  HJ                **          766.95*        771.95         851.95**       893.95**       938.95**        172.00
22.426
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              191.73         192.98         212.98         223.48         234.73
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.651         10.363          4.929          5.033
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    5.606 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HM
SOCIETY - ONLINE - ENHANCED    BM AA     324.00         338.00         362.00         382.00         407.00          83.00
ACCESS /FOR AMERICAS/                                 4.320          7.100          5.524          6.544         25.617
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CH, DZ, EK, EM, GV,
GW, HV, HY, JU, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, RE, RH, RJ, RZ, SI
SOCIOLOGICAL FOCUS             QR AA     195.00         195.00         234.00         234.00         249.00          54.00
0.000         20.000          0.000          6.410         27.692
INDICES: SS, ST
SOCIOLOGICAL INQUIRY - ONLINE  QR AA     147.00         157.00         179.00         190.00         202.00          55.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                6.802         14.012          6.145          6.315         37.414
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, QZ, SI, SS, ST
SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW - ENGLAND  OR AA     457.00         480.00         504.00         520.00         541.00          84.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                            5.032          5.000          3.174          4.038         18.380
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, EG, EO, FN, FO, HV, JU, QZ, SI, SL, SS,
ST, TA
**  TOTAL FOR  HM                **        1,123.00*      1,170.00       1,279.00**     1,326.00**     1,399.00**        276.00
24.577
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              280.75         292.50         319.75         331.50         349.75
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.185          9.316          3.674          5.505
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.144 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HN
EKISTICS : PROBLEMS & SCIENCE  BM AA     150.00         150.00         150.00         150.00         150.00           0.00
OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS                                  0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, JL, JU, LB, SL, SS
**  TOTAL FOR  HN                **          150.00*        150.00         150.00**       150.00**       150.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              150.00         150.00         150.00         150.00         150.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HQ
ARCHIVES OF SEXUAL BEHAVIOR -  BM AA    1195.00        1400.00        1538.00        1692.00        1802.00         607.00
ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                             17.154          9.857         10.013          6.501         50.794
/FOR AMERICAS/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EH, GZ, IM, OM, OR, QZ, SI, SS
JOURNAL OF FAMILY VIOLENCE -   OR AA     825.00         887.00         965.00        1018.00        1065.00         240.00
ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                              7.515          8.793          5.492          4.616         29.090
/FOR AMERICAS/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, GX, GZ, HV, JU, LN, LO,
QZ, RC, SI, SL, SS, ST, SW
JOURNAL OF MARITAL AND FAMILY  QR AA     238.00         253.00         276.00         296.00         314.00          76.00
THERAPY - ONLINE /ALL                                 6.302          9.090          7.246          6.081         31.932
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, DZ, GZ, HV, HY, IM, JU, OM, OR, QZ, SI, SL,
SR, SS, ST
JOURNAL OF YOUTH AND           OR AA    1188.00        1485.00        1619.00        1732.00        1845.00         657.00
ADOLESCENCE - ONLINE -                               25.000          9.023          6.979          6.524         55.303
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, GZ, HV, HY, JU, OM, OR, QX, QZ, SI, SL,
SS, ST, SX, TP
MS /**/ /SURFACE MAIL/         QR AA      45.00          45.00          45.00          45.00          45.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, DZ, EK, EM, GA, JU, OA, OM, OR, RH, TP
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HQ
SEX ROLES - ONLINE - ENHANCED  SM AA    1332.00        1432.00        1561.00        1647.00        1754.00         422.00
ACCESS /FOR AMERICAS/ /FOR                            7.507          9.008          5.509          6.496         31.681
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BN, BR, HY, NJ, OM, OR, QZ, SI, SS, ST
SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT JOURNAL -   QR AA     300.00         300.00         315.00         325.00         350.00          50.00
ONLINE                                                0.000          5.000          3.174          7.692         16.666
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EM, HV, QZ, RZ, SI, SL, SS, ST
**  TOTAL FOR  HQ                **        5,123.00*      5,802.00       6,319.00**     6,755.00**     7,175.00**      2,052.00
40.054
**    7 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              731.85         828.85         902.71         965.00       1,025.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.253          8.910          6.899          6.217
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   10.013 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HT
COASTAL MANAGEMENT - ONLINE    BM AA     768.00         821.00         986.00        1021.00        1041.00         273.00
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/                              6.901         20.097          3.549          1.958         35.546
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BX, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GN, HG, IK, IT, JE, JL, KY, LB,
RQ
REVIEW OF REGIONAL STUDIES -   OR AA      60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00           0.00
ONLINE                                                0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY AND STUDIES QR AA     100.00         100.00         100.00         100.00         100.00           0.00
OF CULTURAL SYSTEMS AND                               0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
WORLD ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
INDICES: BJ, BN, BR, HY, JU, LB, PL, SS
**  TOTAL FOR  HT                **          928.00*        981.00       1,146.00**     1,181.00**     1,201.00**        273.00
29.418
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              309.33         327.00         382.00         393.66         400.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.711         16.819          3.054          1.693
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.354 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HV
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF DRUG AND   BM AA    1230.00        1353.00        1710.00        1915.00        2070.00         840.00
ALCOHOL ABUSE - ONLINE -                             10.000         26.385         11.988          8.093         68.292
SINGLE SITE ACCESS
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EH, EO, GX, GZ, HV,
IM, JU, KS, LN, LO, NB, RC, RZ, SI, SL, SR, SS, ST, SW
CRIMINOLOGY - ONLINE /INCLS/   QR AA     215.00         225.00         235.00         238.00         253.00          38.00
CRIMINOLOGY & PUBLIC POLICY                           4.651          4.444          1.276          6.302         17.674
/ALL EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE
UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, FN, GX, HV, IE, JU, ND, QZ, SI, SL, SR, SS,
TP
FAMILIES IN SOCIETY : THE      QR AA     215.00         221.00         228.00         245.00         245.00          30.00
JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY                               2.790          3.167          7.456          0.000         13.953
SOCIAL SERVICES
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EM, GI, HV, JU, QZ, SI, SL, SR, SS, SX
JOURNAL OF ALCOHOL & DRUG      TQ AA      80.00          80.00          80.00          80.00          85.00           5.00
EDUCATION                                             0.000          0.000          0.000          6.250          6.250
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EO, GZ, HV, HY, LN, LO,
PV, PX, PZ, QX, QY, QZ, RC, RZ, SS, TA
RENEWABLE RESOURCES JOURNAL    QR AA      44.00          44.00          44.00          44.00          44.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: JL, KY
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  HV                **        1,784.00*      1,923.00       2,297.00**     2,522.00**     2,697.00**        913.00
51.177
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              356.80         384.60         459.40         504.40         539.40
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.791         19.448          9.795          6.938
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   12.794 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HX
MONTHLY REVIEW - NY /SURFACE   MO AA      48.00         138.00         138.00         138.00         138.00          90.00
MAIL/                                               187.500          0.000          0.000          0.000        187.500
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CF, CG, FB, GV, GW, HV, JU,
OM, ON, OR, OS, RE, SI, SL, SR, SW
NEW LEFT REVIEW - PRINT +      BM AA     370.00         395.00         400.00         400.00         400.00          30.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT EUROPE/                            6.756          1.265          0.000          0.000          8.108
/SURFACE MAIL/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CF, CG, CK, HV, JU, RE, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  HX                **          418.00*        533.00         538.00**       538.00**       538.00**        120.00
28.708
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              209.00         266.50         269.00         269.00         269.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          27.511          0.938          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.177 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            H1
LINCOLN JOURNAL OF SOCIAL AND  SA AA      45.00          45.00          45.00          45.00          55.00          10.00
POLITICAL THOUGHT                                     0.000          0.000          0.000         22.222         22.222
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
SOCIAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY -     OR AA     227.00         243.00         273.00         290.00         308.00          81.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              7.048         12.345          6.227          6.206         35.682
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CH, CQ, EO, FJ, FK,
FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, HV, HY, JU, QX, QY, QZ, RC, RJ, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  H1                **          272.00*        288.00         318.00**       335.00**       363.00**         91.00
33.455
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              136.00         144.00         159.00         167.50         181.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.882         10.416          5.345          8.358
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    8.364 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            H6
JOURNAL OF FORECASTING -       OR AG    1365.00        1455.00        1592.00        1688.00        1790.00         425.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              6.593          9.415          6.030          6.042         31.135
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: AL, FH, FJ, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, GN, GV, SI
SOCIAL EDUCATION /FOR          BM AA      64.00          64.00          64.00          64.00          64.00           0.00
INSTITUTIONS/                                         0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CH, DW, EM, GI, HY, JU, QX, TP
**  TOTAL FOR  H6                **        1,429.00*      1,519.00       1,656.00**     1,752.00**     1,854.00**        425.00
29.741
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              714.50         759.50         828.00         876.00         927.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.298          9.019          5.797          5.821
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.435 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            J
ACADEMY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE   AN AA     309.00         309.00         339.00         384.00         399.00          90.00
SUBSCRIBING MEMBERSHIP -                              0.000          9.708         13.274          3.906         29.126
PRINT + ONLINE /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  J                 **          309.00*        309.00         339.00**       384.00**       399.00**         90.00
29.126
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              309.00         309.00         339.00         384.00         399.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          9.708         13.274          3.906
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.281 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            JA
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL  QR AA     335.00         362.00         415.00         461.00         521.00         186.00
SCIENCE - ONLINE /ALL                                 8.059         14.640         11.084         13.015         55.522
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN,
FO, FP, FQ, SI, SW
COMPARATIVE POLITICS /SURFACE  QR AA      70.00          74.00          78.00          84.00          90.00          20.00
MAIL/                                                 5.714          5.405          7.692          7.142         28.571
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CH, DZ, HV, JU, SI, SL
PERSPECTIVES ON POLITICAL      QR AA     170.00         214.00         231.00         243.00         261.00          91.00
SCIENCE - PRINT + ONLINE                             25.882          7.943          5.194          7.407         53.529
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, EM, HY, OM, ON, OR,
OS, PJ, PK
**  TOTAL FOR  JA                **          575.00*        650.00         724.00**       788.00**       872.00**        297.00
51.652
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              191.66         216.66         241.33         262.66         290.66
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.043         11.384          8.839         10.659
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   12.913 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            JF
PLANNING ADVISORY SERVICE -    OR AA     595.00         695.00         695.00         695.00         695.00         100.00
MULTIPLE FORMATS /ALL EXC                            16.806          0.000          0.000          0.000         16.806
PUBLIC & UNIVERSITY
LIBRARIES/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
POLITICAL COMMUNICATION -      QR AA     427.00         456.00         486.00         503.00         513.00          86.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                            6.791          6.578          3.497          1.988         20.140
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GI, GJ, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  JF                **        1,022.00*      1,151.00       1,181.00**     1,198.00**     1,208.00**        186.00
18.199
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              511.00         575.50         590.50         599.00         604.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          12.622          2.606          1.439          0.834
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    4.550 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            JK
CONNECTICUT STATE REGISTER &   AN AA      24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00          43.00          19.00
MANUAL - HARD COVER ED                                0.000          0.000          0.000         79.166         79.166
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
FORUM - ONLINE /FOR            OR AA     150.00         150.00         150.00         150.00         150.00           0.00
INSTITUTIONS EXCEPT                                   0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
CORPORATIONS AND FOR-PROFIT
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, CG, ND, SI
HARVARD POLITICAL REVIEW       QR AA      28.00          20.00          20.00          25.00          25.00           3.00-
28.571-         0.000         25.000          0.000         10.714-
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
PRESIDENTIAL STUDIES QUARTERLY QR AA     307.00         319.00         360.00         382.00         405.00          98.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                            3.908         12.852          6.111          6.020         31.921
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BJ, CG, EM, GI
**  TOTAL FOR  JK                **          509.00*        513.00         554.00**       581.00**       623.00**        114.00
22.396
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              127.25         128.25         138.50         145.25         155.75
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.785          7.992          4.873          7.228
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    5.599 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            JX
OCEAN DEVELOPMENT AND          QR AA     598.00         640.00         682.00         706.00         720.00         122.00
INTERNATIONAL LAW - ONLINE                            7.023          6.562          3.519          1.983         20.401
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL FSU
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
IE, IT, JL, MI, ND, SI
WORLD AFFAIRS - DC - PRINT +   QR AA     126.00         159.00         172.00         269.00         269.00         143.00
ONLINE /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                            26.190          8.176         56.395          0.000        113.492
INDICES: BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CH, DQ, DR, GV, GW, JU, OA, OB,
OM, ON, OR, OS, PJ, PK, RE, SL, SR
**  TOTAL FOR  JX                **          724.00*        799.00         854.00**       975.00**       989.00**        265.00
36.602
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              362.00         399.50         427.00         487.50         494.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.359          6.883         14.168          1.435
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    9.150 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            JZ
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS - ONLINE BM AA     427.00         461.00         526.00         563.00         597.00         170.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                7.962         14.099          7.034          6.039         39.812
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CK, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN,
FO, FP, FQ, PJ, PK, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  JZ                **          427.00*        461.00         526.00**       563.00**       597.00**        170.00
39.812
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              427.00         461.00         526.00         563.00         597.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.962         14.099          7.034          6.039
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    9.953 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            K
BENEFITS MAGAZINE /FORMERLY/   MO AA     140.00         150.00         158.00         154.00         168.00          28.00
BENEFITS & COMPENSATION                               7.142          5.333          2.531-         9.090         20.000
INDICES: FN, FO
CORPORATE TAXATION - CT        BM AA     329.75         329.75         364.75         379.75         399.75          70.00
0.000         10.614          4.112          5.266         21.228
INDICES: AL, FE, FH, FJ, FL, FN, FP, IE, LI, MI, ND
**  TOTAL FOR  K                 **          469.75*        479.75         522.75**       533.75**       567.75**         98.00
20.862
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              234.87         239.87         261.37         266.87         283.87
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           2.128          8.963          2.104          6.370
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    5.215 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            KF
MEDIA LAW REPORTER /WEEKLY/    WK AA    1967.00        2065.00        2189.00        2298.00        2401.00         434.00
4.982          6.004          4.979          4.482         22.064
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
UNION LABOR REPORT             BW AA    1312.00        1443.00        1558.00        1636.00        1636.00         324.00
9.984          7.969          5.006          0.000         24.695
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  KF                **        3,279.00*      3,508.00       3,747.00**     3,934.00**     4,037.00**        758.00
23.116
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,639.50       1,754.00       1,873.50       1,967.00       2,018.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.983          6.812          4.990          2.618
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    5.779 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            K1
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW REVIEW      QR AA      45.00          45.00          45.00          40.00          40.00           5.00-
/INCORPS/ ADMINISTRATIVE                              0.000          0.000         11.111-         0.000         11.111-
LAW JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY
INDICES: FH, FJ, FL, FM, FP, GV, HV, IE, JU, MI, ND, SI
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF            AN AA      40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00           0.00
JURISPRUDENCE                                         0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BJ, GC, IE, MI, ND, QJ
GEORGE WASHINGTON              OR AA      43.00          42.00          42.00          42.00          42.00           1.00-
INTERNATIONAL LAW REVIEW                              2.325-         0.000          0.000          0.000          2.325-
INDICES: BJ, BK, CH, IE, MI, ND
JOURNAL OF COLLEGE AND         IR AA      64.00          67.00          67.00          67.00          75.00          11.00
UNIVERSITY LAW                                        4.687          0.000          0.000         11.940         17.187
INDICES: HY, IE, MI, ND
JOURNAL OF LEGAL EDUCATION     QR AA      50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: HV, HY, IE, MI, ND, SI
JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRY & LAW    QR AA     125.00         125.00         125.00         125.00         125.00           0.00
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/                                    0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, GX, IE, MI, ND, QZ, RC, SS
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            K1
MASSACHUSETTS LAW REVIEW       QR AA      50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: IE, MI, ND
NATURAL RESOURCES &            OR AA      65.00          65.00          80.00          80.00          80.00          15.00
ENVIRONMENT                                           0.000         23.076          0.000          0.000         23.076
INDICES: IE, JL, MI, ND
NEW ENGLAND LAW REVIEW         QR AA      35.00          35.00          35.00          35.00          35.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: IE, MI, ND
NUCLEAR LAW BULLETIN - ONLINE  SA AA      86.00          92.00          97.00          97.00          97.00          11.00
/INCLS/ SUPPLEMENT -                                  6.976          5.434          0.000          0.000         12.790
ENGLISH ED /FOR US CANADA
ASIA EXC JAPAN/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, PJ, PK
**  TOTAL FOR  K1                **          603.00*        611.00         631.00**       626.00**       634.00**         31.00
5.140
**   10 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               60.30          61.10          63.10          62.60          63.40
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.326          3.273          0.792-         1.277
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    1.285 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            K2
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES & THE LAW  BM AA    1080.00        1150.00        1258.00        1334.00        1415.00         335.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                            6.481          9.391          6.041          6.071         31.018
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, GX, GZ, IE, IM, MI, ND, QZ, RC,
SI, SS
BOSTON UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW   IR AA      40.00          40.00          40.00          50.00          50.00          10.00
0.000          0.000         25.000          0.000         25.000
INDICES: BJ, BK, HV, IE, MI, ND, SI
TAX LAW REVIEW                 QR AA     110.00         110.00         110.00         110.00         110.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: AF, IE, MI, ND
**  TOTAL FOR  K2                **        1,230.00*      1,300.00       1,408.00**     1,494.00**     1,575.00**        345.00
28.048
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              410.00         433.33         469.33         498.00         525.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.691          8.307          6.107          5.421
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.012 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            K3
CORNELL INTERNATIONAL LAW      TQ AA      25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00           0.00
JOURNAL                                               0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BJ, BK, CH, HV, IE, MI, ND, RE, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  K3                **           25.00*         25.00          25.00**        25.00**        25.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            K5
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW - OR         QR AA      40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: IE, IT, JL, JU, KY, MI, ND
**  TOTAL FOR  K5                **           40.00*         40.00          40.00**        40.00**        40.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            K8
HARVARD INTERNATIONAL LAW      SA AA      30.00          30.00          32.00          34.00          40.00          10.00
JOURNAL /SURFACE MAIL/                                0.000          6.666          6.250         17.647         33.333
INDICES: CH, HV, IE, MI, ND, RE, SI
HARVARD LAW REVIEW             MO AA     200.00         200.00         200.00         200.00         200.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: AF, AL, BE, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EM, FH, FI, FJ, FL, FM, FN,
FP, FQ, GV, HV, IE, IM, JU, MI, ND, RE, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  K8                **          230.00*        230.00         232.00**       234.00**       240.00**         10.00
4.347
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              115.00         115.00         116.00         117.00         120.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.869          0.862          2.564
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    1.087 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            L
ASSOCIATION FOR SUPERVISION &  AN AA      89.00          89.00          89.00          89.00          89.00           0.00
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT                                0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
SELECT MEMBERSHIP - PRINT +
ONLINE /FOR INDIVIDUALS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
ASSOCIATION OF TEACHER         AN AA     130.00         130.00         130.00         140.00         260.00         130.00
EDUCATORS MEMBERSHIP -                                0.000          0.000          7.692         85.714        100.000
PRINT + ONLINE
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  L                 **          219.00*        219.00         219.00**       229.00**       349.00**        130.00
59.360
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              109.50         109.50         109.50         114.50         174.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          4.566         52.401
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   14.840 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            LA
JOURNAL OF STUDENT AFFAIRS     OR AA      35.00          35.00          35.00         139.00         139.00         104.00
RESEARCH AND PRACTICE -                               0.000          0.000        297.142          0.000        297.142
ONLINE
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  LA                **           35.00*         35.00          35.00**       139.00**       139.00**        104.00
297.142
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               35.00          35.00          35.00         139.00         139.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000        297.142          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   74.285 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            LB
AIMS /DISCONTINUED EFF SUMMER  QR AA      19.95          19.95          19.95          19.95          19.95           0.00
2011/                                                 0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION /FOR       BM AA      85.00          85.00          85.00          95.00          95.00          10.00
INSTITUTIONS/                                         0.000          0.000         11.764          0.000         11.764
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EM, HY, JU, OM, OR, QX
COGNITION AND INSTRUCTION -    QR AA     510.00         588.00         626.00         648.00         661.00         151.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                           15.294          6.462          3.514          2.006         29.607
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, HY, NJ, QX, QY, QZ, RC,
SI, SW
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION      OR AA     598.00         717.60         649.00         707.00         746.00         148.00
JOURNAL - ONLINE - ENHANCED                          20.000          9.559-         8.936          5.516         24.749
ACCESS /FOR AMERICAS/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EM, HY, NJ, QX, QY, QZ
INSTRUCTOR - MO /**/ /ALL      BM AA      21.95          21.95          21.95          15.95          15.95           6.00-
EXCEPT CANADA/                                        0.000          0.000         27.334-         0.000         27.334-
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BR, BS, BX, OM, OR, OS, QX, QY
JOURNAL OF LITERACY RESEARCH - QR AA     135.00         164.00         175.00         181.00         185.00          50.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT EUR MID                           21.481          6.707          3.428          2.209         37.037
AFR AUA IND PAK BGD BTN MDV
LKA NPL SAG/ /INST/
INDICES: CK, HV, HY, NJ, QZ, SI
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            LB
JOURNAL OF SCHOOL HEALTH -     MO AA     280.00         294.00         357.00         378.00         401.00         121.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              5.000         21.428          5.882          6.084         43.214
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, EB, ED, EG, EO, GV,
GW, GZ, HV, HY, IM, JU, LN, LO, PX, PZ, QX, QY, RC, RZ, SI
LANGUAGE ARTS C-W COLLEGE      OR AA     225.00         225.00         225.00         225.00         225.00           0.00
ENGLISH & ENGLISH JRNL -                              0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
PRINT + ONLINE
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
LEARNING AND LEADING WITH      IR AA      89.00         100.00         100.00         100.00         100.00          11.00




MAILBOX - GRADES 2-3 ED -      BM AA      29.95          29.95          29.95          29.95          29.95           0.00
INCLS MAILBOX COMPANION -                             0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
PRINT + ONLINE /**/ /FOR US
CANADA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
MAILBOX - PRESCHOOL ED - INCLS BM AA      29.95          29.95          29.95          29.95          29.95           0.00
MAILBOX COMPANION - PRINT +                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
ONLINE /**/ /FOR US CANADA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            LB
MAILBOX - INTERMEDIATE ED -    BM AA      29.95          29.95          29.95          29.95          29.95           0.00
INCLS MAILBOX COMPANION -                             0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
PRINT + ONLINE /**/ /FOR US
CANADA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
MIDDLE GROUND                  QR AA      30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF        AN AA     180.00         180.00         140.00         125.00         125.00          55.00-
SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS                           0.000         22.222-        10.714-         0.000         30.555-
SUBSCRIPTION MEMBERSHIP
/FOR LIBRARIES ONLY/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
NATIONAL READING CONFERENCE    AN AA      80.00          80.00          80.00          80.00          80.00           0.00
YEARBOOK                                              0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
PSYCHOLOGY IN THE SCHOOLS -    OR AA     565.00         602.00         659.00         699.00         741.00         176.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              6.548          9.468          6.069          6.008         31.150
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, HY, NJ, QX, QY,
QZ, RC, SI
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY QUARTERLY    QR AA     299.00         327.00         355.00         380.00         415.00         116.00
9.364          8.562          7.042          9.210         38.795
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, HV, HY, NJ, QZ, SI
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            LB
SCIENTIFIC STUDIES OF READING  BM AA     420.00         478.00         718.00         743.00         758.00         338.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR                             13.809         50.209          3.481          2.018         80.476
IRL TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, HY, NJ, QX, QY, QZ, SI,
TEACHERS HELPER - KINDERGARTEN BM AA      24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95           0.00
ED /**/ /FORMERLY/                                    0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
WORKSHEET MAGAZINE /FOR US
CANADA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
TEACHERS HELPER - GRADE 1 ED   BM AA      24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95           0.00
/**/ /FORMERLY/ WORKSHEET                             0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
MAGAZINE /TFG/ /FOR US
CANADA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
TEACHERS HELPER - GRADES 2-3   BM AA      24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95           0.00
ED /**/ /FORMERLY/                                    0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
WORKSHEET MAGAZINE /FOR US
CANADA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
TEACHERS HELPER - GRADES 4-6   BM AA      24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95           0.00
ED /**/ /FORMERLY/                                    0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
WORKSHEET MAGAZINE /FOR US
CANADA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            LB
THEORY INTO PRACTICE - ONLINE  QR AA     135.00         164.00         175.00         181.00         185.00          50.00
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/                             21.481          6.707          3.428          2.209         37.037
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, FH, FI, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ,
GV, GW, HV, HY, QX, QY, RC, SI, SW
YC YOUNG CHILDREN - REGULAR    BM AA      95.00          95.00          95.00          95.00          95.00           0.00
SUBSCRIPTION /FORMERLY/                               0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
YOUNG CHILDREN /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: CE, DZ, HV, HY
**  TOTAL FOR  LB                **        3,957.55*      4,361.15       4,700.55**     4,892.55**     5,067.55**      1,110.00
28.047
**   24 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              164.89         181.71         195.85         203.85         211.14
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.198          7.782          4.084          3.576
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.012 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            LC
CONTINUING HIGHER EDUCATION    AN AA      27.00          27.00          27.00          29.00          29.00           2.00
REVIEW /FORMERLY/ NUCEA                               0.000          0.000          7.407          0.000          7.407
CONTINUUM
INDICES: HY, TA
EDUCATIONAL GERONTOLOGY -      OR AA     676.00         722.00         770.00         797.00         813.00         137.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                            6.804          6.648          3.506          2.007         20.266
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, EG, EO, GZ, HV, HY,
LN, LO, QX, QY, QZ, RC, SI, SR, SS, SW, SX, TA
JOURNAL OF MORAL EDUCATION -   QR AA     376.00         394.00         420.00         435.00         444.00          68.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                            4.787          6.598          3.571          2.068         18.085
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, HY, QJ, QX, QY, QZ, RC,
RJ, SI, SW
JOURNAL OF MULTICULTURAL       QR AA      80.00          80.00          80.00          80.00          84.00           4.00
COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT                            0.000          0.000          0.000          5.000          5.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, GV, GW, GZ, HV, HY, OM,
ON, OR, OS, QX, QY, RC, SI, SR, SS, ST
TECHNIQUES - CONNECTING        OR AA      48.00          48.00          48.00          48.00          57.00           9.00
EDUCATION & CAREERS                                   0.000          0.000          0.000         18.750         18.750
/FORMERLY/ VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION JOURNAL
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, GV, GW, HY, OM, ON, OR, OS,
QX, QY
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            LC
URBAN REVIEW - ONLINE -        OR AA     705.00         765.00         819.00         864.00         904.00         199.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  8.510          7.058          5.494          4.629         28.226
AMERICAS/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, CG, HY, QZ, RC
**  TOTAL FOR  LC                **        1,912.00*      2,036.00       2,164.00**     2,253.00**     2,331.00**        419.00
21.914
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              318.66         339.33         360.66         375.50         388.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.485          6.286          4.112          3.462
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    5.478 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            LJ
AMERICAN SCIENTIST             BM AA      70.00          70.00          70.00          75.00          75.00           5.00
0.000          0.000          7.142          0.000          7.142
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, CW, DZ, EG, EM, EO,
HP, HS, IK, JL, JU, KS, KY, NJ, OA, OB, OR, OS, RN, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  LJ                **           70.00*         70.00          70.00**        75.00**        75.00**          5.00
7.142
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               70.00          70.00          70.00          75.00          75.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          7.142          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    1.785 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            L1
HISTORY OF EDUCATION QUARTERLY QR AA     103.00         111.00         120.00         128.00         136.00          33.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                            7.766          8.108          6.666          6.250         32.038
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, HY, OM, OR, QX
MIDDLE SCHOOL JOURNAL          IR AA      40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: DZ, HY
NEA TODAY                      IR AA      65.00          65.00          65.00          65.00          65.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, FN, FO, GV, GW, HY, JU, OM,
ON, OR, OS, QX, QY
PEABODY JOURNAL OF EDUCATION - OR AA     360.00         438.00         467.00         483.00         604.00         244.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                           21.666          6.621          3.426         25.051         67.777
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, DZ, HY, NJ, QX, QY, QZ,
SW
PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION        AN AA      39.00          39.00          39.00          39.50          39.50           0.50
0.000          0.000          1.282          0.000          1.282
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
TEACHERS COLLEGE RECORD -      MO AA     620.00         680.00         730.00         730.00         730.00         110.00
ONLINE                                                9.677          7.352          0.000          0.000         17.741
INDICES: BJ, BN, BR, CE, CG, EK, EM, HV, HY, JU, QX, QZ, SI, TP
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  L1                **        1,227.00*      1,373.00       1,461.00**     1,485.50**     1,614.50**        387.50
31.581
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              204.50         228.83         243.50         247.58         269.08
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.898          6.409          1.676          8.683
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.895 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            L9
ACCREDITED INSTITUTIONS OF     AN AA      95.95          89.95          89.95          89.95          94.99           0.96-
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION                               6.253-         0.000          0.000          5.603          1.000-
PROGRAMS & CANDIDATES - DC
/FOR US CANADA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  L9                **           95.95*         89.95          89.95**        89.95**        94.99**          0.96-
1.000-
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               95.95          89.95          89.95          89.95          94.99
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.253-         0.000          0.000          5.603
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.250-%
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            M
AMERICAN STRING TEACHERS       AN AA      78.00          78.00          82.00          90.00          90.00          12.00
ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP                                0.000          5.128          9.756          0.000         15.384
/ALL EXC ILLINOIS CHAPTER
MEMBERS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
INROCKUPTIBLES                 WK AA     226.62         256.67         279.70         306.91         283.95          57.33
13.260          8.972          9.728          7.481-        25.297
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
JOURNAL OF BAND RESEARCH       SA AA      10.00          10.00          10.00          15.00          15.00           5.00
0.000          0.000         50.000          0.000         50.000
INDICES: BJ, BK, DM, HH, PR, RL
ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN       AN AA      75.00          75.00          75.00          75.00          75.00           0.00
KODALY EDUCATORS                                      0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
PERCUSSIVE ARTS SOCIETY        AN AA      85.00         100.00         100.00         100.00         100.00          15.00
MEMBERSHIP /FOR                                      17.647          0.000          0.000          0.000         17.647
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  M                 **          474.62*        519.67         546.70**       586.91**       563.95**         89.33
18.821
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               94.92         103.93         109.34         117.38         112.79
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           9.491          5.201          7.355          3.912-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    4.705 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            ML
AMERICAN MUSIC TEACHER         BM AA      24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EM, JU, PR, QX
CHORAL JOURNAL /FOR            MO AA      35.00          45.00          45.00          45.00          45.00          10.00
INSTITUTIONS/                                        28.571          0.000          0.000          0.000         28.571
INDICES: BJ, BK, PR, RL
CLAVIER COMPANION              BM AA      24.00          24.00          24.95          29.95          24.95           0.95
0.000          3.958         20.040         16.694-         3.958
INDICES: BJ, BK, PR
CURRENT MUSICOLOGY             SA AA      36.00          36.00          36.00          36.00          36.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, JU, LZ, PR, RL
JOURNAL OF HISTORICAL RESEARCH SA AA      50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00           0.00
IN MUSIC EDUCATION                                    0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: PR, RL
JOURNAL OF SINGING /FORMERLY/  IR AA      50.00          50.00          50.00          60.00          60.00          10.00
NATS JOURNAL                                          0.000          0.000         20.000          0.000         20.000
INDICES: GZ, PR, RL
MISSOURI JOURNAL OF RESEARCH   AN AA       5.00           5.00           5.00           5.00           5.00           0.00
IN MUSIC EDUCATION                                    0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: PR, RL
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            ML
PERSPECTIVES OF NEW MUSIC      OR AA     115.00         120.00         126.00         126.00         126.00          11.00
/INCLS/ INDEX                                         4.347          5.000          0.000          0.000          9.565
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CH, CK, DZ, HH, JU, LZ, OM, OR, PR, RL
STRAD - ENGLAND /FOR US        IR AA      96.50         101.35         106.40         114.95         114.95          18.45
CANADA/                                               5.025          4.982          8.035          0.000         19.119
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BR, BS, BX, CK, DM, GV, GW, HH, OM, OR, OS,
PR, TI, TJ
THEORY & PRACTICE              AN AA      30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00          35.00           5.00
0.000          0.000          0.000         16.666         16.666
INDICES: BJ, BK, PR, RL
**  TOTAL FOR  ML                **          465.50*        485.35         497.35**       520.90**       520.90**         55.40
11.901
**   10 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               46.55          48.53          49.73          52.09          52.09
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.264          2.472          4.735          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    2.975 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            NA
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN : AD -    IR AA     315.00         335.00         335.00         356.00         375.00          60.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              6.349          0.000          6.268          5.337         19.047
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: DM, IT
ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST /**/      MO AA      39.95          39.95          39.95          39.95          39.95           0.00
/SURFACE MAIL/                                        0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, CK, DI, DM, DZ, GA, GV, HH,
JU, OA, OM, OR, RH
TD&T /FORMERLY/ THEATRE DESIGN QR AA      60.00          60.00          75.00          80.00          80.00          20.00
& TECHNOLOGY                                          0.000         25.000          6.666          0.000         33.333
INDICES: DI
TOWN PLANNING REVIEW - PRINT + BM AA     550.00         620.00         690.00         711.00         933.00         383.00
ONLINE - STANDARD ACCESS                             12.727         11.290          3.043         31.223         69.636
/FOR US CANADA/
INDICES: CK, DI, JL, LB, SS
URBAN LAND INSTITUTE           AN AA     375.00         375.00         420.00         415.00         415.00          40.00
MEMBERSHIP - ASSOCIATE /ALL                           0.000         12.000          1.190-         0.000         10.666
EXCEPT EUROPE/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  NA                **        1,339.95*      1,429.95       1,559.95**     1,601.95**     1,842.95**        503.00
37.538
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              267.99         285.99         311.99         320.39         368.59
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.716          9.091          2.692         15.044
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    9.384 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            NB
SCULPTURE REVIEW               QR AA      24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: DI, DM, EM, HH
**  TOTAL FOR  NB                **           24.00*         24.00          24.00**        24.00**        24.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            NC
MASTER DRAWINGS                QR AA      95.00         105.00         105.00         105.00         125.00          30.00
10.526          0.000          0.000         19.047         31.578
INDICES: DI, DM, HH
**  TOTAL FOR  NC                **           95.00*        105.00         105.00**       105.00**       125.00**         30.00
31.578
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               95.00         105.00         105.00         105.00         125.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.526          0.000          0.000         19.047
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.894 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            N1
APOLLO                         MO AA     154.56         160.00         160.00         176.56         171.89          17.33
3.519          0.000         10.350          2.644-        11.212
INDICES: DM
ART IN AMERICA /**/            MO AA      39.95          39.95          39.95          39.95          39.95           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CK, DI, DL, DM, DZ,
EK, HH, JU, LZ, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, RH
ARTFORUM INTERNATIONAL /FOR    MO AA      66.00          66.00          66.00          66.00          66.00           0.00
US/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                                0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CH, CK, DI, DM, JU, LZ, OM, OR
ARTNEWS /**/                   MO AA      39.95          39.95          39.95          39.95          39.95           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CH, CK, DL, DM, DZ, EM, HH, JU, OA, OM, OR,
RH
BURLINGTON MAGAZINE /FOR US    MO AA     523.00         539.00         558.00         575.00         593.00          70.00
CANADA/                                               3.059          3.525          3.046          3.130         13.384
INDICES: CQ, DI, DL, DM, DZ, HH
FLASH ART INTERNATIONAL        OR AA      56.66          64.17          57.38          62.96          58.25           1.59
13.254         10.581-         9.724          7.480-         2.806
INDICES: DI, DZ
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  N1                **          880.12*        909.07         921.28**       960.42**       969.04**         88.92
10.103
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              146.68         151.51         153.54         160.07         161.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           3.289          1.343          4.248          0.897
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    2.525 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            N2
REVUE DE L ART                 QR AA     127.48         144.39         136.26         157.39         145.62          18.14
13.264          5.630-        15.507          7.478-        14.229
INDICES: DI, DM, DZ, HH
**  TOTAL FOR  N2                **          127.48*        144.39         136.26**       157.39**       145.62**         18.14
14.229
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              127.48         144.39         136.26         157.39         145.62
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.264          5.630-        15.507          7.478-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.557 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            N5
ANTIKE KUNST                   AN AA     114.14         139.29         137.14         162.39         181.78          67.64
22.034          1.543-        18.411         11.940         59.260
INDICES: DI
**  TOTAL FOR  N5                **          114.14*        139.29         137.14**       162.39**       181.78**         67.64
59.260
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              114.14         139.29         137.14         162.39         181.78
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          22.034          1.543-        18.411         11.940
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   14.815 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            N7
ART HISTORY - ONLINE /ALL EXC  IR AA     756.00         825.00         911.00         966.00         966.00         210.00
WIE GBR/ /FOR LICENSED SUBS                           9.126         10.424          6.037          0.000         27.777
OR ORDERS PLACED PRIOR TO
2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CK, DI, DM, LZ
**  TOTAL FOR  N7                **          756.00*        825.00         911.00**       966.00**       966.00**        210.00
27.777
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              756.00         825.00         911.00         966.00         966.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           9.126         10.424          6.037          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.944 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            N8
SCHOOL ARTS - THE ART          MO AA      24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95           0.00
EDUCATION MAGAZINE FOR K-12                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
ART EDUCATORS /FOR US
CANADA/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, DZ, FB, HY, JU, OM, OR, QX
**  TOTAL FOR  N8                **           24.95*         24.95          24.95**        24.95**        24.95**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            P
REVUE DES LANGUES ROMANES      SA AA      62.32          72.19          64.54          77.12          83.57          21.25
15.837         10.597-        19.491          8.363         34.098
INDICES: DM, HH, NJ, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  P                 **           62.32*         72.19          64.54**        77.12**        83.57**         21.25
34.098
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               62.32          72.19          64.54          77.12          83.57
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          15.837         10.597-        19.491          8.363
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    8.524 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PB
MODERN LANGUAGE JOURNAL -      QR AA     132.00         143.00         163.00         173.00         184.00          52.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              8.333         13.986          6.134          6.358         39.393
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CH, CQ, EK, EM, GI, GJ, HY, NJ, PL, QX, QZ,
SI
MODERN LANGUAGE REVIEW - PRINT QR AA     276.00         289.00         298.00         304.00         304.00          28.00
+ ONLINE /FOR NONMEMBERS/                             4.710          3.114          2.013          0.000         10.144
/FOR US/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, CK, CQ, DM, GI, HH, JU, LZ,
PL
MODERN LANGUAGE STUDIES        SA AA      60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CH, CQ, PL
PMLA : PUBLICATIONS OF THE     BM AA     180.00         180.00         180.00         180.00         200.00          20.00
MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION                           0.000          0.000          0.000         11.111         11.111
OF AMERICA - PAPERBOUND -
PRINT + ONLINE
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CH, CK, CQ, DM, HH, JU, LZ, PL
YEARS WORK IN MODERN LANGUAGE  AN AA     415.00         435.00         448.00         457.00         457.00          42.00
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  PB                **        1,063.00*      1,107.00       1,149.00**     1,174.00**     1,205.00**        142.00
13.358
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              212.60         221.40         229.80         234.80         241.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.139          3.794          2.175          2.640
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.339 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PC
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF        AN AA      60.00          60.00          60.00          75.00          75.00          15.00
TEACHERS OF ITALIAN                                   0.000          0.000         25.000          0.000         25.000
MEMBERSHIP
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
FRANCAIS MODERNE               IR AA      84.98          96.25          86.06          94.43          87.37           2.39
13.261         10.587-         9.725          7.476-         2.812
INDICES: DM, PL
FRANCAIS DANS LE MONDE -       OR AA     113.31         128.34         114.75         125.91         128.14          14.83
WITHOUT SPECIAL ISSUES                               13.264         10.589-         9.725          1.771         13.087
INDICES: HY, NJ, PL
FRENCH REVIEW                  IR AA      45.00          55.00          55.00          55.00          55.00          10.00
22.222          0.000          0.000          0.000         22.222
INDICES: CK, DM, DZ, HY, JU, LZ, NJ, PL
HISPANIC JOURNAL - PA          SA AA      73.00          73.00          73.00          73.00          77.00           4.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          5.479          5.479
INDICES: CK, LS, PL
LANGUE FRANCAISE - PRINT +     QR AA     120.40         174.86         170.69         196.74         182.02          61.62
ONLINE                                               45.232          2.384-        15.261          7.481-        51.179
INDICES: DM, NJ
LENGAS - REVUE DE              SA AA      45.32          54.55          48.77          53.51          49.50           4.18
SOCIOLINGUISTIQUE                                    20.366         10.595-         9.719          7.493-         9.223
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PC
NUEVA REVISTA DE FILOLOGIA     SA AA     120.00         130.00         130.00         130.00         130.00          10.00
HISPANICA                                             8.333          0.000          0.000          0.000          8.333
INDICES: LS, PL
REVUE DE LINGUISTIQUE ROMANE   SA AA     140.23         158.82         142.01         155.81         144.16           3.93
13.256         10.584-         9.717          7.477-         2.802
INDICES: DM, HH, PL
ROMANCE NOTES                  TQ AA      40.00          40.00          45.00          45.00          45.00           5.00
0.000         12.500          0.000          0.000         12.500
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, CK, CQ, DM, HH, PL
ROMANIA                        SA AA      93.48         105.88          94.66         103.87          96.10           2.62
13.264         10.596-         9.729          7.480-         2.802
INDICES: PL
**  TOTAL FOR  PC                **          935.72*      1,076.70       1,019.94**     1,108.27**     1,069.29**        133.57
14.274
**   11 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               85.06          97.88          92.72         100.75          97.20
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          15.066          5.271-         8.660          3.517-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.568 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PD
GERMANIC NOTES & REVIEWS /ALL  SA AA      30.00          30.00          35.00          35.00          35.00           5.00
EXC JETS/                                             0.000         16.666          0.000          0.000         16.666
INDICES: DM, HH, NJ
**  TOTAL FOR  PD                **           30.00*         30.00          35.00**        35.00**        35.00**          5.00
16.666
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               30.00          30.00          35.00          35.00          35.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000         16.666          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    4.166 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PE
ANQ - PRINT + ONLINE /ALL      QR AA     128.00         162.00         175.00         184.00         199.00          71.00
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR                             26.562          8.024          5.142          8.152         55.468
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CK, CQ, DM, EM, GV, GW,
HH, JU, LZ, OM, ON, OR, OS, PL
COLLEGE COMPOSITION AND        QR AA      75.00          75.00          75.00          75.00          75.00           0.00
COMMUNICATION - PRINT +                               0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
ONLINE
INDICES: CK, CQ, DM, EM, HH, HY, NJ, PL
COLLEGE ENGLISH - PRINT +      BM AA      75.00          75.00          75.00          75.00          75.00           0.00
ONLINE                                                0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, HH, HY, JU, LZ, NJ, PL, TP,
COLLEGE ENGLISH ASSOCIATION    AN AA      35.00          35.00          35.00          43.00          43.00           8.00
MEMBERSHIP /FOR                                       0.000          0.000         22.857          0.000         22.857
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
RESEARCH IN THE TEACHING OF    IR AA      60.00          60.00          60.00          75.00          75.00          15.00
ENGLISH - PRINT + ONLINE                              0.000          0.000         25.000          0.000         25.000
INDICES: HV, HY, NJ, SI, SX, TA
TESOL LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION     OR AA     435.00         435.00         465.00         485.00         410.00          25.00-
SERVICE - PRINT + ONLINE                              0.000          6.896          4.301         15.463-         5.747-
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  PE                **          808.00*        842.00         885.00**       937.00**       877.00**         69.00
8.539
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              134.66         140.33         147.50         156.16         146.16
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.207          5.106          5.875          6.403-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    2.135 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PF
DEUTSCH ALS FREMDSPRACHE       QR AA      59.49          77.01          72.86          79.95          75.43          15.94
29.450          5.388-         9.730          5.653-        26.794
INDICES: HY, PL
MUTTERSPRACHE                  QR AA     110.47         120.32         123.35         135.36         121.13          10.66
8.916          2.518          9.736         10.512-         9.649
INDICES: DM, HH, PL
ZEITSCHRIFT FUER DEUTSCHE      QR AA     240.85         276.13         246.89         270.89         266.08          25.23
PHILOLOGIE /OHNE SONDER-                             14.648         10.589-         9.720          1.775-        10.475
UND BEIHEFTE = WITHOUT
SUPPLEMENTS/
INDICES: DM, HH, NJ, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  PF                **          410.81*        473.46         443.10**       486.20**       462.64**         51.83
12.616
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              136.93         157.82         147.70         162.06         154.21
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          15.250          6.412-         9.726          4.845-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.154 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PG
NASH SOVREMENNIK - ONLINE /FOR MO AA     163.00         176.00         176.00         200.00         209.00          46.00
INSTITUTIONS/                                         7.975          0.000         13.636          4.500         28.220
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
RUSSKAIA LITERATURA - ONLINE   QR AA      72.00          78.00          86.00          89.00          93.00          21.00
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/                                    8.333         10.256          3.488          4.494         29.166
INDICES: DM
**  TOTAL FOR  PG                **          235.00*        254.00         262.00**       289.00**       302.00**         67.00
28.510
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              117.50         127.00         131.00         144.50         151.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.085          3.149         10.305          4.498
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.127 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PN
BILLBOARD - NY /FOR US CANADA/ WK AA     299.00         299.00         299.00         299.00         299.00           0.00
/SURFACE MAIL/                                        0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, DQ, DR, DZ, FB, FE, FH,
FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GA, GB, JU, OA, OB, OM
CAHIERS DU CINEMA - FRENCH ED  MO AA      92.07         104.28          93.23         102.30          94.65           2.58
13.261         10.596-         9.728          7.478-         2.802
INDICES: DI, DZ
CINEASTE                       QR AA      40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CF, DI, DM, DQ, DR, DZ,
GA, GB, GV, GW, HH, JU, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, PL, SW, TI
COMMUNICATION EDUCATION -      QR AA     279.00         298.00         334.00         346.00         353.00          74.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                            6.810         12.080          3.592          2.023         26.523
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GI, GJ, HY, NJ, QZ
EUPHORION : ZEITSCHRIFT FUER   QR AA     145.46         164.76         147.31         161.64         152.46           7.00
LITERATURGESCHICHTE                                  13.268         10.591-         9.727          5.679-         4.812
INDICES: CQ, DM, HH
FILM COMMENT                   BM AA      24.95          24.95          29.95          35.95          35.95          11.00
0.000         20.040         20.033          0.000         44.088
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CK, DI, DM, DZ, GA, GI, HH,
JU, LZ, OA, OM, OR, OS, RH
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PN
FILM CRITICISM                 TQ AA      30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, CK, DI, DM, EM, HH, JU, LZ,
PL
FILM JOURNAL INTERNATIONAL     MO AA      65.00          65.00          65.00          65.00          65.00           0.00
/FORMERLY/ FILM JOURNAL                               0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: DQ, DR, FN, FO, GA, GB, OM, ON, OR, OS, TI, TJ
GENRE /FOR INSTITUTIONS/       QR AA      40.00          65.00          65.00          65.00         110.00          70.00
62.500          0.000          0.000         69.230        175.000
INDICES: CQ, HH, PL
LITERARY MARKET PLACE          AN AA     324.95         324.95         334.00         334.00         354.00          29.05
0.000          2.785          0.000          5.988          8.939
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
MAGAZINE LITTERAIRE - PRINT +  MO AA     111.04         143.10         121.06         132.84         122.90          11.86
ONLINE                                               28.872         15.401-         9.730          7.482-        10.680
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
POETIQUE                       QR AA      99.15         112.30         100.41         110.17         101.93           2.78
13.262         10.587-         9.720          7.479-         2.803
INDICES: PL
PRIMER ACTO                    IR AA     103.40         118.71         112.60         126.70         114.74          11.34
14.806          5.146-        12.522          9.439-        10.967
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PN
RELIGION & LITERATURE          TQ AA      31.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00           9.00
29.032          0.000          0.000          0.000         29.032
INDICES: CK, CQ, DM, GC, HH, PL
RESTORATION & 18TH CENTURY     SA AA      25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00           0.00
THEATRE RESEARCH                                      0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CQ, PL
REVUE D HISTOIRE DU THEATRE    QR AA      89.23         101.06          90.36          99.16          91.74           2.51
13.257         10.587-         9.738          7.482-         2.812
INDICES: CQ, DM, HH, PL
REVUE DE LITTERATURE COMPAREE  QR AA     139.00         153.00         168.00         168.00         171.00          32.00
/FOR US CANADA MEXICO/                               10.071          9.803          0.000          1.785         23.021
INDICES: CK, CQ, DM, HH, PL
RHETORIC SOCIETY QUARTERLY -   QR AA     177.00         190.00         202.00         253.00         258.00          81.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                            7.344          6.315         25.247          1.976         45.762
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: DM, GI, GJ, HY, SI
STUDIES IN ROMANTICISM         QR AA      60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, CQ, DM, HH, JU, LZ, PL, TP
VOPROSY LITERATURY - ONLINE    BM AA     128.00         148.00         165.00         170.00         177.00          49.00
15.625         11.486          3.030          4.117         38.281
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PN
WRITERS DIGEST /**/            IR AA      19.96          19.96          19.96          24.97          19.96           0.00
0.000          0.000         25.100         20.064-         0.000
INDICES: CQ, JU
WRITERS MARKET                 AN AA      29.99          29.99          29.99          29.99          29.99           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
ZNAMIA - ONLINE /FOR           MO AA     163.00         176.00         194.00         200.00         210.00          47.00
INSTITUTIONS/                                         7.975         10.227          3.092          5.000         28.834
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  PN                **        2,516.20*      2,733.06       2,765.87**     2,918.72**     2,956.32**        440.12
17.491
**   23 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              109.40         118.82         120.25         126.90         128.53
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.618          1.200          5.526          1.288
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    4.372 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PQ
ANALES GALDOSIANOS ANNUAL      AN AA      30.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          10.00
33.333          0.000          0.000          0.000         33.333
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
ANALES DE LA LITERATURA        IR AA     100.00         100.00         100.00         100.00         100.00           0.00
ESPANOLA CONTEMPORANEA                                0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CK, DM, HH, PL
CRITICA HISPANICA              SA AA      35.00          35.00          37.00          37.00          37.00           2.00
0.000          5.714          0.000          0.000          5.714
INDICES: DM, HH, PL
CUADERNOS DEL LAZARILLO        SA AA      18.42          20.85          18.64          20.46          18.93           0.51
/DISCONTINUED EFF #39 2010/                          13.192         10.599-         9.763          7.478-         2.768
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
EXPLICACION DE TEXTOS          SA AA      22.00          22.00          22.00          23.00          23.00           1.00
LITERARIOS - INCLS INDEX                              0.000          0.000          4.545          0.000          4.545
INDICES: DM, HH, LS, PL
HISPANOFILA                    TQ AA      40.00          40.00          45.00          45.00          45.00           5.00
0.000         12.500          0.000          0.000         12.500
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, CK, DM, HH, PL
LATIN AMERICAN LITERARY        SA AA      47.00          49.00          49.00          49.00          49.00           2.00
REVIEW                                                4.255          0.000          0.000          0.000          4.255
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, JU, LS, LZ, PL
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PQ
LETRAS FEMENINAS               SA AA      60.00          60.00          60.00          50.00          50.00          10.00-
0.000          0.000         16.666-         0.000         16.666-
INDICES: LS, PL
LETTERE ITALIANE               QR AA      89.23         115.50         134.83         147.94         149.98          60.75
29.440         16.735          9.723          1.378         68.082
INDICES: DM, HH, PL
PRESENCE FRANCOPHONE           SA AA      40.00          45.00          45.00          45.00          45.00           5.00
12.500          0.000          0.000          0.000         12.500
INDICES: PL
REVISTA DE ESTUDIOS HISPANICOS TQ AA      52.00          52.00          55.00          55.00          55.00           3.00
- MO                                                  0.000          5.769          0.000          0.000          5.769
INDICES: BJ, CK, DM, HH, LS, PL
REVISTA IBEROAMERICANA - PRINT IR AA     130.00         130.00         130.00         130.00         195.00          65.00
+ ONLINE                                              0.000          0.000          0.000         50.000         50.000
INDICES: DM, HH, HY, LS, PL
REVUE D HISTOIRE LITTERAIRE DE IR AA     164.30         186.09         169.26         190.44         184.93          20.63
LA FRANCE /ALL EXCEPT                                13.262          9.044-        12.513          2.893-        12.556
FRANCE/
INDICES: DM, HH, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  PQ                **          827.95*        895.44         905.73**       932.84**       992.84**        164.89
19.915
**   13 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               63.68          68.88          69.67          71.75          76.37
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.151          1.149          2.993          6.431
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    4.978 % 760
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PR
CANADIAN LITERATURE /ALL       QR AA      99.00         114.00         130.00         130.00         160.00          61.00
EXCEPT CANADA/                                       15.151         14.035          0.000         23.076         61.616
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, EK, EM, HH,
JU, LZ, OM, OR, PL
DICKENS SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP     AN AA      25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
DICKENSIAN                     TQ AA      59.28          59.97          44.20          50.05          55.69           3.59-
1.163         26.296-        13.235         11.268          6.056-
INDICES: CQ, DM, HH, PL
ENGLISH ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP AN AA     400.00         420.00         498.00         523.00         554.00         154.00
- FULL /FOR US CANADA/                                5.000         18.571          5.020          5.927         38.500
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
FIDDLEHEAD /ALL EXCEPT         QR AA      36.00          36.00          36.00          36.00          36.00           0.00
CANADA/                                               0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CK, DM, HH
HOPKINS QUARTERLY /ALL EXCEPT  QR AA      20.00          20.00          20.00          20.00          20.00           0.00
CANADA/                                               0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CK, CQ, PL
IRISH UNIVERSITY REVIEW        SA AA      70.00          70.00          70.00          70.00          70.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CQ, DM, HH, PL
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PR
VICTORIANS - A JOURNAL OF      SA AA      10.00          10.00          15.00          15.00          15.00           5.00
CULTURE AND LITERATURE                                0.000         50.000          0.000          0.000         50.000
INDICES: CK, CQ, DM, HH, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  PR                **          719.28*        754.97         838.20**       869.05**       935.69**        216.41
30.087
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               89.91          94.37         104.77         108.63         116.96
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.961         11.024          3.680          7.668
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.521 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PS
NEW LETTERS                    QR AA      30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00          30.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CK, CQ, LZ, PL
PAIDEUMA - ME                  AN AA      37.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          23.00
62.162          0.000          0.000          0.000         62.162
INDICES: CK, CQ, CT, DM, HH, PL
POETRY - IL                    MO AA      38.00          38.00          38.00          38.00          38.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CK, DM, EK, EM, HH, JU, LZ,
OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS
THOREAU SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP     AN AA      60.00          60.00          60.00          75.00          75.00          15.00
0.000          0.000         25.000          0.000         25.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
WALT WHITMAN QUARTERLY REVIEW  IR AA      30.00          30.00          30.00          45.00          45.00          15.00
- PRINT + ONLINE                                      0.000          0.000         50.000          0.000         50.000
INDICES: CK, CQ, DM, HH, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  PS                **          195.00*        218.00         218.00**       248.00**       248.00**         53.00
27.179
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               39.00          43.60          43.60          49.60          49.60
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.794          0.000         13.761          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.794 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PT
AKZENTE /SURFACE MAIL/         BM AA      70.82          80.21          71.72          80.27          74.27           3.45
13.258         10.584-        11.921          7.474-         4.871
INDICES: DM, HH, PL
MODERN AUSTRIAN LITERATURE     QR AA      70.00          70.00          70.00          70.00          70.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, CH, CK, DM, HH, PL
ZEITSCHRIFT FUER DEUTSCHES     IR AA     356.87         417.68         397.55         445.03         419.32          62.45
ALTERTUM UND DEUTSCHE                                17.039          4.819-        11.943          5.777-        17.499
LITERATUR ZFDA - + EXTRA
BILLED SUPPLEMENT
INDICES: DM, HH, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  PT                **          497.69*        567.89         539.27**       595.30**       563.59**         65.90
13.241
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              165.89         189.29         179.75         198.43         187.86
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          14.105          5.039-        10.389          5.326-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.310 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            P1
CLA JOURNAL                    QR AA      75.00          75.00          75.00          80.00          80.00           5.00
0.000          0.000          6.666          0.000          6.666
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, HH, JU, LZ, OM, OR, PL, TP,
LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS            OR AA     134.00         144.00         144.00         144.00         144.00          10.00
7.462          0.000          0.000          0.000          7.462
INDICES: PL
PHILOLOGICAL QUARTERLY         QR AA      60.00          60.00          70.00          70.00          70.00          10.00
0.000         16.666          0.000          0.000         16.666
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, EM, HH, JU,
LZ, NJ, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  P1                **          269.00*        279.00         289.00**       294.00**       294.00**         25.00
9.293
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               89.66          93.00          96.33          98.00          98.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           3.717          3.584          1.730          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    2.323 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            P2
LINGUISTIQUE /ALL EXCEPT       SA AA      94.89         118.47         100.41         113.32         110.67          15.78
FRANCE/                                              24.849         15.244-        12.857          2.338-        16.629
INDICES: DM, HH, HY, NJ, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  P2                **           94.89*        118.47         100.41**       113.32**       110.67**         15.78
16.629
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               94.89         118.47         100.41         113.32         110.67
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          24.849         15.244-        12.857          2.338-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    4.157 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            P3
ZEITSCHRIFT FUER               QR AA      90.64         102.67          94.66         103.87          96.10           5.46
LITERATURWISSENSCHAFT UND                            13.272          7.801-         9.729          7.480-         6.023
LINGUISTIK LILI
INDICES: DM, HH, NJ, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  P3                **           90.64*        102.67          94.66**       103.87**        96.10**          5.46
6.023
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               90.64         102.67          94.66         103.87          96.10
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.272          7.801-         9.729          7.480-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    1.506 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            P9
MASS COMMUNICATION AND SOCIETY BM AA     395.00         453.00         483.00         604.00         725.00         330.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR                             14.683          6.622         25.051         20.033         83.544
IRL TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, GI, GJ, QZ, SI, SS, ST
**  TOTAL FOR  P9                **          395.00*        453.00         483.00**       604.00**       725.00**        330.00
83.544
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              395.00         453.00         483.00         604.00         725.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          14.683          6.622         25.051         20.033
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   20.886 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            Q
NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSN AN AA     165.00         165.00         165.00         176.00         177.00          12.00
INSTITUTIONAL COMPREHENSIVE                           0.000          0.000          6.666          0.568          7.272
MEMBERSHIP #3 - PRINT +
ONLINE - SINGLE USER
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
NETWORKS - ONLINE /ALL EXC     OR AA    1995.00        2125.00        2325.00        2465.00        2613.00         618.00
WILEY EUROPE UK/ /FOR                                 6.516          9.411          6.021          6.004         30.977
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: GL, GN, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  Q                 **        2,160.00*      2,290.00       2,490.00**     2,641.00**     2,790.00**        630.00
29.166
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,080.00       1,145.00       1,245.00       1,320.50       1,395.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.018          8.733          6.064          5.641
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.291 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QA
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF            BM AA     672.00         720.00         776.00         812.00         836.36         164.36
MATHEMATICS - PRINT +                                 7.142          7.777          4.639          3.000         24.458
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT CANADA/
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: RN, RQ
CANADIAN MATHEMATICAL BULLETIN QR AA     336.00         360.00         388.00         406.00         422.30          86.30




COMBINATORICA - ONLINE -       BM AB     488.00         518.00         535.00         547.00         554.00          66.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  6.147          3.281          2.242          1.279         13.524
AMERICAS/
INDICES: GL, RN
FOUNDATIONS AND TRENDS IN      QR AA     315.00         345.00         360.00         360.00         390.00          75.00
HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTIONS                           9.523          4.347          0.000          8.333         23.809
- ONLINE - SITE LICENSE
/FOR US CANADA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
INFORMATION SYSTEMS RESEARCH - QR AG     320.00         323.00         342.00         350.00         365.00          45.00
ONLINE /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                             0.937          5.882          2.339          4.285         14.062
INDICES: AL, BX, FE, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GL, GV,
GW, HC, HD, LI, QZ, SI, SW
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QA
INVERSE PROBLEMS - PRINT +     MO AB    1835.00        1930.00        2200.00        2310.00        2400.00         565.00
ONLINE /FOR NOA SAM CEN/                              5.177         13.989          5.000          3.896         30.790
/FOR INST/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, GL, GN, HS, RN, RQ
ISRAEL JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS  OR AA     418.00         418.00         438.00         438.00         438.00          20.00
- ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                            0.000          4.784          0.000          0.000          4.784
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: RN
JOURNAL OF APPLIED PROBABILITY QR AA     330.00         372.00         384.00         312.00         312.00          18.00-
- PRINT + ONLINE /INCLS/                             12.727          3.225         18.750-         0.000          5.454-
SUPPLEMENTS /FOR US/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: AL, FH, FJ, FL, FM, FP, GV, HS, JE, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF COMPUTERS IN        QR AA     165.00         175.00         185.00         185.00         185.00          20.00
MATHEMATICS & SCIENCE                                 6.060          5.714          0.000          0.000         12.121
TEACHING
INDICES: GL, HY, QZ, TA
JOURNAL OF DIFFERENCE          MO AA    1216.00        1301.00        1386.00        1518.00        1708.00         492.00
EQUATIONS AND APPLICATIONS                            6.990          6.533          9.523         12.516         40.460
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR
IRL TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, IT
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QA
JOURNAL OF GRAPH THEORY -      OR AA    2380.00        2650.00        2899.00        3073.00        3258.00         878.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                             11.344          9.396          6.002          6.020         36.890
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: RN
JOURNAL FOR RESEARCH IN        IR AA     156.00         156.00         161.00         161.00         161.00           5.00
MATHEMATICS EDUCATION                                 0.000          3.205          0.000          0.000          3.205
/SURFACE MAIL/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, HV, HY, QX, QZ, SI, TA
MATHEMATICS TEACHER /SURFACE   MO AA      99.00         104.00         104.00         104.00         104.00           5.00
MAIL/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                              5.050          0.000          0.000          0.000          5.050
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EM, HY, JU, OM, OR, QX
NATURAL RESOURCE MODELING -    QR AA     275.00         275.00         432.00         458.00         482.00         207.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              0.000         57.090          6.018          5.240         75.272
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: EH, HG, JL
ROCKY MOUNTAIN JOURNAL OF      BM AA     770.00         770.00         800.00         830.00         830.00          60.00
MATHEMATICS - ONLINE /FOR                             0.000          3.896          3.750          0.000          7.792
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
SIAM JOURNAL ON APPLIED        BM AA     517.75         543.40         570.00         592.80         620.35         102.60
MATHEMATICS - ONLINE /FOR                             4.954          4.895          4.000          4.647         19.816
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BR, BS, BX, GN, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QA
SIAM JOURNAL ON MATHEMATICAL   BM AA     720.10         756.20         794.20         826.50         864.50         144.40
ANALYSIS - ONLINE /FOR                                5.013          5.025          4.066          4.597         20.052
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BR, BS, BX, GN, RN
STATISTICAL SCIENCE - ONLINE   QR AB     150.00         164.00         180.00         197.00         210.00          60.00
9.333          9.756          9.444          6.598         40.000
INDICES: HS, RN
TEACHING CHILDREN MATHEMATICS  MO AA      99.00         104.00         104.00         104.00         104.00           5.00
/SURFACE MAIL/ /FOR                                   5.050          0.000          0.000          0.000          5.050
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BN, BR, EM, HY, JU, OM, OR, QX
**  TOTAL FOR  QA                **       11,261.85*     11,984.60      13,038.20**    13,584.30**    14,244.51**      2,982.66
26.484
**   19 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              592.72         630.76         686.22         714.96         749.71
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.417          8.791          4.188          4.860
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.621 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QB
SURVEYING AND LAND INFORMATION QR AA     160.00         160.00         160.00         160.00         160.00           0.00
SCIENCE - ONLINE                                      0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CW, JE, KY
**  TOTAL FOR  QB                **          160.00*        160.00         160.00**       160.00**       160.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              160.00         160.00         160.00         160.00         160.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.000 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QC
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS -  MO AA     535.00         575.00         644.00         682.00         712.00         177.00
PRINT + ONLINE - SINGLE                               7.476         12.000          5.900          4.398         33.084
SITE /ALL EXCEPT JAPAN/
/REGULAR MAIL/ /FOR INST/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CW, DZ, HS, HY, JU, KS, RN, RQ
APPLIED OPTICS - ONLINE        IR AA    2875.00        3200.00        3490.00        3595.00        3793.00         918.00
11.304          9.062          3.008          5.507         31.930
INDICES: CW, GN, HM, HS, IM, JE, JU, KA, KY, LE, RN, RQ
ATMOSPHERE OCEAN - ONLINE /ALL QR AA     101.45         118.11         108.09         132.18         149.00          47.55
EXCEPT UK IRELAND (REP OF)                           16.421          8.483-        22.286         12.725         46.870
TAYLOR & FRANCIS EURO CNTRS
CANADA/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: JL, RN
BOUNDARY LAYER METEOROLOGY -   OR AA    2838.00        3079.00        3356.00        3423.00        3580.00         742.00
ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                              8.491          8.996          1.996          4.586         26.145
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, GN, IT, JL, RN
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA - BY STATE MO AA      57.00          57.00          63.00          55.00          55.00           2.00-
- INCLS ANNUAL ISSUE                                  0.000         10.526         12.698-         0.000          3.508-
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
GEOPHYSICAL JOURNAL            MO AA    2028.00        2076.00        2272.00        2408.00        2553.00         525.00
INTERNATIONAL - ONLINE /ALL                           2.366          9.441          5.985          6.021         25.887
EXC WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, IT, JL, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QC
GLOBAL CHANGE BIOLOGY - ONLINE MO AA    2983.00        3192.00        4200.00        4452.00        4809.00        1826.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                7.006         31.578          6.000          8.018         61.213
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, HG, JL, RN
JOURNAL OF THE ACOUSTICAL      MO AA    1600.00        1650.00        1710.00        1735.00        1800.00         200.00
SOCIETY OF AMERICA - ONLINE                           3.125          3.636          1.461          3.746         12.500
- SINGLE SITE ACCESS /ALL
EXCEPT JAPAN/ /FOR INST/
INDICES: BJ, BK, CQ, CW, DZ, EH, GN, HM, HP, IK, IM, JE, JO, KA, KY,
NJ, PL, PR, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF APPLIED METEOROLOGY MO AA     440.00         480.00         500.00         520.00         540.00         100.00
AND CLIMATOLOGY - ONLINE -                            9.090          4.166          4.000          3.846         22.727
CURRENT YEAR /FOR
NONMEMBERS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, GN, JL, RN
JOURNAL OF ATMOSPHERIC         QR AA    1282.00        1391.00        1510.00        1540.00        1128.00         154.00-
CHEMISTRY - ONLINE -                                  8.502          8.554          1.986         26.753-        12.012-
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, HG, JL, RN
JOURNAL OF THE ATMOSPHERIC     MO AA     660.00         725.00         755.00         785.00         755.00          95.00
SCIENCES - ONLINE - CURRENT                           9.848          4.137          3.973          3.821-        14.393
YEAR /FOR NONMEMBERS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, GN, IT, JL, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QC
JOURNAL OF CLIMATE - ONLINE -  SM AA     660.00         725.00         755.00         785.00         825.00         165.00
CURRENT YEAR /FOR                                     9.848          4.137          3.973          5.095         25.000
NONMEMBERS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, GN, JL, RN
JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY MO AA    1600.00        1725.00        1830.00        1885.00        1989.00         389.00
OF AMERICA - PART A -                                 7.812          6.086          3.005          5.517         24.312
OPTICS IMAGE SCIENCE AND
VISION - ONLINE
INDICES: GN, IM, RN
JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY MO AA    1600.00        1725.00        1830.00        1885.00        1989.00         389.00
OF AMERICA - PART B -                                 7.812          6.086          3.005          5.517         24.312
OPTICAL PHYSICS - ONLINE
INDICES: GN, RN
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS A :         OR AA    7885.00        8400.00        8945.00        9390.00        9756.00        1871.00
MATHEMATICAL & THEORETICAL                            6.531          6.488          4.974          3.897         23.728
- PRINT + ONLINE /FOR NOA
SAM CEN/ /FOR INST/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, HS, JE, KY, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS D : APPLIED WK AA    3610.00        3845.00        4422.00        5085.00        5283.00        1673.00
PHYSICS - PRINT + ONLINE                              6.509         15.006         14.993          3.893         46.343
/FOR NOA SAM CEN/ /FOR
INST/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, CW, GN, HS, IT, JE, KY, RN, RQ
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QC
MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW -       MO AA     610.00         670.00         695.00         725.00         815.00         205.00
ONLINE - CURRENT YEAR /FOR                            9.836          3.731          4.316         12.413         33.606
NONMEMBERS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, GN, IT, JL, RN
OPTICS LETTERS - ONLINE        SM AA    1650.00        1800.00        1965.00        2025.00        2136.00         486.00
9.090          9.166          3.053          5.481         29.454
INDICES: GN, IM, RN
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL OR AA     825.00         860.00         940.00         983.00        1042.00         217.00
METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY -                              4.242          9.302          4.574          6.002         26.303
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: CE, GN, HS, IT, KA, KY, LE, RN, RQ
REPORTS ON PROGRESS IN PHYSICS MO AA    2765.00        2945.00        3135.00        3290.00        3418.00         653.00
- PRINT + ONLINE /FOR NORTH                           6.509          6.451          4.944          3.890         23.616
AMERICA SOUTH AMERICA
CENTRAL AMERICA/ /INST/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, HS, KA, KY, RN, RQ
REVIEWS OF MODERN PHYSICS -    QR AA     385.00         385.00         355.00         360.00         365.00          20.00-
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT JAPAN/                             0.000          7.792-         1.408          1.388          5.194-
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, GN, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  QC                **       36,989.45*     39,623.11      43,480.09**    45,740.18**    47,492.00**     10,502.55
28.393
**   21 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,761.40       1,886.81       2,070.48       2,178.10       2,261.52
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.120          9.734          5.197          3.829
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.098 % 778
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QD
ISSUES IN ENVIRONMENTAL        SA AA     187.00         197.00         208.00         208.00         224.00          37.00
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY -                              5.347          5.583          0.000          7.692         19.786
PRINT + ONLINE /FOR US/
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE -   OR AA   14995.00       15820.00       16769.00       17776.00       18665.00        3670.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              5.501          5.998          6.005          5.001         24.474
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
PHOTOCHEMISTRY AND             BM AA     646.00         692.00         794.00         834.00         885.00         239.00
PHOTOBIOLOGY - ONLINE -                               7.120         14.739          5.037          6.115         36.996
INCLS SUPPLEMENT /ALL
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BJ, BK, EH, HP, IM, RN
REVIEWS IN ANALYTICAL          QR AA     320.00         320.00         350.00         350.00         510.00         190.00
CHEMISTRY /FOR NORTH                                  0.000          9.375          0.000         45.714         59.375
AMERICA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  QD                **       16,148.00*     17,029.00      18,121.00**    19,168.00**    20,284.00**      4,136.00
25.613
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            4,037.00       4,257.25       4,530.25       4,792.00       5,071.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.455          6.412          5.777          5.822
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.403 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QE
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL        OR AA     600.00         615.00         635.00         650.00         665.00          65.00
SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP - INCLS                            2.500          3.252          2.362          2.307         10.833
BULLETIN - PRINT + ONLINE
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
AMERICAN MINERALOGIST - PRINT  IR AA     725.00         775.00         825.00         875.00         900.00         175.00
+ ONLINE /SURFACE MAIL/                               6.896          6.451          6.060          2.857         24.137
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CW, OM, OR, RN
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEX OF      MO AA     125.00         125.00         125.00         125.00         125.00           0.00
MICROPALEONTOLOGY - ONLINE                            0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
BULLETIN OF VOLCANOLOGY -      OR AA    1555.00        1774.00        1873.00        1976.00        2067.00         512.00
ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                             14.083          5.580          5.499          4.605         32.926
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, RN
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF EARTH      MO AA    1022.00        1055.00        1095.00        1150.00        1205.00         183.00
SCIENCES - ONLINE - SINGLE                            3.228          3.791          5.022          4.782         17.906
SITE /ALL EXCEPT CANADA/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GA, GB, GN, HC,
IT, JL, RN
ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCES - OR AA    2482.00        2826.00        3449.00        3898.00        4077.00        1595.00
ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                             13.859         22.045         13.018          4.592         64.262
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: GN, HG, JL, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QE
GEOPHYSICS - PRINT + ONLINE    BM AA     500.00         545.00         545.00         580.00         615.00         115.00
/ALL EXCEPT JAPAN/                                    9.000          0.000          6.422          6.034         23.000
INDICES: CW, GN, HS, JE, KY, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF ATMOSPHERIC AND     MO AA     370.00         405.00         420.00         435.00         450.00          80.00
OCEANIC TECHNOLOGY - ONLINE                           9.459          3.703          3.571          3.448         21.621
- CURRENT YEAR /FOR
NONMEMBERS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, GN, IT, JL, RN
JOURNAL OF SEDIMENTARY         MO AA     500.00         500.00         525.00         525.00         550.00          50.00
RESEARCH - ONLINE                                     0.000          5.000          0.000          4.761         10.000
INDICES: HS, RN
LOCAL CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA -    MO AA      39.00          39.00          39.00          37.00          37.00           2.00-
MONTHLY /INCLS/ /PER CITY/                            0.000          0.000          5.128-         0.000          5.128-
ANNUAL
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
MINERALOGICAL MAGAZINE -       OR AA     696.58         739.00         572.99         668.37         683.97          12.61-
ONLINE                                                6.089         22.464-        16.646          2.334          1.810-
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, GN, RN
OCEANOLOGY - RUSSIA - ONLINE - IR AA    1398.00        1505.00        1686.00        1804.00        1930.00         532.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  7.653         12.026          6.998          6.984         38.054
AMERICAS/
INDICES: EH, HG, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QE
ROCKS AND MINERALS - PRINT +   BM AA     121.00         152.00         164.00         172.00         184.00          63.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                           25.619          7.894          4.878          6.976         52.066
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EM, JL, OA, OB, OM, ON,
OR, OS
SEDIMENTOLOGY - ONLINE /ALL    OR AA    1344.00        1438.00        1650.00        1766.00        1872.00         528.00
EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR LICENSED                            6.994         14.742          7.030          6.002         39.285
SUBS OR ORDERS PLACED PRIOR
TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, RN
TELLUS - SERIES A C-W SERIES B OR AA     392.00         408.00         455.00         476.00         496.00         104.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                            4.081         11.519          4.615          4.201         26.530
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  QE                **       11,869.58*     12,901.00      14,058.99**    15,137.37**    15,856.97**      3,987.39
33.593
**   15 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              791.30         860.06         937.26       1,009.15       1,057.13
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.689          8.975          7.670          4.753
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    8.398 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QH
AQUATIC ECOLOGY - ONLINE -     QR AA     370.00         400.00         428.00         452.00         473.00         103.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  8.108          7.000          5.607          4.646         27.837
AMERICAS/
INDICES: EH, HG, JL
ASM ONLINE JOURNALS FULL       OR AA    2674.00        3556.00        3734.00        3734.00        3883.00        1209.00
PACKAGE - ONLINE - 12                                32.984          5.005          0.000          3.990         45.213
JOURNALS - SINGLE SITE /FOR
NONMEMBERS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
BIOGEOCHEMISTRY - ONLINE -     IR AA    2138.00        2320.00        2524.00        2587.00        2706.00         568.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  8.512          8.793          2.496          4.599         26.566
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, HG, JL, RN
BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN - ONLINE   BM AA     390.00         400.00         430.00         430.00         455.00          65.00
2.564          7.500          0.000          5.813         16.666
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, EH, EJ, HG, HP, IK, JU, KS, KY, OM, OR,
RN, RQ
BIOMETRICS - ONLINE /ALL EXC   QR AA     301.00         319.00         356.00         378.00         401.00         100.00
WIE GBR/ /FOR LICENSED SUBS                           5.980         11.598          6.179          6.084         33.222
OR ORDERS PLACED PRIOR TO
2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, CW, EG, EH, EJ, EO, HG, HP, IK,
IM, KG, RN, RQ, RZ
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QH
COLD SPRING HARBOR SYMPOSIA ON AN AA     120.00         126.00         126.00         126.00         126.00           6.00
QUANTITATIVE BIOLOGY -                                5.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          5.000
SOFTBOUND
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, CE, EJ, IM, RQ
CONSERVATION BIOLOGY - ONLINE  BM AA     653.00         697.00         697.00         837.00         887.00         234.00
/ALL EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE                              6.738          0.000         20.086          5.973         35.834
UK/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, HG, IM, JL, RN
ECOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS -      OR AA     280.00         300.00         327.00         327.00         327.00          47.00
ONLINE                                                7.142          9.000          0.000          0.000         16.785
INDICES: CE, EH, HG, IK, IM, JL, RN, RQ
ECOLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS - ONLINE QR AA     148.00         158.00         172.00         172.00         172.00          24.00
6.756          8.860          0.000          0.000         16.216
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, EH, EJ, HG, IK, JL, JU, KS, KY, RN, RQ,
ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH - ONLINE - BM AA     595.00         645.00         698.00         732.00         786.00         191.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  8.403          8.217          4.871          7.377         32.100
AMERICAS/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EH, FN, FO, HG, JL, RN,
ECOLOGY - NY - ONLINE - SINGLE MO AA     680.00         720.00         785.00         785.00         785.00         105.00
SITE ACCESS                                           5.882          9.027          0.000          0.000         15.441
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, EH, EJ, HG, IK, IM, JL, JU, KS, KY, RN,
RQ
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QH
ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY AND   MO AA    1185.00        1255.00        1286.00        1665.00        1765.00         580.00
CHEMISTRY - ONLINE /ALL                               5.907          2.470         29.471          6.006         48.945
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, CE, EH, GN, HG, IK, IM, IT, JE, JL, KG, KY, RN,
RQ
EVOLUTION - KS - ONLINE /ALL   BM AA     540.00         616.00         671.00         712.00         755.00         215.00
EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR LICENSED                           14.074          8.928          6.110          6.039         39.814
SUBS OR ORDERS PLACED PRIOR
TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, EH, HG, HP, IM, JL, RN
EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY - ONLINE  QR AA     398.00         428.00         428.00         437.00         444.00          46.00
- ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                7.537          0.000          2.102          1.601         11.557
AMERICAS/
INDICES: RN
FRESHWATER BIOLOGY - ONLINE    MO AA    4079.00        4406.00        5148.00        5509.00        5923.00        1844.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                8.016         16.840          7.012          7.514         45.207
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, HG, JL, RN
FUNCTIONAL ECOLOGY - ONLINE    BM AA    1045.00        1116.00        1281.00        1358.00        1440.00         395.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                6.794         14.784          6.010          6.038         37.799
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, HG, JL, RN
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QH
GENETICS - ONLINE              MO AA     700.00         800.00         700.00         700.00         721.00          21.00
14.285         12.500-         0.000          3.000          3.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, DZ, EH, EJ, HG, HP, IM, JU, KG, KS, OM,
OR, RN, RQ
GENOME - ONLINE - SINGLE SITE  MO AA     652.00         670.00         700.00         735.00         775.00         123.00
/ALL EXCEPT CANADA/                                   2.760          4.477          5.000          5.442         18.865
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, EO, GA, GB, HG, HP, IM, JL,
RN
GEOBIOLOGY - ONLINE /ALL EXC   OR AA     563.00         600.00         689.00         724.00         768.00         205.00
WIE GBR/ /FOR LICENSED SUBS                           6.571         14.833          5.079          6.077         36.412
OR ORDERS PLACED PRIOR TO
2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, HG, RN
JOURNAL OF ECOLOGY - ONLINE    BM AA    1048.00        1121.00        1287.00        1365.00        1447.00         399.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                6.965         14.808          6.060          6.007         38.072
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, EH, EJ, HG, IK, JL,
JU, KS, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL        SM AA    1105.00        1180.00        1265.00        1265.00        1325.00         220.00
BIOLOGY - ONLINE - SINGLE                             6.787          7.203          0.000          4.743         19.909
SITE ACCESS /FOR US CANADA/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EH, HG, HP, IM, RN
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QH
JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL        MO AB    1498.00        1561.00        1609.00        1657.00        1682.00         184.00
BIOLOGY - ONLINE - ENHANCED                           4.205          3.074          2.983          1.508         12.283
ACCESS /FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HP, IM, RN
MARINE BIOLOGY - ONLINE -      MO AA    6102.00        6775.00        6775.00        6707.00        7016.00         914.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                 11.029          0.000          1.003-         4.607         14.978
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, EH, EJ, HG, IK, JL,
JU, KG, KY, RN, RQ
MARINE BIOTECHNOLOGY - ONLINE  OR AA     708.00         761.00         826.00         871.00         911.00         203.00
- ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                7.485          8.541          5.447          4.592         28.672
AMERICAS/
INDICES: EH, GN, HG, IM, RN
MARINE ECOLOGY - ONLINE /ALL   QR AA     770.00         820.00         941.00         998.00        1068.00         298.00
EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR LICENSED                            6.493         14.756          6.057          7.014         38.701
SUBS OR ORDERS PLACED PRIOR
TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, FN, FO, HG, JL, RN
MARINE ECOLOGY PROGRESS SERIES OR AA    5842.58        6617.50        5916.83        6610.28        5995.00         152.42
- ONLINE - SINGLE SITE                               13.263         10.588-        11.719          9.307-         2.608
ACCESS
INDICES: EH, HG, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QH
MICROSCOPE                     QR AA      75.00          75.00          75.00          75.00          38.50          36.50-
0.000          0.000          0.000         48.666-        48.666-
INDICES: CE, EH, IT, KY
OECOLOGIA - ONLINE - ENHANCED  OR AA    5175.00        5615.00        6121.00        6458.00        6755.00        1580.00
ACCESS /FOR AMERICAS/                                 8.502          9.011          5.505          4.598         30.531
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HG, IM, JL, RN
PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS OF  OR AA    2800.00        3728.00        4058.00        4058.00        4058.00        1258.00
THE ROYAL SOCIETY B :                                33.142          8.851          0.000          0.000         44.928
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES -
ONLINE /FOR US CANADA/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, CE, EH, HG, HP, IK, IM, KY, RN, RQ
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL       OR AA    1845.00        1955.00        2128.00        2128.00        2128.00         283.00
SOCIETY B : BIOLOGICAL                                5.962          8.849          0.000          0.000         15.338
SCIENCES - ONLINE /FOR US
CANADA/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HP, IM, RN
RESTORATION ECOLOGY - ONLINE   BM AA     428.00         455.00         599.00         635.00         674.00         246.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                6.308         31.648          6.010          6.141         57.476
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, FN, FO, HG, JL
WETLANDS ECOLOGY AND           QR AA     645.00         700.00         749.00         790.00         826.00         181.00
MANAGEMENT - ONLINE -                                 8.527          7.000          5.473          4.556         28.062
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: EH, HG, JL
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  QH                **       45,552.58*     50,895.50      53,529.83**    56,017.28**    57,515.50**     11,962.92
26.261
**   32 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,423.51       1,590.48       1,672.80       1,750.54       1,797.35
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.729          5.175          4.646          2.674
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.565 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QK
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF BOTANY -   MO AF     485.00         540.00         600.00         600.00         640.00         155.00
ONLINE                                               11.340         11.111          0.000          6.666         31.958
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EH, HG, JL, RN
BARTONIA : PROCEEDINGS OF THE  OR AA      25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00           0.00
PHILADELPHIA BOTANICAL CLUB                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CE, EH
BOTANY - ONLINE - SINGLE SITE  MO AA    1040.00        1070.00        1110.00        1165.00        1225.00         185.00
/ALL EXCEPT CANADA/                                   2.884          3.738          4.954          5.150         17.788
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, EG, EH, EJ, EO, GA,
GB, GN, HC, HG, IK, JL, KG, KY, RN, RQ
CRITICAL REVIEWS IN PLANT      BM AA    1054.00        1127.00        1201.00        1243.00        1268.00         214.00
SCIENCES - ONLINE /ALL                                6.925          6.566          3.497          2.011         20.303
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, EG, EO, HG, HP, IT,
JL, KG, RN, RQ
CRYPTOGAMIE - ALGOLOGIE /FOR   QR AA     256.36         297.59         272.54         305.33         289.78          33.42
INSTITUTIONS/                                        16.082          8.417-        12.031          5.092-        13.036
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HG, IK, KY, RQ
CRYPTOGAMIE - MYCOLOGIE /FOR   QR AA     256.36         297.59         272.54         305.33         289.78          33.42
INSTITUTIONS/                                        16.082          8.417-        12.031          5.092-        13.036
INDICES: EH, HG, IK, RQ
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QK
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF PHYCOLOGY  QR AA     503.00         532.00         587.00         633.00         646.00         143.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR                              5.765         10.338          7.836          2.053         28.429
IRL TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, HG, RN
FRIENDS OF THE ARNOLD          AN AA      35.00          35.00          35.00          35.00          35.00           0.00
ARBORETUM MEMBERSHIP                                  0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
FUNCTIONAL PLANT BIOLOGY -     OR AF    1215.00        1290.00        1365.00        1410.00        1525.00         310.00
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE /ALL                             6.172          5.813          3.296          8.156         25.514
EXCEPT AUS NZL CEC GBR/
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HG, HP, RN
JOURNAL OF PHYCOLOGY - ONLINE  BM AA     569.00         603.00         673.00         714.00         757.00         188.00
/ALL EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE                              5.975         11.608          6.092          6.022         33.040
UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EG, EH, EO, HG, JL, RN
MISSOURI BOTANICAL GARDENS     AN AA      60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00           0.00
MEMBERSHIP                                            0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
NEW PHYTOLOGIST - ONLINE /ALL  IR AA    2191.00        2366.00        2714.00        2850.00        3021.00         830.00
EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR LICENSED                            7.987         14.708          5.011          6.000         37.882
SUBS OR ORDERS PLACED PRIOR
TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, CE, EH, HG, IK, IM, JL, KG, KY,
RN, RQ
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QK
PHYCOLOGIA - ONLINE /FOR       BM AA     550.00         583.00         606.00         630.00         662.00         112.00
INSTITUTIONS/                                         6.000          3.945          3.960          5.079         20.363
INDICES: BJ, BK, EH, HG, IK, KY, RN, RQ
PHYCOLOGICAL RESEARCH - ONLINE QR AA     534.00         569.00         653.00         693.00         735.00         201.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                6.554         14.762          6.125          6.060         37.640
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, HG
PHYSIOLOGIA PLANTARUM - ONLINE MO AA    1064.00        1138.00        1306.00        1384.00        1468.00         404.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                6.954         14.762          5.972          6.069         37.969
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EG, EH, EO, GN, HG, HP, JL, RN,
PLANT PHYSIOLOGY - INCLS PLANT MO AA    1891.00        1948.00        1948.00        2006.00        2067.00         176.00
CELL - ONLINE - TIERS 1-4                             3.014          0.000          2.977          3.040          9.307
/ALL EXCEPT CHINA/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, GN, HG, HP, IM, RN
PLANTA - ONLINE - ENHANCED     MO AA    5435.00        5897.00        6311.00        6248.00        6151.00         716.00
ACCESS /FOR AMERICAS/                                 8.500          7.020          0.998-         1.552-        13.173
INDICES: EH, HG, HP, IM, JL, RN
SOIL SCIENCE & PLANT NUTRITION BM AA     388.00         413.00         450.00         477.00         519.00         131.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT UK                               6.443          8.958          6.000          8.805         33.762
IRELAND (REP OF) TAYLOR &
FRANCIS EURO CNTRS/
INDICES: EH, HG, JL, RN
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QK
TAXON - PRINT + ONLINE         BM AA     370.00         470.00         569.13         988.14         958.17         588.17
27.027         21.091         73.622          3.032-       158.964
INDICES: CE, EH, EJ, HG, IK, KY, RN, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  QK                **       17,921.72*     19,261.18      20,758.21**    21,771.80**    22,341.73**      4,420.01
24.662
**   19 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              943.24       1,013.74       1,092.53       1,145.88       1,175.88
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.473          7.772          4.882          2.617
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.165 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QL
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY =  MO AA    1149.00        1185.00        1225.00        1285.00        1345.00         196.00
REVUE CANADIENNE DE                                   3.133          3.375          4.897          4.669         17.058
ZOOLOGIE - ONLINE - SINGLE
SITE /ALL EXCEPT CANADA/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EH, EO, GA, GB, GN, HC,
HG, JL, RN
DEVELOPMENT - ONLINE - SINGLE  SM AA    1335.00        1430.00        1530.00        1530.00        1605.00         270.00
SITE ACCESS /FOR US CANADA/                           7.116          6.993          0.000          4.901         20.224
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HP, IM, RN
DEVELOPMENT GENES AND          OR AA    1090.00        1222.00        1329.00        1402.00         841.00         249.00-
EVOLUTION - ONLINE -                                 12.110          8.756          5.492         40.014-        22.844-
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HP, IM, RN
ECOLOGICAL ENTOMOLOGY - ONLINE BM AF    1042.00        1407.00        1601.00        1698.00        1800.00         758.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                               35.028         13.788          6.058          6.007         72.744
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, HG, JL, RN
EXPERIMENTAL & APPLIED         MO AA    1835.00        1991.00        2160.00        2279.00        2384.00         549.00
ACAROLOGY - ONLINE -                                  8.501          8.488          5.509          4.607         29.918
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: EH, HG, IM, JL, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QL
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF       BM AA    1127.00        1212.00        1212.00        1279.00        1123.00           4.00-
PRIMATOLOGY - ONLINE -                                7.542          0.000          5.528         12.197-         0.354-
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMR/ /FOR INST/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, HG, JL, QZ, RN
JOURNAL OF ANIMAL ECOLOGY -    BM AF     996.00        1065.00        1223.00        1297.00        1375.00         379.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              6.927         14.835          6.050          6.013         38.052
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, HG, IM, JL, RN
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE         OR AA    6572.00        7065.00        7699.00        8122.00        8496.00        1924.00
PHYSIOLOGY A & B - ONLINE -                           7.501          8.973          5.494          4.604         29.275
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
JOURNAL OF EUKARYOTIC          BM AA     299.00         323.00         357.00         379.00         402.00         103.00
MICROBIOLOGY - ONLINE /ALL                            8.026         10.526          6.162          6.068         34.448
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, DZ, EH, EJ, HG, HP, IK, IM, KY, RN
JOURNAL OF FISH BIOLOGY -      OR AA    3002.00        3242.00        3686.00        3908.00        4143.00        1141.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              7.994         13.695          6.022          6.013         38.007
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, HG, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QL
JOURNAL OF MORPHOLOGY - ONLINE MO AA    5195.00        5533.00        6031.00        6393.00        6777.00        1582.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                6.506          9.000          6.002          6.006         30.452
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: EH, HP, IM, RN
JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY - ONLINE    MO AA    1480.00        1673.00        2111.00        2238.00        2373.00         893.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                               13.040         26.180          6.016          6.032         60.337
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BR, EH, HG, JL, RN
MARINE MAMMAL SCIENCE - ONLINE QR AA     200.00         214.00         234.00         249.00         264.00          64.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                7.000          9.345          6.410          6.024         32.000
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: EH, HG, IK, JL, RN, RQ
NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS           QR AA      32.00          32.00          32.00          32.00          32.00           0.00
/FORMERLY/ FIELD NOTES                                0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
PROTIST /FORMERLY/ ARCHIV FUER OR AA     640.00         678.00         722.00         903.00         989.00         349.00
PROTISTENKUNDE /ALL EXCEPT                            5.937          6.489         25.069          9.523         54.531
EUROPE JAPAN/
INDICES: EH, HG, IM, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QL
REVIEWS IN FISH BIOLOGY AND    QR AA     752.00         816.00         873.00         921.00         963.00         211.00
FISHERIES - ONLINE -                                  8.510          6.985          5.498          4.560         28.058
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BJ, HG, JL, RN
ZOOBOOKS /**/                  IR AA      22.95          25.95          25.95          25.95          29.95           7.00
13.071          0.000          0.000         15.414         30.501
INDICES: OM, OR, PF, QV
**  TOTAL FOR  QL                **       26,768.95*     29,113.95      32,050.95**    33,940.95**    34,941.95**      8,173.00
30.531
**   17 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,574.64       1,712.58       1,885.35       1,996.52       2,055.40
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.760         10.087          5.896          2.949
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.633 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QP
AGE : OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE  QR AA     298.00         323.00         346.00         365.00         389.00          91.00
AMERICAN AGING ASSOCIATION                            8.389          7.120          5.491          6.575         30.536
- ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: BJ, BK, EH, IM
BIOCHEMISTRY & CELL BIOLOGY -  BM AA     595.00         615.00         640.00         675.00         710.00         115.00
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE /ALL                             3.361          4.065          5.468          5.185         19.327
EXCEPT CANADA/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, CE, EG, EH, EJ, EO, GA, GB, GN,
HC, HP, IM, KG, RN, RQ
BIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION- PRINT MO AF     650.00         875.00         925.00         980.00        1030.00         380.00
+ ONLINE & SUPPLEMENT                                34.615          5.714          5.945          5.102         58.461
/SURFACE MAIL/
INDICES: CE, EH, HP, IM, RN, RQ
BLOOD - ONLINE - SINGLE SITE   WK AA    1085.00        1140.00        1160.00        1175.00        1234.00         149.00
5.069          1.754          1.293          5.021         13.732
INDICES: EH, HJ, HP, IM, RN, RQ
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY MO AA     812.00         835.00         870.00         915.00         960.00         148.00
& PHARMACOLOGY - ONLINE -                             2.832          4.191          5.172          4.918         18.226
SINGLE SITE /ALL EXC CAN/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EH, EO, GA, GB, HC, HP,
IM, JL, RN, RZ
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QP
CLINICAL NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST -   OR AA     770.00         939.00        1249.00        1293.00        1319.00         549.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                           21.948         33.013          3.522          2.010         71.298
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, ED, EG, EO, IM, QZ, RC, SI
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL FOR      BM AA     468.84         558.15         573.70         700.82         790.76         321.92
VITAMIN AND NUTRITION                                19.049          2.785         22.157         12.833         68.663
RESEARCH - PRINT + ONLINE
INDICES: CE, EH, HG, HP, IM, KG, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF AGING AND PHYSICAL  QR AA     300.00         300.00         315.00         325.00         350.00          50.00
ACTIVITY - ONLINE                                     0.000          5.000          3.174          7.692         16.666
INDICES: GZ, HV, IM, JO, QZ, RZ, SI
JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL          WK AA    2300.00        2460.00        1215.00        1215.00        1245.00        1055.00-
CHEMISTRY - ONLINE - SINGLE                           6.956         50.609-         0.000          2.469         45.869-
SITE /NONMEMBERS/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HP, RN
JOURNAL OF LIPID RESEARCH -    MO AA     515.00         550.00         600.00         615.00         645.00         130.00
ONLINE /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                             6.796          9.090          2.500          4.878         25.242
INDICES: EH, HP, RN
JOURNAL OF NEUROPHYSIOLOGY -   MO AA    1405.00        1470.00        1505.00        1580.00        1660.00         255.00
PRINT + ONLINE - SINGLE-                              4.626          2.380          4.983          5.063         18.149
SITE - TIERS 1-3 /ALL EXC
CHINA/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HP, IM, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QP
JOURNAL OF NEUROSCIENCE -      WK AA    2510.00        2662.00        2820.00        2990.00        2691.00         181.00
ONLINE /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                             6.055          5.935          6.028         10.000-         7.211
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, EJ, HP, IM, QZ, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY - ONLINE SM AA    4106.00        4435.00        5088.00        5445.00        5772.00        1666.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                8.012         14.723          7.016          6.005         40.574
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: EH, HP, IM, QZ, RN
JOURNAL OF VASCULAR RESEARCH - BM AA    1186.00        1335.00        1595.00        1595.00        1693.00         507.00
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE -                               12.563         19.475          0.000          6.144         42.748
CURRENT YEAR /FOR US/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EG, EH, EO, HJ, HP, IM, RN, RQ,
LIPIDS - ONLINE - ENHANCED     MO AA     439.00         469.00         505.00         545.00         599.00         160.00
ACCESS /FOR AMERICAS/                                 6.833          7.675          7.920          9.908         36.446
INDICES: EH, HG, HP, IM, RN
NEUROPSYCHOLOGY REVIEW -       QR AA     718.00         772.00         826.00         871.00        1020.00         302.00
ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                              7.520          6.994          5.447         17.106         42.061
/FOR AMERICAS/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, IM, QZ, SI, SR
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF           MO AA    1003.00        1159.00        1415.00        1465.00        1485.00         482.00
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY -                            15.553         22.088          3.533          1.365         48.055
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, ED, EG, EH, EO, FL, FM,
FN, FO, FP, FQ, HP, IM, NJ, QZ, RC, RN, SI
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  QP                **       19,160.84*     20,897.15      21,647.70**    22,749.82**    23,592.76**      4,431.92
23.130
**   17 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,127.10       1,229.24       1,273.39       1,338.22       1,387.80
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           9.061          3.591          5.091          3.705
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    5.782 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QR
AQUATIC MICROBIAL ECOLOGY -    OR AA     701.11        1058.80         946.69        1101.71        1042.61         341.50
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE ACCESS                          51.017         10.588-        16.374          5.364-        48.708
INDICES: EH, HG, IK, RN
JOURNAL OF APPLIED             OR AA    3102.00        3381.00        3915.00        4190.00        4442.00        1340.00
MICROBIOLOGY - ONLINE /ALL                            8.994         15.794          7.024          6.014         43.197
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EB, ED, EG, EH, EO, HG, HP, IM,
JL, RN
JOURNAL OF BASIC MICROBIOLOGY  BM AA    1095.00        1166.00        1271.00        1348.00        1443.00         348.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                            6.484          9.005          6.058          7.047         31.780
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: EH, HP, IM, JL, RN
JOURNAL OF GENERAL VIROLOGY -  MO AA    1415.00        1545.00        1775.00        1360.00        1430.00          15.00
ONLINE - SITE LICENSE -                               9.187         14.886         23.380-         5.147          1.060
TIER 1-4 /FOR US CANADA
MEXICO/
INDICES: CE, EH, HP, IM, KG, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF IMMUNOLOGY - PRINT  SM AA     820.00         875.00         950.00        1030.00        1110.00         290.00
+ ONLINE - SINGLE SITE                                6.707          8.571          8.421          7.766         35.365
INDICES: CE, EH, EJ, HP, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL             MO AA    1140.00        1245.00        1390.00        1065.00        1120.00          20.00-
MICROBIOLOGY - ONLINE -                               9.210         11.646         23.381-         5.164          1.754-
SITE LICENSE - TIER 1-4
/FOR US CANADA MEXICO/
INDICES: CE, EH, HP, IM, KG, RN, RQ
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QR
MICROBIAL ECOLOGY - ONLINE -   OR AA    1309.00        1407.00        1534.00        1618.00        1692.00         383.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  7.486          9.026          5.475          4.573         29.258
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HG, IM, JL, RN
MICROBIOLOGY - ENGLAND -       MO AA    1460.00        1590.00        1775.00        1360.00        1430.00          30.00-
ONLINE - SITE LICENSE -                               8.904         11.635         23.380-         5.147          2.054-
TIER 1-4 /FOR US CANADA
MEXICO/
INDICES: BJ, BR, EH, EJ, HP, IM, JL, JU, KG, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  QR                **       11,042.11*     12,267.80      13,556.69**    13,072.71**    13,709.61**      2,667.50
24.157
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,380.26       1,533.47       1,694.58       1,634.08       1,713.70
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.100         10.506          3.570-         4.871
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.039 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            Q1
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE -  MO AA     185.00         185.00         195.00         200.00         200.00          15.00
PRINT + ONLINE                                        0.000          5.405          2.564          0.000          8.108
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CW, HS, IK, JE, JU, KS, KY, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN SCIENCE OR AA    1260.00        1342.00        1463.00        1551.00        1645.00         385.00
TEACHING - ONLINE /ALL                                6.507          9.016          6.015          6.060         30.555
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: GN, HY, QZ, SI
KIDS DISCOVER /**/             MO AA      26.95          26.95          26.95          26.95          26.95           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: OA, OM, OR, PF, QV
MCGRAW-HILL YEARBOOK OF        AN AA     175.00         199.00         199.00         199.00         199.00          24.00
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY /FOR                          13.714          0.000          0.000          0.000         13.714
US/
INDICES: CE
NEW SCIENTIST - UK ED /FOR US/ WK AA     140.00         297.00         297.00         297.00         306.00         166.00
112.142          0.000          0.000          3.030        118.571
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, CW, DQ, DR, EK, EM,
FN, FO, GA, GB, GZ, HG, HM, IK, JU, KA, KS, KY, OA, OB, OM
NEW SCIENTIST - US ED /FOR US/ WK AA     140.00         140.00         154.00         154.00         154.00          14.00
0.000         10.000          0.000          0.000         10.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, DQ, DR, EM, FN, FO, GA,
GB, GZ, HG, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, RN, TI, TJ
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            Q1
PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL    OR AA     255.00         255.00         265.00         265.00         265.00          10.00
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF THE                            0.000          3.921          0.000          0.000          3.921
USA - ONLINE /ALL EXC JPN
CHN BRA MEX IND/ /FOR INST/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EH, HG, HP, IM, QZ, RN
SCIENCE EDUCATION - ONLINE     BM AA    1150.00        1225.00        1335.00        1429.00        1530.00         380.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                6.521          8.979          7.041          7.067         33.043
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, HY, OM, OR, QX, QZ, SI
SCIENCE IS ELEMENTARY          OR AA      30.00          30.00          36.00          36.00          36.00           6.00
/SUSPENDED EFF VOL 20 #4                              0.000         20.000          0.000          0.000         20.000
2011/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  Q1                **        3,361.95*      3,699.95       3,970.95**     4,157.95**     4,361.95**      1,000.00
29.744
**    9 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              373.55         411.10         441.21         461.99         484.66
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.053          7.324          4.709          4.906
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.436 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            Q3
NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN - ONLINE - MO AA     798.00         866.00         944.00         996.00        1250.00         452.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  8.521          9.006          5.508         25.502         56.641
AMERICAS/
INDICES: CE, EH, HP, HS, IK, IM, KY, RN, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  Q3                **          798.00*        866.00         944.00**       996.00**     1,250.00**        452.00
56.641
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              798.00         866.00         944.00         996.00       1,250.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.521          9.006          5.508         25.502
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   14.160 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RA
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF COMMUNITY  OR AA    1106.00        1189.00        1294.00        1365.00        1428.00         322.00
PSYCHOLOGY - ONLINE -                                 7.504          8.830          5.486          4.615         29.113
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR AMR/
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GZ, IM, SI, SS, ST
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HEALTH     BM AA     156.67         162.94         169.46         177.00         184.00          27.33
PROMOTION /FOR                                        4.002          4.001          4.449          3.954         17.444
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GZ, HV, HY, IM, LN, QX, RZ, SI
BULLETIN OF ENVIRONMENTAL      MO AA    1238.00        1331.00        1451.00        1531.00        1601.00         363.00
CONTAMINATION & TOXICOLOGY                            7.512          9.015          5.513          4.572         29.321
- ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: CE, EH, EJ, GN, HG, HP, IK, IM, JE, JL, KA, KG, RN, RQ
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC     BM AA      94.99         113.82          94.25         117.37         128.59          33.60
HEALTH = REVUE CANADIENNE                            19.823         17.193-        24.530          9.559         35.372
DE SANTE PUBLIQUE
INDICES: CE, GZ, HV, IM, KG, SI
JOURNAL OF COMMUNITY HEALTH -  OR AA     838.00         900.00         979.00        1033.00        1100.00         262.00
ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                              7.398          8.777          5.515          6.485         31.264
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GZ, HY, IM, LN, QZ, SI
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RA
JOURNAL OF FORENSIC SCIENCES - BM AA     367.00         396.00         432.00         458.00         486.00         119.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              7.901          9.090          6.018          6.113         32.425
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, CE, EH, GX, HJ, IE, IM, IT, ND, QZ, RN, RQ
QUEST : NATIONAL ASSOCIATION   QR AA     300.00         300.00         315.00         325.00         350.00          50.00
FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN                             0.000          5.000          3.174          7.692         16.666
HIGHER EDUCATION - ONLINE
INDICES: CE, HV, HY, RZ, SI, TA, TP
SOCIOLOGY OF HEALTH & ILLNESS  OR AA     839.00         893.00        1020.00        1082.00        1147.00         308.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                            6.436         14.221          6.078          6.007         36.710
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EG, EO, GZ, HV, IM, LN, LO, NB, PV, PX, PZ,
QZ, SI, SL, SS, ST, TA
**  TOTAL FOR  RA                **        4,939.66*      5,285.76       5,754.71**     6,088.37**     6,424.59**      1,484.93
30.061
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              617.45         660.72         719.33         761.04         803.07
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.006          8.871          5.798          5.522
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    7.515 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RC
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL   MO AA     445.00         455.00         475.00         485.00         490.00          45.00
NUTRITION - ONLINE /INCLS/                            2.247          4.395          2.105          1.030         10.112
SUPPLEMENTS /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: CE, DZ, EH, EJ, GZ, HJ, HP, IM, JL, KG, RN, RQ, TP
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF FAMILY     OR AA     248.00         266.00         283.00         293.00         299.00          51.00
THERAPY - ONLINE /ALL                                 7.258          6.390          3.533          2.047         20.564
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, HV, HY, JU,
LN, LO, QX, QY, RC, SI, SL, SR, SS, ST, SW, SX
AMERICAN JOURNAL ON            BM AA     234.00         246.00         258.00         258.00         282.00          48.00
INTELLECTUAL AND                                      5.128          4.878          0.000          9.302         20.512
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
- ONLINE /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: GZ, SI
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRY MO AA     249.00         266.00         279.00         279.00         296.00          47.00
- ONLINE - TIERS 1-4                                  6.827          4.887          0.000          6.093         18.875
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, DZ, EH, GZ, HJ, HP, HV, IM, JU, RN, RQ, SI,
SL, SR, TP
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SPEECH-    QR AA     129.00         137.00         148.00         170.00         170.00          41.00
LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY - ONLINE                           6.201          8.029         14.864          0.000         31.782
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, CK, EO, GI, GJ, IM, LN, NJ,
QX, SI
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RC
ANNALS OF NEUROLOGY - ONLINE   MO AA     635.00         686.00         750.00         803.00         852.00         217.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                8.031          9.329          7.066          6.102         34.173
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: EH, GZ, HP, IM, QZ, RN
BASIC RESEARCH IN CARDIOLOGY - BM AA    1662.00        1798.00        1948.00        2055.00        2150.00         488.00
ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                              8.182          8.342          5.492          4.622         29.362
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HP, IM, RN, RQ
CLINICS IN GERIATRIC MEDICINE  QR AA     297.00         327.00         353.00         388.00         427.00         130.00
10.101          7.951          9.915         10.051         43.771
INDICES: GZ, HJ, IM
DIABETES - PRINT + ONLINE - UP MO AA     700.00         750.00         790.00         790.00         790.00          90.00
TO 5 IP ADDRESSES                                     7.142          5.333          0.000          0.000         12.857
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, CE, EH, GZ, HJ, HP, IM, LN, RN
DYSPHAGIA - ONLINE - ENHANCED  QR AA     572.00         615.00         670.00         707.00         740.00         168.00
ACCESS /FOR AMERICAS/                                 7.517          8.943          5.522          4.667         29.370
INDICES: EH, GZ, IM, RN
EMERGENCY MEDICINE             MO AA     129.00         129.00         141.00         151.00         156.00          27.00
0.000          9.302          7.092          3.311         20.930
INDICES: GZ
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RC
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SPORT BM AA     390.00         390.00         410.00         425.00         446.00          56.00
NUTRITION & EXERCISE                                  0.000          5.128          3.658          4.941         14.358
METABOLISM - ONLINE
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GZ, HJ, IM, KS, LN, RN, RZ
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN        BM AA     235.00         235.00         235.00         235.00         235.00           0.00
COLLEGE OF NUTRITION -                                0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
PRINT + ONLINE /JACN/
INDICES: CE, EH, GZ, HP, IM, RN, RQ, RZ
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN        MO AA     601.00         650.00         748.00         793.00         841.00         240.00
GERIATRICS SOCIETY - ONLINE                           8.153         15.076          6.016          6.052         39.933
/ALL EXC WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, DZ, EG, EH, EO, GZ,
HJ, HV, IM, LN, LO, NB, PZ, QZ, RC, RN, RQ, SI, SL, SR, SS
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL            MO AA     756.00         805.00         840.00         900.00         930.00         174.00
ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISM                            6.481          4.347          7.142          3.333         23.015
- ONLINE - TIERS 1-4 /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: EH, HP, IM, RN
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY IR AA     725.00         783.00         857.00         917.00         973.00         248.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                            8.000          9.450          7.001          6.106         34.206
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, HV, HY, IM,
JU, QX, QY, QZ, RC, SI, SL, SR, TP
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RC
JOURNAL OF COMMUNITY           IR AA     645.00         687.00         752.00         798.00         846.00         201.00
PSYCHOLOGY - ONLINE /ALL                              6.511          9.461          6.117          6.015         31.162
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, HV, HY, QZ,
RC, SI, SR, SS, ST, TP
JOURNAL OF MUSCULOSKELETAL     MO AA      95.00         100.00         100.00         100.00         100.00           5.00
MEDICINE                                              5.263          0.000          0.000          0.000          5.263
INDICES: GZ
JOURNAL OF NEUROLOGY           MO AA     845.00         925.00        1092.00        1256.00        1321.00         476.00
NEUROSURGERY & PSYCHIATRY -                           9.467         18.054         15.018          5.175         56.331
ONL - UP TO 3000 FTE - SNGL
SITE /FOR INST EXC HOSP/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, GZ, HP, RN
JOURNAL OF RHEUMATOLOGY -      MO AA     375.00         400.00         445.00         445.00         445.00          70.00
PRINT + ONLINE - BASIC                                6.666         11.250          0.000          0.000         18.666
ACCESS /ALL EXCEPT CANADA/
/SURFACE MAIL/ /FOR INST/
INDICES: EH, GZ, HJ, HP, IM, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF SEX & MARITAL       OR AA     323.00         344.00         368.00         381.00         389.00          66.00
THERAPY - ONLINE /ALL                                 6.501          6.976          3.532          2.099         20.433
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, HY, IM, QZ, RC, SI,
SS, ST, SW
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RC
JOURNAL OF SPORTS MEDICINE &   QR AA     165.72         391.43         349.99         401.34         407.73         242.01
PHYSICAL FITNESS /ALL                               136.199         10.586-        14.671          1.592        146.035
EXCEPT ITALY/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: GZ, HJ, IM, RQ
JOURNAL OF STUDIES ON ALCOHOL  BM AA     350.00         350.00         350.00         385.00         405.00          55.00
AND DRUGS - PRINT + ONLINE                            0.000          0.000         10.000          5.194         15.714
/FORMERLY/ JOURNAL OF
STUDIES ON ALCOHOL
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EH, GV, GX, GZ, HJ, HV, IM, JU, OM, OR, QZ,
RE, RN, RQ, SI, SL, SR, SS, TP
NUTRITION AND CANCER - ONLINE  OR AA    1140.00        1256.00        1339.00        1785.00        1821.00         681.00
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/                             10.175          6.608         33.308          2.016         59.736
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: AV, AW, BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, CE, EB, ED, EG, EH, EO,
GZ, HJ, HP, IM, KG, PZ, RN, RQ
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES - ONLINE  MO AA     169.00         181.00         197.00         197.00         209.00          40.00
- TIERS 1-4                                           7.100          8.839          0.000          6.091         23.668
INDICES: GZ, HJ, HV, IM, QZ, RN, RQ, SI, SR
WOMEN & THERAPY - ONLINE /ALL  OR AA     580.00         580.00         648.00         671.00         805.00         225.00
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR                              0.000         11.724          3.549         19.970         38.793
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BN, BR, CF, GZ, HV, JU, OM, OR, QZ, SI, SR, SS, ST, TP,
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  RC                **       12,694.72*     13,752.43      14,825.99**    16,068.34**    16,825.73**      4,131.01
32.541
**   26 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              488.25         528.93         570.23         618.01         647.14
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.331          7.806          8.379          4.713
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    8.135 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RD
CLEFT PALATE-CRANIOFACIAL      BM AA     296.00         310.00         322.00         335.00         342.00          46.00
JOURNAL - PRINT + ONLINE                              4.729          3.870          4.037          2.089         15.540
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: GZ, HJ, IM, NJ, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF ORTHOPAEDIC AND     MO AA     285.00         305.00         330.00         405.00         440.00         155.00
SPORTS PHYSICAL THERAPY -                             7.017          8.196         22.727          8.641         54.385
PRINT + ONLINE - SINGLE
SITE /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: GZ, HJ, IM, RN, RZ
**  TOTAL FOR  RD                **          581.00*        615.00         652.00**       740.00**       782.00**        201.00
34.595
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              290.50         307.50         326.00         370.00         391.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.851          6.016         13.496          5.675
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    8.649 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RF
ACTA OTO-LARYNGOLOGICA -       MO AA     736.00         817.00         930.00         995.00        1085.00         349.00
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE ACCESS                          11.005         13.831          6.989          9.045         47.418
- INCLS SUPPLEMENTS
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EB, ED, EG, EO, GZ, HJ, HP, IH,
IM, LN, LO, NJ, PX, PZ, RC, RN, RQ
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF       MO AA     676.00         812.00         940.00        1035.00        1115.00         439.00
AUDIOLOGY - ONLINE - SINGLE                          20.118         15.763         10.106          7.729         64.940
SITE ACCESS
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EH, FN, FO, GI, GZ, IM, LN, LO, NJ, PX, PZ,
QZ
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN        IR AA     378.00         404.00         466.00         466.00         480.00         102.00
ACADEMY OF AUDIOLOGY                                  6.878         15.346          0.000          3.004         26.984
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, EB, ED, EG, EO, GZ, IM, LN, LO, NJ,
PX, PZ, QZ, SW
**  TOTAL FOR  RF                **        1,790.00*      2,033.00       2,336.00**     2,496.00**     2,680.00**        890.00
49.720
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              596.66         677.66         778.66         832.00         893.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.575         14.904          6.849          7.371
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   12.430 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RG
JOURNAL OF OBSTETRIC           BM AA     724.00         782.00         852.00         904.00         971.00         247.00
GYNECOLOGIC AND NEONATAL                              8.011          8.951          6.103          7.411         34.116
NURSING - ONLINE /ALL
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: FN, GZ, IM, LN, QZ, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  RG                **          724.00*        782.00         852.00**       904.00**       971.00**        247.00
34.116
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              724.00         782.00         852.00         904.00         971.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.011          8.951          6.103          7.411
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    8.529 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RJ
ISSUES IN COMPREHENSIVE        QR AA     265.00         292.00         340.00         380.00         410.00         145.00
PEDIATRIC NURSING - ONLINE                           10.188         16.438         11.764          7.894         54.716
- SINGLE SITE ACCESS
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, IM, LN, LO,
PV, PX, PZ, QZ, RC, SW
JOURNAL OF ABNORMAL CHILD      BM AA    1060.00        1314.00        1444.00        1523.00        1593.00         533.00
PSYCHOLOGY - ONLINE -                                23.962          9.893          5.470          4.596         50.283
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GZ, HY, IM, NJ, QX, QZ, SI
JOURNAL OF AUTISM &            MO AA    1225.00        1317.00        1448.00        1528.00        1598.00         373.00
DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDERS -                             7.510          9.946          5.524          4.581         30.448
ONL - ENH ACCESS /FOR
AMR/ /FOR INST/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, EO, GZ, HY, IM, LN, LO, NJ,
PZ, QZ, RC, SI
PEDIATRIC CLINICS OF NORTH     BM AA     281.00         315.00         350.00         378.00         423.00         142.00
AMERICA                                              12.099         11.111          8.000         11.904         50.533
INDICES: GZ, HJ, HP, IM, NB, RN, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  RJ                **        2,831.00*      3,238.00       3,582.00**     3,809.00**     4,024.00**      1,193.00
42.140
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              707.75         809.50         895.50         952.25       1,006.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          14.376         10.623          6.337          5.644
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   10.535 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RM
ANNALS OF NUTRITION AND        OR AA    1731.00        2314.00        2740.00        2740.00        2908.00        1177.00
METABOLISM - ONLINE -                                33.679         18.409          0.000          6.131         67.995
SINGLE SITE - CURRENT YEAR
/FOR US/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, CE, EG, EH, EO, GZ, HG, HP, IM,
RN, RQ
ANNALS OF PHARMACOTHERAPY -    IR AA     496.00         536.00         536.00         574.00         574.00          78.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT TIER 5/                            8.064          0.000          7.089          0.000         15.725
INDICES: EH, GZ, HJ, IM, NB, RN
BIOPHARMACEUTICS & DRUG        OR AA    2660.00        2833.00        3003.00        3184.00        3360.00         700.00
DISPOSITION - ONLINE /ALL                             6.503          6.000          6.027          5.527         26.315
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: EH, HP, IM, RN
BRITISH JOURNAL OF CLINICAL    MO AA    1593.00        1768.00        2140.00        2312.00        2451.00         858.00
PHARMACOLOGY - ONLINE -                              10.985         21.040          8.037          6.012         53.860
INCLS SUPPLEMENT /ALL
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, ED, EG, EH, EO, HJ, HP,
IM, LN, LO, NB, RN, RQ
DRUG INFORMATION JOURNAL -     BM AA     300.00         310.00         375.00         375.00         395.00          95.00
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RM
DRUG METABOLISM AND            MO AA     318.00         337.00         361.00         392.00         408.00          90.00
DISPOSITION - ONLINE /TIER                            5.974          7.121          8.587          4.081         28.301
1 - 3/
INDICES: EH, HP, IM, RN
DRUG METABOLISM REVIEWS -      IR AA    1991.00        2191.00        2535.00        2665.00        2852.00         861.00
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE                                 10.045         15.700          5.128          7.016         43.244
ACCESS
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, HP, IM, RN
JOURNAL OF MANUAL &            QR AA     225.00         250.00         250.00         298.00         319.00          94.00
MANIPULATIVE THERAPY -                               11.111          0.000         19.200          7.046         41.777
PRINT + ONLINE /FOR US/
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, EO, GZ, LN, LO, PZ, RZ
JOURNAL OF NUTRITION - ONLINE  MO AA     595.00         625.00         650.00         660.00         670.00          75.00
- SINGLE SITE /FOR                                    5.042          4.000          1.538          1.515         12.605
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, DZ, EH, EJ, GZ, HG, HP, IM, JL, JU, KG,
KS, LN, OM, OR, RN
JOURNAL OF PHARMACOKINETICS &  BM AA     882.00         948.00        1031.00        1088.00        1138.00         256.00
PHARMACODYNAMICS - ONLINE -                           7.482          8.755          5.528          4.595         29.024
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: EH, HP, IM, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RM
JOURNAL OF PHARMACOLOGY AND    MO AA     765.00         804.00         852.00         878.00         886.00         121.00
EXPERIMENTAL THERAPEUTICS -                           5.098          5.970          3.051          0.911         15.816
ONLINE /TIER 1 - 3/
INDICES: EH, HP, IM, QZ, RN
JOURNAL OF REHABILITATION      MO AA     426.86         531.82         533.12         584.97         541.25         114.39
MEDICINE - INCLS SUPPLS -                            24.588          0.244          9.725          7.473-        26.798
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE ACCESS
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EH, EO, GZ, HJ, IM,
JO, LN, LO, PX, PZ, RC, RZ
MEDICAL LETTER ON DRUGS AND    BW AA     145.00         275.00         345.00         375.00         395.00         250.00
THERAPEUTICS - PRINT +                               89.655         25.454          8.695          5.333        172.413
ONLINE - SINGLE USER /ALL
EXCEPT CANADA/
INDICES: GZ, NB
MOLECULAR PHARMACOLOGY -       MO AA     554.00         582.00         617.00         636.00         643.00          89.00
ONLINE /TIER 1 - 3/                                   5.054          6.013          3.079          1.100         16.064
INDICES: EH, HP, IM, RN
PHARMACOLOGY - ONLINE - SINGLE OR AA    1926.00        2314.00        2854.00        2854.00        3028.00        1102.00
SITE - CURRENT YEAR /FOR                             20.145         23.336          0.000          6.096         57.217
US/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EG, EH, EO, HP, IM, RN, RQ
DIE PHARMAZIE - PRINT + ONLINE MO AA     355.23         408.12         364.91         400.39         400.16          44.93
14.888         10.587-         9.722          0.057-        12.648
INDICES: EH, HP, IM, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RM
PHYSICAL THERAPY - PRINT +     MO AA     110.00         115.00         129.00         129.00         139.00          29.00
ONLINE /SURFACE MAIL/                                 4.545         12.173          0.000          7.751         26.363
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EB, ED, EG, EO, GZ, HJ, IM,
LN, LO, OM, OR, PV, PX, PZ, RN, RQ, RZ
PHYSIOTHERAPY CANADA - ONLINE  QR AA     130.00         136.00         152.25         152.25         160.00          30.00
- SINGLE SITE /ALL EXCEPT                             4.615         11.948          0.000          5.090         23.076
CANADA/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: GZ
PHYSIOTHERAPY THEORY AND       BM AA     626.00         688.00         865.00         995.00        1085.00         459.00
PRACTICE - ONLINE - SINGLE                            9.904         25.726         15.028          9.045         73.322
SITE ACCESS
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EH, EO, GZ, IM, LN, LO,
PV, PX, PZ
**  TOTAL FOR  RM                **       15,829.09*     17,965.94      20,333.28**    21,292.61**    22,352.41**      6,523.32
41.210
**   19 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              833.11         945.57       1,070.17       1,120.66       1,176.44
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.499         13.176          4.718          4.977
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   10.302 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RS
AMERICAN DRUG INDEX - PA       AN AA      73.95          84.95          87.00          87.95          96.43          22.48
14.874          2.413          1.091          9.641         30.398
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF       BM AA     180.00         180.00         180.00         180.00         200.00          20.00
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOUNDING                            0.000          0.000          0.000         11.111         11.111
- PRINT + ONLINE
INDICES: GZ
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN        BM AA     395.00         395.00         395.00         395.00         395.00           0.00
PHARMACISTS ASSOCIATION -                             0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
ONLINE
INDICES: GZ, IM
JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL      MO AA    1295.00        1399.00        1531.00        1623.00        1721.00         426.00
SCIENCES - ONLINE /ALL                                8.030          9.435          6.009          6.038         32.895
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BJ, EH, HP, RN
JOURNAL OF PHARMACY AND        MO AA    1700.00        1900.00        1940.00        1940.00        1944.00         244.00
PHARMACOLOGY - ONLINE /ALL                           11.764          2.105          0.000          0.206         14.352
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, CE, EH, HP, IM, NB, RN, RQ
PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH -      MO AA    1648.00        1772.00        1931.00        2037.00        2131.00         483.00
ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                              7.524          8.972          5.489          4.614         29.308
/FOR AMERICAS/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HP, IM, RN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RS
PHARMACOLOGICAL REVIEWS -      QR AA     220.00         230.00         242.00         249.00         259.00          39.00
ONLINE /TIER 1-3/                                     4.545          5.217          2.892          4.016         17.727
INDICES: HP, IM, RN
PHYSICIANS DESK REFERENCE -    AN AA      94.95          94.95          94.95          96.95          96.95           2.00
LIBRARY HOSPITAL VERSION                              0.000          0.000          2.106          0.000          2.106
/ALL EXCEPT CANADA SOUTH
AMERICA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
UNITED STATES PHARMACOPEIA AND AN AA     738.00         776.00         835.00         857.00         859.00         121.00
NATIONAL FORMULARY - USP 34                           5.149          7.603          2.634          0.233         16.395
NF 29 - ENGLISH ED - INCLS
SUPPL /ALL EXC DEU ITA AUT/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
USP DICTIONARY OF USAN AND     AN AA     306.50         315.00         339.00         339.00         361.00          54.50
INTERNATIONAL DRUG NAMES                              2.773          7.619          0.000          6.489         17.781
/ALL EXCEPT GERMANY/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  RS                **        6,651.40*      7,146.90       7,574.95**     7,804.90**     8,063.38**      1,411.98
21.228
**   10 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              665.14         714.69         757.49         780.49         806.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.449          5.989          3.035          3.311
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    5.307 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RT
CANADIAN NURSE - PRINT +       IR AA      39.66          46.17          40.20          49.16         165.96         126.30
ONLINE /UP TO 3 IP                                   16.414         12.930-        22.288        237.591        318.456
ADDRESSES/
INDICES: GZ, IM
EVIDENCE-BASED NURSING -       QR AD     296.00         323.00         382.00         392.00         414.00         118.00
ONLINE - UP TO 3000 FTE -                             9.121         18.266          2.617          5.612         39.864
SINGLE SITE ACCESS /FOR
INST EXC HOSP/ /FOR US/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, GZ, IM
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF       OR AA     175.00         175.00         175.00         175.00         175.00           0.00
NURSING EDUCATION                                     0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
SCHOLARSHIP - ONLINE /INST
EXC CORP & FOR-PROFIT INST/
INDICES: GZ, IM, IT, QZ
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF       BM AD     656.00         708.00         815.00         864.00         916.00         260.00
NURSING PRACTICE - ONLINE                             7.926         15.112          6.012          6.018         39.634
/ALL EXC WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, IM, LN, LO,
PV, PX, PZ, QZ, SI, SW
INTERNATIONAL NURSING REVIEW - OR AA     239.00         287.00         332.00         352.00         374.00         135.00
ENGLAND - ONLINE /ALL                                20.083         15.679          6.024          6.250         56.485
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, IM, LN, LO,
PV, PX, PZ, QZ
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RT
JOURNAL OF ADVANCED NURSING -  MO AA    1875.00        2025.00        2324.00        2466.00        2614.00         739.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              8.000         14.765          6.110          6.001         39.413
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, IM, LN, LO,
PV, PX, PZ, QZ, SI
JOURNAL OF COMMUNITY HEALTH    QR AA     440.00         508.00         542.00         561.00         572.00         132.00
NURSING - ONLINE /ALL                                15.454          6.692          3.505          1.960         30.000
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, IM, LN, LO,
PV, PX, PZ, QZ, RC, SI
JOURNAL OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY  QR AD     210.00         275.00         325.00         325.00         340.00         130.00
30.952         18.181          0.000          4.615         61.904
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, IM, LN, PZ,
SS, ST
JOURNAL OF NATIONAL BLACK      SA AD      35.00         150.00         150.00         150.00         150.00         115.00
NURSES ASSOCIATION                                  328.571          0.000          0.000          0.000        328.571
INDICES: GZ, IM, SR
JOURNAL OF NURSING SCHOLARSHIP QR AA     160.00         176.00         202.00         215.00         228.00          68.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                           10.000         14.772          6.435          6.046         42.500
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, EG, EO, GZ, IM, LN, LO, QZ,
SI
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RT
JOURNAL OF THEORY CONSTRUCTION IR AD     100.00         125.00         105.00         105.00         131.00          31.00
AND TESTING                                          25.000         16.000-         0.000         24.761         31.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EO, GZ, LN, LO, PZ
NEONATAL NETWORK - PRINT +     BM AA      65.00          75.00          75.00         225.00         225.00         160.00
ONLINE                                               15.384          0.000        200.000          0.000        246.153
INDICES: GZ, IM
NURSING CLINICS OF NORTH       QR AA     216.00         242.00         273.00         306.00         343.00         127.00
AMERICA                                              12.037         12.809         12.087         12.091         58.796
INDICES: GZ, HV, IM, SI
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING - ONLINE BM AA     468.00         505.00         580.00         621.00         659.00         191.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                                7.905         14.851          7.068          6.119         40.811
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, GZ, IM, LN, LO,
PX, PZ, QZ, SI
RESEARCH IN NURSING AND HEALTH BM AA    1185.00        1256.00        1319.00        1399.00        1483.00         298.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                            5.991          5.015          6.065          6.004         25.147
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: GZ, IM, QZ, SI
RESEARCH AND THEORY FOR        QR AD     185.00         235.00         235.00         249.00         300.00         115.00
NURSING PRACTICE - ONLINE                            27.027          0.000          5.957         20.481         62.162
INDICES: GZ, IM
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RT
WORLDVIEWS ON EVIDENCE-BASED   QR AA     275.00         302.00         347.00         368.00         391.00         116.00
NURSING - ONLINE /ALL                                 9.818         14.900          6.051          6.250         42.181
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: GZ, IM, QZ, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  RT                **        6,619.66*      7,413.17       8,221.20**     8,822.16**     9,480.96**      2,861.30
43.224
**   17 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              389.39         436.06         483.60         518.95         557.70
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.987         10.899          7.309          7.467
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   10.806 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            R6
JOURNAL OF ALLIED HEALTH -     QR AA     105.00         107.00         107.00         107.00         109.00           4.00
PRINT + ONLINE                                        1.904          0.000          0.000          1.869          3.809
INDICES: GZ, HY, IM, QZ
**  TOTAL FOR  R6                **          105.00*        107.00         107.00**       107.00**       109.00**          4.00
3.809
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              105.00         107.00         107.00         107.00         109.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.904          0.000          0.000          1.869
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.952 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            R7
ALTERNATIVE & COMPLEMENTARY    BM AA     436.00         474.00         505.00         531.00         627.00         191.00
THERAPIES - ONLINE /ALL EXC                           8.715          6.540          5.148         18.079         43.807
BANGLADESH INDIA NEPAL PAK
SRI LANKA/ /FOR INST/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, GZ
**  TOTAL FOR  R7                **          436.00*        474.00         505.00**       531.00**       627.00**        191.00
43.807
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              436.00         474.00         505.00         531.00         627.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.715          6.540          5.148         18.079
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   10.951 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            R8
ANNALS OF BIOMEDICAL           MO AA     988.00        1087.00        1182.00        1300.00        1384.00         396.00
ENGINEERING - ONLINE -                               10.020          8.739          9.983          6.461         40.080
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: EH, GN, HP, IM, IT, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  R8                **          988.00*      1,087.00       1,182.00**     1,300.00**     1,384.00**        396.00
40.080
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              988.00       1,087.00       1,182.00       1,300.00       1,384.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.020          8.739          9.983          6.461
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   10.020 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            S
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ENOLOGY    QR AA     600.00         600.00         600.00         600.00         300.00         300.00-
AND VITICULTURE - ONLINE                              0.000          0.000          0.000         50.000-        50.000-
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: CE, EH, HG, KG, RN, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  S                 **          600.00*        600.00         600.00**       600.00**       300.00**        300.00-
50.000-
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              600.00         600.00         600.00         600.00         300.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000         50.000-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   12.500-%
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            SB
BIOCONTROL - ONLINE - ENHANCED BM AA     608.00         693.00         742.00         761.00         796.00         188.00
ACCESS /FOR AMERICAS/                                13.980          7.070          2.560          4.599         30.921
INDICES: EH, HG, RN
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PLANT      BM AA     154.94         198.64         167.75         307.71         336.32         181.38
SCIENCE - PRINT + ONLINE                             28.204         15.550-        83.433          9.297        117.064
INDICES: EH, EJ, HG, IK, JL, KG, RN, RQ
CROP SCIENCE - ONLINE - SINGLE BM AF     625.00         635.00         650.00         650.00         673.00          48.00
SITE                                                  1.600          2.362          0.000          3.538          7.680
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EH, HG, JL, RN
HORTSCIENCE                    MO AF     400.00         400.00         400.00         400.00         400.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, CE, DZ, EH, EJ, GN, HG, KG, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURAL       BM AA     518.73         567.64         441.97         518.41         520.37           1.64
SCIENCE AND BIOTECHNOLOGY -                           9.428         22.139-        17.295          0.378          0.316
PRT + ONL - SINGLE SITE
ACCESS /REGULAR DELIVERY/
INDICES: EH, HG, RN
PLANT AND SOIL - ONLINE -      OR AA    5198.00        5640.00        6148.00        6486.00        6784.00        1586.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                  8.503          9.007          5.497          4.594         30.511
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, CE, EH, EJ, HG, JL, KG, KY, RN,
RQ
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  SB                **        7,504.67*      8,134.28       8,549.72**     9,123.12**     9,509.69**      2,005.02
26.716
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,250.77       1,355.71       1,424.95       1,520.52       1,584.94
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.389          5.107          6.706          4.237
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.679 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            SD
JOURNAL OF FORESTRY - ONLINE - IR AA     160.00         160.00         300.00         333.00         333.00         173.00
1902-PRESENT                                          0.000         87.500         11.000          0.000        108.125
INDICES: HG, JL, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  SD                **          160.00*        160.00         300.00**       333.00**       333.00**        173.00
108.125
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              160.00         160.00         300.00         333.00         333.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000         87.500         11.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   27.031 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            SF
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF VETERINARY MO AA     205.00         225.00         225.00         245.00         245.00          40.00
RESEARCH - PRINT + ONLINE                             9.756          0.000          8.888          0.000         19.512
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, CE, EH, EJ, HG, IM, RN, RQ
CANADIAN VETERINARY JOURNAL    MO AA     165.00         170.00         175.00         180.00         185.00          20.00
/ALL EXCEPT CANADA/                                   3.030          2.941          2.857          2.777         12.121
INDICES: HG, IM, RN
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN        SM AA     165.00         190.00         190.00         210.00         210.00          45.00
VETERINARY MEDICAL                                   15.151          0.000         10.526          0.000         27.272
ASSOCIATION - PRINT +
ONLINE
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, HG, IM, RN
JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE DISEASES - QR AA     270.00         270.00         270.00         270.00         270.00           0.00
PRINT + ONLINE /FOR                                   0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: CE, EH, EJ, HG, IM, JL, RN, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  SF                **          805.00*        855.00         860.00**       905.00**       910.00**        105.00
13.043
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              201.25         213.75         215.00         226.25         227.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.211          0.584          5.232          0.552
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.260 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            SH
AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY     IR AA    1106.00        1172.00        1242.00        1265.00        1328.00         222.00
JOURNALS PACKAGE - ONLINE -                           5.967          5.972          1.851          4.980         20.072
INCLS FISHERIES - ONLINE
/EXC GBR IRL TAF/ /INST/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF FISHERIES  MO AA    1051.00        1085.00        1125.00        1180.00        1240.00         189.00
AND AQUATIC SCIENCES - OL -                           3.235          3.686          4.888          5.084         17.982
SINGLE SITE /ALL EXC CAN/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, DZ, EH, EJ, GA, GB, HC,
HG, IK, JL, KG, KY, RN, RQ
FISHERIES OCEANOGRAPHY -       BM AA     953.00        1015.00        1164.00        1229.00        1303.00         350.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              6.505         14.679          5.584          6.021         36.726
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, FN, FO, HG, JL
JOURNAL OF FISH DISEASES -     MO AA    1763.00        1904.00        2204.00        2337.00        2478.00         715.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                              7.997         15.756          6.034          6.033         40.555
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, EH, HG, IM, JL, RN
MARINE RESOURCE ECONOMICS      QR AA     175.00         175.00         185.00         185.00         185.00          10.00
/INSTITUTIONS ONLY/                                   0.000          5.714          0.000          0.000          5.714
INDICES: BJ, BK, HG, JL, SI
NIHON SUISAN GAKKAI SHI = BLTN MO AA     505.00         505.00         532.00         732.00         920.00         415.00
JAPANESE SOC SCIENTIFIC                               0.000          5.346         37.593         25.683         82.178
FISHERIES C-W FISHERIES
SCIENCE /EXC ASI/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            SH
WORLD AQUACULTURE /FORMERLY/   QR AA      50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00           0.00
WORLD AQUACULTURE SOCIETY                             0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
NEWSLETTER
INDICES: KG
YOUR BIG BACKYARD /**/ /FOR    OR AA      19.95          19.95          19.95          24.00          24.00           4.05
US/                                                   0.000          0.000         20.300          0.000         20.300
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  SH                **        5,622.95*      5,925.95       6,521.95**     7,002.00**     7,528.00**      1,905.05
33.879
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              702.86         740.74         815.24         875.25         941.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.388         10.057          7.360          7.512
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    8.470 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            S1
JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL       BM AA     625.00         635.00         650.00         650.00         673.00          48.00
QUALITY - ONLINE - SINGLE                             1.600          2.362          0.000          3.538          7.680
SITE
INDICES: EH, GN, HG, IM, IT, JL, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  S1                **          625.00*        635.00         650.00**       650.00**       673.00**         48.00
7.680
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              625.00         635.00         650.00         650.00         673.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.600          2.362          0.000          3.538
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    1.920 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            S2
AGRONOMY JOURNAL - ONLINE -    BM AA     625.00         635.00         650.00         650.00         673.00          48.00
SINGLE SITE                                           1.600          2.362          0.000          3.538          7.680
INDICES: EH, GN, HG, JL, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  S2                **          625.00*        635.00         650.00**       650.00**       673.00**         48.00
7.680
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              625.00         635.00         650.00         650.00         673.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.600          2.362          0.000          3.538
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    1.920 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            S5
SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF        BM AA     625.00         635.00         650.00         650.00         673.00          48.00
AMERICA JOURNAL - ONLINE -                            1.600          2.362          0.000          3.538          7.680
SINGLE SITE
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EH, GN, HG, IT, JL, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  S5                **          625.00*        635.00         650.00**       650.00**       673.00**         48.00
7.680
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              625.00         635.00         650.00         650.00         673.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.600          2.362          0.000          3.538
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    1.920 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            S6
JOURNAL OF SOIL AND WATER      BM AA      91.00          92.00          95.00          95.00          99.00           8.00
CONSERVATION                                          1.098          3.260          0.000          4.210          8.791
INDICES: BJ, BR, CE, EJ, HG, IK, JL, JU, KS, LE, RN, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  S6                **           91.00*         92.00          95.00**        95.00**        99.00**          8.00
8.791
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               91.00          92.00          95.00          95.00          99.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.098          3.260          0.000          4.210
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    2.197 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TA
ANNUAL PROCEEDINGS FOR THE     AN AA     190.00         190.00         190.00         265.00         265.00          75.00
SOCIETY FOR EXPERIMENTAL                              0.000          0.000         39.473          0.000         39.473
MECHANICS
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
CANADIAN GEOTECHNICAL JOURNAL  MO AA     602.00         620.00         645.00         675.00         710.00         108.00
- ONLINE - SINGLE SITE /ALL                           2.990          4.032          4.651          5.185         17.940
EXCEPT CANADA/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, GA, GB, GN, HC, IT, JL,
RN
CIVIL ENGINEERING - VA         MO AA     220.00         230.00         230.00         230.00         230.00          10.00
4.545          0.000          0.000          0.000          4.545
INDICES: AL, BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CW, FH, FI, FJ, FK,
FL, FM, FP, FQ, IT, JU, KY, OM, OR, OS, PJ, PK
CORROSION - PRINT + ONLINE     MO AA     350.00         350.00         390.00         390.00         390.00          40.00
/SURFACE MAIL/                                        0.000         11.428          0.000          0.000         11.428
INDICES: CW, GN, HM, IT, JE, JL, KA, RN, RQ
ENGINEER - PRINT + ONLINE -    BW AA     232.90         235.62         173.64         196.64         191.44          41.46-
ENGLAND                                               1.167         26.305-        13.245          2.644-        17.801-
INDICES: AL, BX, CW, DZ, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GN, IT, KA,
QS
ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY -     MO AA     365.00        1150.00        1220.00        1250.00        1312.00         947.00
ONLINE /FOR AMERICAS/                               215.068          6.086          2.459          4.960        259.452
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, FH, FI, FJ, FL, FM, FP, FQ,
GN, IT
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TA
GEOTECHNICAL TESTING JOURNAL - BM AA     460.00         460.00         460.00         460.00         490.00          30.00
PRINT + ONLINE                                        0.000          0.000          0.000          6.521          6.521
INDICES: GN, HM, IT, JE, KY, RN
GEOTECHNIQUE - PRINT + ONLINE  MO AA     899.84         983.20         781.34        1045.75        1079.03         179.19
9.263         20.530-        33.840          3.182         19.913
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, GN, HM, IT, JE, JL, KY, RN, RQ
IIE TRANSACTIONS - ONLINE /ALL MO AA     785.00         942.00        1036.00        1072.00        1093.00         308.00
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR                             20.000          9.978          3.474          1.958         39.235
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: AF, AL, BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, FH, FL, FM, FP,
FQ, GN, HM, IT, JE, JO, JU, RN, RQ
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF       MO AA    4058.00        4058.00        4359.00        4446.00        4651.00         593.00
FRACTURE - ONLINE -                                   0.000          7.417          1.995          4.610         14.613
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BJ, BK, GN, IT, RN
MATERIALS EVALUATION           MO AA     105.00         105.00         135.00         135.00         135.00          30.00
0.000         28.571          0.000          0.000         28.571
INDICES: CW, HM, IT, JE, RQ
PCI JOURNAL /PRESTRESSED       QR AA      64.00          64.00          70.00          70.00          70.00           6.00
CONCRETE INSTITUTE/                                   0.000          9.375          0.000          0.000          9.375
INDICES: GN, JE
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TA
SOILS & FOUNDATIONS /SURFACE   BM AA      82.81          90.03         109.24         109.22         119.78          36.97
MAIL/                                                 8.718         21.337          0.018-         9.668         44.644
INDICES: GN, IT, JE, KY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER - PRINT +  SM AA     465.80         503.38         394.62         464.78         487.30          21.50
ONLINE                                                8.067         21.605-        17.779          4.845          4.615
INDICES: GN, IT, JE
**  TOTAL FOR  TA                **        8,880.35*      9,981.23      10,193.84**    10,809.39**    11,223.55**      2,343.20
26.386
**   14 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              634.31         712.94         728.13         772.09         801.68
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          12.396          2.130          6.038          3.831
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.596 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TD
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT -     OR AA    1177.00        1265.00        1379.00        1455.00        1522.00         345.00
ONLINE - ENHANCED ACCESS                              7.476          9.011          5.511          4.604         29.311
/FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: EH, GN, HG, IM, IT, JL, RN
JOURNAL OF THE AIR AND WASTE   MO AA     180.00         205.00         225.00         225.00         250.00          70.00
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION -                             13.888          9.756          0.000         11.111         38.888
INCLS EM - ONLINE
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, CW, HM, IM, JL
JOURNAL OF THE NEW ENGLAND     QR AA      26.00          26.00          26.00          26.00          26.00           0.00
WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION                               0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: GN, JE, KA, KG, KY
WATER ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH -   MO AA     660.00         660.00         720.00         720.00         764.00         104.00
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE /FOR                             0.000          9.090          0.000          6.111         15.757
US CANADA MEXICO/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, EH, GN, HG, IM, JL, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  TD                **        2,043.00*      2,156.00       2,350.00**     2,426.00**     2,562.00**        519.00
25.403
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              510.75         539.00         587.50         606.50         640.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.531          8.998          3.234          5.605
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.351 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TF
JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION OF  AN AA     100.00         100.00         125.00         150.00         150.00          50.00
ASPHALT PAVING TECHNOLOGIST                           0.000         25.000         20.000          0.000         50.000
FROM THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE
TECHNICAL SESSIONS
INDICES: JE
**  TOTAL FOR  TF                **          100.00*        100.00         125.00**       150.00**       150.00**         50.00
50.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              100.00         100.00         125.00         150.00         150.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000         25.000         20.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   12.500 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TJ
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING         MO AA     129.00         132.00         132.00         132.00         138.00           9.00
/SURFACE MAIL/                                        2.325          0.000          0.000          4.545          6.976
INDICES: AL, BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, FH, FI, FJ, FL, FM, FP,
FQ, IT, OM, ON, OR, OS, PJ, PK
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING /FOR  MO AA     975.00        1095.00        1194.00        1194.00        1230.00         255.00
AMERICAS/                                            12.307          9.041          0.000          3.015         26.153
INDICES: AL, BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, FH, FJ, FL, FM, FN,
FP, FQ, GV, IT, KA
TRIBOLOGY AND LUBRICATION      MO AA     165.00         185.00         200.00         210.00         210.00          45.00
TECHNOLOGY /FORMERLY/                                12.121          8.108          5.000          0.000         27.272
LUBRICATION ENGINEERING
INDICES: CW, HM, JE, KA, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  TJ                **        1,269.00*      1,412.00       1,526.00**     1,536.00**     1,578.00**        309.00
24.349
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              423.00         470.66         508.66         512.00         526.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.268          8.073          0.655          2.734
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.087 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TK
APS-ALL - ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT   IR AA   12620.00       12345.00       10905.00       11020.00       11135.00        1485.00-
JAPAN/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                             2.179-        11.664-         1.054          1.043         11.767-
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
INTERNATIONAL WATER POWER &    MO AA     414.00         435.00         195.00         478.00         489.00          75.00
DAM CONSTRUCTION /ALL                                 5.072         55.172-       145.128          2.301         18.115
EXCEPT EUROPE/
INDICES: GN, IT, JE, KY
SOUND & VISION /**/            MO AA      29.00          29.00          29.00          29.00          29.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, DQ, GA, GV, OA, OM, OR, PR, RH
**  TOTAL FOR  TK                **       13,063.00*     12,809.00      11,129.00**    11,527.00**    11,653.00**      1,410.00-
10.793-
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            4,354.33       4,269.66       3,709.66       3,842.33       3,884.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.944-        13.115-         3.576          1.093
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    2.698-%
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TL
AIAA JOURNAL - ONLINE          MO AA    1385.00        1470.00        1560.00        1640.00        1720.00         335.00
6.137          6.122          5.128          4.878         24.187
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CW, GN, HM, IT, JE, JU, KA, RN, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  TL                **        1,385.00*      1,470.00       1,560.00**     1,640.00**     1,720.00**        335.00
24.187
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,385.00       1,470.00       1,560.00       1,640.00       1,720.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.137          6.122          5.128          4.878
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.047 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TN
JOM : THE JOURNAL OF THE       MO AA     337.00         285.00         305.00         325.00         340.00           3.00
MINERALS METALS & MATERIAL                           15.430-         7.017          6.557          4.615          0.890
SOCIETY - ONLINE - ENHANCED
ACCES /FOR AMERICAS/
INDICES: GN, IT, RN
JOURNAL OF PHASE EQUILIBRIA    BM AA    1879.00        1965.00        2089.00        2205.00        2306.00         427.00
AND DIFFUSION - ONLINE -                              4.576          6.310          5.552          4.580         22.724
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BJ, BK, GN, IT
**  TOTAL FOR  TN                **        2,216.00*      2,250.00       2,394.00**     2,530.00**     2,646.00**        430.00
19.404
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,108.00       1,125.00       1,197.00       1,265.00       1,323.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.534          6.400          5.680          4.584
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    4.851 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TP
AATCC REVIEW /ALL EXCEPT CUBA  BM AA     180.00         180.00         200.00         200.00         200.00          20.00
IRAN IRAQ LIBYA NORTH KOREA                           0.000         11.111          0.000          0.000         11.111
SUDAN SYRIA/
INDICES: CE, CW, HM, JE
AATCC TECHNICAL MANUAL /FOR US AN AA     234.00         234.00         241.00         275.00         275.00          41.00
CANADA/                                               0.000          2.991         14.107          0.000         17.521
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
AEROSOL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY MO AA    1106.00        1143.00        1175.00        1216.00        1216.00         110.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR                              3.345          2.799          3.489          0.000          9.945
IRL TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, GN, IT, JL, RN
AICHE JOURNAL - ONLINE /FOR    MO AA    1680.00        1789.00        1957.00        2149.00        2278.00         598.00
NONMEMBERS/ /ALL EXCEPT                               6.488          9.390          9.810          6.002         35.595
WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: CW, GN, IT, RN
FOOD TECHNOLOGY - IL - PRINT + MO AA     175.00         175.00         190.00         190.00         190.00          15.00
ONLINE - SINGLE USER                                  0.000          8.571          0.000          0.000          8.571
/SURFACE MAIL/
INDICES: BJ, BR, CE, CW, EJ, HG, JU, KG, KS, QS, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN        MO AA    1378.00        1474.00        1692.00        1861.00        1861.00         483.00
CERAMIC SOCIETY - ONLINE                              6.966         14.789          9.988          0.000         35.050
/ALL EXC WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, CW, FN, FO, GN, HM, HS, IT, JE,
KY, RN, RQ
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TP
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY MO AA    2070.00        2205.00        2403.00        2548.00        2701.00         631.00
AND BIOTECHNOLOGY - ONLINE                            6.521          8.979          6.034          6.004         30.483
/ALL EXC WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: EH, GN, HG, IT, RN
JOURNAL OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL OR AA     734.00         816.00         408.00         420.00         420.00         314.00-
SOCIETY - ONLINE - SINGLE                            11.171         50.000-         2.941          0.000         42.779-
SITE /ALL EXCEPT JAPAN/
INDICES: GN, IT, RN
NATURE BIOTECHNOLOGY           OR AA    2160.00        2730.00        3060.00        3520.00        4048.00        1888.00
/FORMERLY/ BIO-TECHNOLOGY                            26.388         12.087         15.032         15.000         87.407
/FOR AMERICAS/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, EG, EH, EJ, FN, GN, HG, HP,
IM, JL, KG, QS, RN
POLYMER ENGINEERING & SCIENCE  MO AA    1195.00        1273.00        1393.00        1477.00        1566.00         371.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                            6.527          9.426          6.030          6.025         31.046
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: CW, GN, HM, IT, JU, RN
PROCESS ENGINEERING - ENGLAND  BM AA     260.63         263.69         194.31         220.05         214.24          46.39-
/INCORPS/ CONTROL &                                   1.174         26.311-        13.246          2.640-        17.799-
INSTRUMENTION
INDICES: AL, BX, CW, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GN, IT, JE, KA,
QS
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  TP                **       11,172.63*     12,282.69      12,913.31**    14,076.05**    14,969.24**      3,796.61
33.981
**   11 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,015.69       1,116.60       1,173.93       1,279.64       1,360.84
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           9.935          5.134          9.004          6.345
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    8.495 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TR
APERTURE /**/                  QR AA      50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00          50.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: CK, DI, DL, DM, DZ, HH, JU, LZ
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY /**/       MO AA      11.97          24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00          12.03
/FORMERLY/ POPULAR                                  100.501          0.000          0.000          0.000        100.501
PHOTOGRAPHY & IMAGING
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, DQ, DZ, GA, GV, JU, OA, OM, OR, RH
**  TOTAL FOR  TR                **           61.97*         74.00          74.00**        74.00**        74.00**         12.03
19.412
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               30.98          37.00          37.00          37.00          37.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          19.412          0.000          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    4.853 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TS
GEOSYNTHETICS /FORMERLY/ GFR   BM AA      59.00          61.00          61.00          59.00          59.00           0.00
3.389          0.000          3.278-         0.000          0.000
INDICES: CE, JE
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF       OR AA    6051.00        7684.00        8184.00        8655.00        8828.00        2777.00
PRODUCTION RESEARCH -                                26.987          6.507          5.755          1.998         45.893
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: AL, BX, FH, FI, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GN, IT, JO, RN
TEXTILE MONTH INTERNATIONAL :  BM AA     671.17         676.89         500.37         593.49         595.21          75.96-
TMI                                                   0.852         26.078-        18.610          0.289         11.317-
INDICES: JE
**  TOTAL FOR  TS                **        6,781.17*      8,421.89       8,745.37**     9,307.49**     9,482.21**      2,701.04
39.831
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            2,260.39       2,807.29       2,915.12       3,102.49       3,160.73
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          24.195          3.840          6.427          1.877
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    9.957 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TT
FASHION THEORY - ONLINE /FOR   IR AA     290.00         302.00         482.00         496.00         519.00         229.00
US CANADA/ /FOR                                       4.137         59.602          2.904          4.637         78.965
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BR, BS, DI, DL, DM
**  TOTAL FOR  TT                **          290.00*        302.00         482.00**       496.00**       519.00**        229.00
78.965
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              290.00         302.00         482.00         496.00         519.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.137         59.602          2.904          4.637
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   19.741 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TX
CONSUMER REPORTS /**/ /ALL     IR AA      26.00          26.00          29.00          29.00          29.00           3.00
EXCEPT CANADA/                                        0.000         11.538          0.000          0.000         11.538
INDICES: AF, AL, BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, DQ, DR, FH, FI, FJ, FL, FN, FP,
GA, GB, GV, GW, GZ, IH, IM, JU, LI, NB, OM, ON, OR, OS, RH
FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES     QR AA     456.00         493.00         533.00         575.00         610.00         154.00
RESEARCH JOURNAL - ONLINE                             8.114          8.113          7.879          6.086         33.771
/ALL EXC WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: HY, QZ, SS
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FOOD  MO AA    1758.00        1952.00        2219.00        2353.00        2495.00         737.00
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY -                               11.035         13.678          6.038          6.034         41.922
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EH, FN, FO, HG, IT, RN,
JOURNAL OF FOOD SCIENCE -      IR AA     535.00         578.00         630.00         668.00         708.00         173.00
ONLINE /ALL EXC WIE GBR/                              8.037          8.996          6.031          5.988         32.336
INDICES: BJ, BK, CE, EH, EJ, HG, IM, JL, JU, KG, KS, RN, RQ
JOURNAL OF NUTRITION IN        OR AA     651.00         650.00         721.00         746.00         761.00         110.00
GERONTOLOGY AND GERIATRICS                            0.153-        10.923          3.467          2.010         16.897
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR
IRL TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BR, CE, EH, GZ, IM, KG, NB, OR, QZ, SR
NUTRITION ACTION HEALTH LETTER IR AA      24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00           0.00
- US ED /FORMERLY/                                    0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
NUTRITION ACTION INDEX /ALL
EXCEPT CANADA/
INDICES: AV, AW, BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, CF, EO, GV, GW,
GZ, LL, LM, LN, LO, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, PX, PZ
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TX
NUTRITION REVIEWS - ONLINE     MO AA     221.00         311.00         339.00         360.00         382.00         161.00
/ALL EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR                               40.723          9.003          6.194          6.111         72.850
LICENSED SUBS OR ORDERS
PLACED PRIOR TO 2011/
INDICES: AV, AW, BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, EG, EJ, EO,
GZ, HG, HP, IM, JL, JU, KG, KS, LL, LM, LN, LO, OM, ON, OR
TUFTS UNIVERSITY HEALTH &      MO AA      28.00          28.00          28.00          36.00          36.00           8.00
NUTRITION LETTER                                      0.000          0.000         28.571          0.000         28.571
/FORMERLY/ TUFTS UNIVERSITY
DIET & NUTRITION LETTER
INDICES: AV, AW, BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, EO, GV, GW,
GZ, JU, LL, LM, LN, LO, OA, OB, OM, ON, OR, OS, PV, PX, PZ
**  TOTAL FOR  TX                **        3,699.00*      4,062.00       4,523.00**     4,791.00**     5,045.00**      1,346.00
36.388
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              462.37         507.75         565.37         598.87         630.62
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           9.813         11.349          5.925          5.301
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    9.097 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            U
TIDAL CURRENT TABLES ATLANTIC  AN AA      13.95          13.95          20.95          20.95          20.95           7.00
COAST OF NORTH AMERICA                                0.000         50.179          0.000          0.000         50.179
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  U                 **           13.95*         13.95          20.95**        20.95**        20.95**          7.00
50.179
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               13.95          13.95          20.95          20.95          20.95
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000         50.179          0.000          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   12.544 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            U1
JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC STUDIES   QR AA     685.00         733.00         781.00         808.00         824.00         139.00
-ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                           7.007          6.548          3.457          1.980         20.291
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, CG, CK, PJ, PK, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  U1                **          685.00*        733.00         781.00**       808.00**       824.00**        139.00
20.291
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              685.00         733.00         781.00         808.00         824.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.007          6.548          3.457          1.980
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    5.073 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            VK
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF       SA AA      75.00          75.00          75.00         125.00         125.00          50.00
MARITIME HISTORY                                      0.000          0.000         66.666          0.000         66.666
INDICES: CG
TIDE TABLES : EAST COAST OF    AN AA      20.76          20.76          25.95          25.95          25.95           5.19
NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA                               0.000         25.000          0.000          0.000         25.000
INCLUDING GREENLAND
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
TIDE TABLES : WEST COAST OF    AN AA      19.78          23.03          25.95          25.95          25.95           6.17
NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA                              16.430         12.679          0.000          0.000         31.193
INCL THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  VK                **          115.54*        118.79         126.90**       176.90**       176.90**         61.36
53.107
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               38.51          39.59          42.30          58.96          58.96
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           2.812          6.827         39.401          0.000
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   13.276 %
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            VM
JOURNAL OF SHIP RESEARCH -     QR AA     310.00         310.00         320.00         320.00         335.00          25.00
PRINT + ONLINE                                        0.000          3.225          0.000          4.687          8.064
INDICES: GN, HM, IT, JE, KA, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  VM                **          310.00*        310.00         320.00**       320.00**       335.00**         25.00
8.064
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              310.00         310.00         320.00         320.00         335.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          3.225          0.000          4.687
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    2.016 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            Z
ACRL METRICS - ONLINE          OR AA     265.00         265.00         265.00         265.00         249.00          16.00-
0.000          0.000          0.000          6.037-         6.037-
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR           AN AA     650.00         650.00         650.00         650.00         650.00           0.00
INFORMATION SCIENCE                                   0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
MEMBERSHIP /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF     AN AA      75.00          75.00         100.00         100.00         100.00          25.00
AMERICA MEMBERSHIP                                    0.000         33.333          0.000          0.000         33.333
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
CLASSIFICATION WEB - ONLINE -  OR AA     575.00         575.00         525.00         525.00         525.00          50.00-
SITE LICENSE /INCORPS/                                0.000          8.695-         0.000          0.000          8.695-
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS SUBJECT
HEADINGS
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
LOEX CLEARINGHOUSE FOR LIBRARY AN AA      75.00          80.00          80.00          80.00          80.00           5.00
INSTRUCTION INSTITUTIONAL                             6.666          0.000          0.000          0.000          6.666
MEMBERSHIP - PRINT + ONLINE
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  Z                 **        1,640.00*      1,645.00       1,620.00**     1,620.00**     1,604.00**         36.00-
2.195-
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              328.00         329.00         324.00         324.00         320.80
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.304          1.519-         0.000          0.987-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    0.548-% 864
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            Z1
CHOICE - CURRENT REVIEWS FOR   MO AA     300.00         315.00         325.00         340.00         355.00          55.00
ACADEMIC LIBRARIES /FOR US                            5.000          3.174          4.615          4.411         18.333
CANADA MEXICO/ /SURFACE
MAIL/
INDICES: DW, DZ, EK, EM, JU, NG
CRITIQUE - FRANCE              OR AA     162.88         189.31         169.26         185.72         171.83           8.95
16.226         10.591-         9.724          7.479-         5.494
INDICES: CF, CK, CQ, DM, HH, NJ, PL
PRINT - AMERICAS GRAPHIC       BM AA      37.00          37.00          37.00          50.00          45.00           8.00
DESIGN MAGAZINE /**/ /FOR                             0.000          0.000         35.135         10.000-        21.621
US CANADA MEXICO/
INDICES: BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, DI, DL, FJ, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP,
FQ, HC, HD, JU, OM, ON, OR, OS, QX, QY
RBM : A JOURNAL OF RARE BOOKS  SA AA      42.00          42.00          42.00          45.00          45.00           3.00
MANUSCRIPTS AND CULTURAL                              0.000          0.000          7.142          0.000          7.142
HERITAGE - PRINT + ONLINE
INDICES: NF, NG, PL
REFERENCE SERVICES REVIEW -    QR AA     419.00         459.00         499.00         529.00         559.00         140.00
PRINT + ONLINE /FOR                                   9.546          8.714          6.012          5.671         33.412
AMERICAS/
INDICES: GZ, HY, IT, NF, NG
**  TOTAL FOR  Z1                **          960.88*      1,042.31       1,072.26**     1,149.72**     1,175.83**        214.95
22.370
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              192.17         208.46         214.45         229.94         235.16
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.474          2.873          7.223          2.270
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    5.592 %
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            Z2
ANNUAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ENGLISH AN AA     447.00         469.00         483.00         493.00         493.00          46.00
LANGUAGE & LITERATURE /FOR                            4.921          2.985          2.070          0.000         10.290
NONMEMBERS/ /FOR US/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
ANNUAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF         AN AA      95.00          95.00          95.00          95.00         125.00          30.00
VICTORIAN STUDIES                                     0.000          0.000          0.000         31.578         31.578
/ALL EXCEPT CANADA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  Z2                **          542.00*        564.00         578.00**       588.00**       618.00**         76.00
14.022
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              271.00         282.00         289.00         294.00         309.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.059          2.482          1.730          5.102
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    3.505 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            Z6
DTTP QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF      QR AA      35.00          35.00          35.00          35.00          35.00           0.00




INFORMATION OUTLOOK /INCORPS/  IR AA     125.00         125.00         160.00         160.00         160.00          35.00
SPECIAL LIBRARIES &                                   0.000         28.000          0.000          0.000         28.000
SPECIALIST
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, FH, FJ, FL, FN, FP, GZ, HY, IT, NG, QX
JOURNAL OF LIBRARY             OR AA     347.00         690.00         737.00         763.00         778.00         431.00
ADMINISTRATION - ONLINE                              98.847          6.811          3.527          1.965        124.207
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: AF, BE, BJ, BN, BR, FB, FL, FP, HY, IT, NF, NG, OM, OR, RE,
LIBRARY HOTLINE                WK AA     119.99         119.99         119.99         119.99         119.99           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
LIBRARY QUARTERLY - ONLINE     QR AA     261.00         270.00         281.00         289.00         165.00          96.00-
3.448          4.074          2.846         42.906-        36.781-
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CH, CQ, EM, FH, FJ, FL, FN, FP, HV, HY,
JU, NF, NG, OM, OR, QX, SI
MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION    AN AA     255.00         255.00         255.00         255.00         255.00           0.00
MEMBERSHIP /FOR                                       0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            Z6
PUBLIC LIBRARY QUARTERLY -     OR AA     288.00         285.00         340.00         352.00         359.00          71.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                            1.041-        19.298          3.529          1.988         24.652
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BR, IT, NF, NG, OR
SCHOOL LIBRARIAN               QR AA     179.96         192.79         149.95         169.82         165.33          14.63-
7.129         22.221-        13.251          2.643-         8.129-
INDICES: EM, NF, NG
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY LIBRARIES OR AA     380.00         380.00         439.00         439.00         463.00          83.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR                              0.000         15.526          0.000          5.466         21.842
IRL TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BR, CE, EH, GN, IT, JE, KY, NF, NG, OR, RE
SERIALS LIBRARIAN - ONLINE     OR AA     353.00         670.00         784.00         811.00         827.00         474.00
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/                             89.801         17.014          3.443          1.972        134.277
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GZ, IT, NF, NG, OM, OR
TECHNICAL SERVICES QUARTERLY - OR AA     499.00         490.00         554.00         573.00         627.00         128.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                            1.803-        13.061          3.429          9.424         25.651
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: IT, NF, NG, OR, QX
UNABASHED LIBRARIAN            QR AA      69.50          71.50          71.50          71.50          71.50           2.00
2.877          0.000          0.000          0.000          2.877
INDICES: NG
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            Z6
VIDEO LIBRARIAN                BM AA      64.00          64.00          64.00          64.00          64.00           0.00
0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  Z6                **        2,976.45*      3,648.28       3,990.44**     4,102.31**     4,089.82**      1,113.37
37.405
**   13 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              228.95         280.63         306.95         315.56         314.60
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          22.571          9.378          2.803          0.304-
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    9.351 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            Z7
COLLECTION MANAGEMENT - ONLINE OR AA     266.00         260.00         314.00         325.00         332.00          66.00
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/                              2.255-        20.769          3.503          2.153         24.812
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BR, GZ, IT, NF, NG, OR, QX
REFERENCE LIBRARIAN - ONLINE   QR AA     434.00         860.00         982.00        1016.00        1016.00         582.00
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/                             98.156         14.186          3.462          0.000        134.101
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, OM, OR
**  TOTAL FOR  Z7                **          700.00*      1,120.00       1,296.00**     1,341.00**     1,348.00**        648.00
92.571
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              350.00         560.00         648.00         670.50         674.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          60.000         15.714          3.472          0.521
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                   23.142 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
** CUSTOMER TOTAL **            426,136.00     463,951.48     496,400.77     522,948.69     544,273.73      118,137.73
27.723
**   769 TITLES AVERAGE PRICE                554.14         603.31         645.51         680.03         707.76
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                8.874          6.994          5.348          4.077
DEAR CUSTOMER :
BASED ON THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL INCREASE OF FOUR YEARS OF
COMPARATIVE DATA, THE AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE IS EQUAL TO                    6.930 %
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
AN                               **        1,378.72*      1,489.84       1,508.56**     1,784.20**     1,784.20**        405.48
29.409
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              459.57         496.61         502.85         594.73         594.73
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.059          1.256         18.271          0.000
AP                               **        2,188.61*      2,375.33       2,396.93**     2,536.48**     2,525.52**        336.91
15.393
**   24 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               91.19          98.97          99.87         105.68         105.23
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.531          0.909          5.822          0.432-
AS                               **          358.50*        358.50         358.50**       358.50**       357.50**          7.00
1.952
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               59.75          59.75          59.75          59.75          59.58
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.278-
AZ                               **          449.00*        512.00         547.00**       605.00**       641.00**        192.00
42.761
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              224.50         256.00         273.50         302.50         320.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          14.031          6.835         10.603          5.950
BF                               **        5,318.00*      5,689.00       6,724.00**     7,082.00**     7,382.00**      2,064.00
38.811
**   14 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              379.85         406.35         480.28         505.85         527.28
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.976         18.193          5.324          4.236
B1                               **          457.00*        481.00         505.00**       521.00**       543.00**         86.00
18.818
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               91.40          96.20         101.00         104.20         108.60
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.251          4.989          3.168          4.222 872
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
B5                               **           75.00*         78.00          86.00**        86.00**        86.00**         11.00
14.666
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               75.00          78.00          86.00          86.00          86.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.000         10.256          0.000          0.000
B8                               **           95.00*         95.00          95.00**        95.00**        95.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               95.00          95.00          95.00          95.00          95.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
CB                               **          155.81*        176.46         172.13**       184.98**       171.14**         15.33
9.838
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              155.81         176.46         172.13         184.98         171.14
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.253          2.453-         7.465          7.481-
CC                               **        1,071.00*      1,144.00       1,256.00**     1,315.00**     1,457.00**        386.00
36.041
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              357.00         381.33         418.66         438.33         485.66
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.816          9.790          4.697         10.798
D                                **           40.00*         40.00          40.00**        40.00**        40.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
DC                               **           60.00*         60.00          60.00**        60.00**        95.00**         35.00
58.333
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          95.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000         58.333 873
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
DD                               **        1,007.00*      1,037.00       1,037.00**     1,037.00**     1,037.00**         30.00
2.979
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              503.50         518.50         518.50         518.50         518.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           2.979          0.000          0.000          0.000
DF                               **          140.00*        140.00         150.00**       160.00**       160.00**         20.00
14.285
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              140.00         140.00         150.00         160.00         160.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          7.142          6.666          0.000
DG                               **          171.00*        176.00         176.00**       182.00**       193.00**         22.00
12.865
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               85.50          88.00          88.00          91.00          96.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           2.923          0.000          3.409          6.043
D1                               **          225.34*        244.39         243.40**       261.37**       261.97**         36.63
16.255
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              112.67         122.19         121.70         130.68         130.98
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.453          0.405-         7.382          0.229
D4                               **           59.00*         59.95          59.95**        61.95**        61.95**          2.95
5.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               59.00          59.95          59.95          61.95          61.95
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.610          0.000          3.336          0.000
D8                               **        1,476.00*      1,572.00       2,096.00**     2,200.00**     2,318.00**        842.00
57.046
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              492.00         524.00         698.66         733.33         772.66
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.504         33.333          4.961          5.363 874
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TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
E                                **          225.00*        240.00         240.00**       240.00**       240.00**         15.00
6.666
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              112.50         120.00         120.00         120.00         120.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.666          0.000          0.000          0.000
E1                               **          383.00*        383.50         397.00**       434.00**       442.00**         59.00
15.404
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               76.60          76.70          79.40          86.80          88.40
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.130          3.520          9.319          1.843
E5                               **          209.00*        209.00         219.00**       219.00**       223.00**         14.00
6.698
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              209.00         209.00         219.00         219.00         223.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          4.784          0.000          1.826
E7                               **           79.95*         79.95          74.95**        74.95**        79.95**          0.00
0.000
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               39.97          39.97          37.47          37.47          39.97
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          6.253-         0.000          6.671
E8                               **          352.00*        352.00         397.00**       419.00**       443.00**         91.00
25.852
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              176.00         176.00         198.50         209.50         221.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000         12.784          5.541          5.727
F1                               **          249.26*        254.07         277.43**       283.55**       284.88**         35.62
14.290
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               62.31          63.51          69.35          70.88          71.22
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.929          9.194          2.205          0.469 875
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
F2                               **           60.00*         60.00          60.00**        60.00**        60.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00          60.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
F3                               **           20.00*         20.00          20.00**        35.00**        35.00**         15.00
75.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               20.00          20.00          20.00          35.00          35.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000         75.000          0.000
F7                               **           25.00*         25.00          25.00**        25.00**        25.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
G                                **           17.97*         17.97          17.97**        17.97**        17.97**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               17.97          17.97          17.97          17.97          17.97
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
GB                               **        1,219.00*      1,419.00       1,610.00**     1,708.00**     1,843.00**        624.00
51.189
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              406.33         473.00         536.66         569.33         614.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          16.406         13.460          6.086          7.903
GC                               **        4,284.01*      4,539.04       4,879.38**     5,076.35**     5,238.09**        954.08
22.270
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              535.50         567.38         609.92         634.54         654.76
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.953          7.498          4.036          3.186 876
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
GN                               **        2,350.00*      2,508.00       2,726.00**     2,866.00**     3,079.00**        729.00
31.021
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,175.00       1,254.00       1,363.00       1,433.00       1,539.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.723          8.692          5.135          7.431
GT                               **           96.00*        109.00         121.00**       126.00**       174.00**         78.00
81.250
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               96.00         109.00         121.00         126.00         174.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.541         11.009          4.132         38.095
GV                               **        1,666.94*      1,669.44       1,834.44**     1,921.94**     2,106.94**        440.00
26.395
**    7 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              238.13         238.49         262.06         274.56         300.99
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.149          9.883          4.769          9.625
G1                               **           34.00*         34.00          34.00**        34.00**        34.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               34.00          34.00          34.00          34.00          34.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
G3                               **          726.00*        918.00       1,041.00**     1,124.00**     1,337.00**        611.00
84.159
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              726.00         918.00       1,041.00       1,124.00       1,337.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          26.446         13.398          7.973         18.950
H                                **        1,993.71*      2,210.99       2,354.73**     2,481.95**     2,506.71**        513.00
25.730
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              664.57         736.99         784.91         827.31         835.57
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.898          6.501          5.402          0.997 877
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
HA                               **          605.95*        657.95         715.00**       778.00**       820.00**        214.05
35.324
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              201.98         219.31         238.33         259.33         273.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.581          8.670          8.811          5.398
HB                               **        1,550.40*      1,683.36       1,724.92**     1,870.67**     1,911.24**        360.84
23.273
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              258.40         280.56         287.48         311.77         318.54
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.575          2.468          8.449          2.168
HC                               **        3,855.41*      4,190.35       4,406.64**     4,942.07**     5,076.04**      1,220.63
31.660
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              642.56         698.39         734.44         823.67         846.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.687          5.161         12.150          2.710
HD                               **        7,478.82*      8,028.82       8,545.24**     8,962.00**     9,424.00**      1,945.18
26.009
**   15 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              498.58         535.25         569.68         597.46         628.26
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.354          6.432          4.877          5.155
HE                               **          759.00*        911.00         966.00**     1,034.00**     1,138.00**        379.00
49.934
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              759.00         911.00         966.00       1,034.00       1,138.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          20.026          6.037          7.039         10.058
HF                               **        4,236.07*      4,674.49       4,617.62**     4,821.84**     4,945.80**        854.27
20.166
**   14 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              302.57         333.89         329.83         344.41         353.27
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.349          1.216-         4.422          2.570 878
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
HG                               **        3,580.95*      3,966.95       4,119.95**     4,335.95**     4,686.95**      1,142.00
31.890
**   13 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              275.45         305.15         316.91         333.53         360.53
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.779          3.856          5.242          8.095
HJ                               **          766.95*        771.95         851.95**       893.95**       938.95**        172.00
22.426
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              191.73         192.98         212.98         223.48         234.73
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.651         10.363          4.929          5.033
HM                               **        1,123.00*      1,170.00       1,279.00**     1,326.00**     1,399.00**        276.00
24.577
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              280.75         292.50         319.75         331.50         349.75
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.185          9.316          3.674          5.505
HN                               **          150.00*        150.00         150.00**       150.00**       150.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              150.00         150.00         150.00         150.00         150.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
HQ                               **        5,123.00*      5,802.00       6,319.00**     6,755.00**     7,175.00**      2,052.00
40.054
**    7 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              731.85         828.85         902.71         965.00       1,025.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.253          8.910          6.899          6.217
HT                               **          928.00*        981.00       1,146.00**     1,181.00**     1,201.00**        273.00
29.418
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              309.33         327.00         382.00         393.66         400.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.711         16.819          3.054          1.693 879
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
HV                               **        1,784.00*      1,923.00       2,297.00**     2,522.00**     2,697.00**        913.00
51.177
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              356.80         384.60         459.40         504.40         539.40
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.791         19.448          9.795          6.938
HX                               **          418.00*        533.00         538.00**       538.00**       538.00**        120.00
28.708
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              209.00         266.50         269.00         269.00         269.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          27.511          0.938          0.000          0.000
H1                               **          272.00*        288.00         318.00**       335.00**       363.00**         91.00
33.455
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              136.00         144.00         159.00         167.50         181.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.882         10.416          5.345          8.358
H6                               **        1,429.00*      1,519.00       1,656.00**     1,752.00**     1,854.00**        425.00
29.741
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              714.50         759.50         828.00         876.00         927.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.298          9.019          5.797          5.821
J                                **          309.00*        309.00         339.00**       384.00**       399.00**         90.00
29.126
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              309.00         309.00         339.00         384.00         399.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          9.708         13.274          3.906
JA                               **          575.00*        650.00         724.00**       788.00**       872.00**        297.00
51.652
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              191.66         216.66         241.33         262.66         290.66
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.043         11.384          8.839         10.659 880
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
JF                               **        1,022.00*      1,151.00       1,181.00**     1,198.00**     1,208.00**        186.00
18.199
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              511.00         575.50         590.50         599.00         604.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          12.622          2.606          1.439          0.834
JK                               **          509.00*        513.00         554.00**       581.00**       623.00**        114.00
22.396
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              127.25         128.25         138.50         145.25         155.75
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.785          7.992          4.873          7.228
JX                               **          724.00*        799.00         854.00**       975.00**       989.00**        265.00
36.602
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              362.00         399.50         427.00         487.50         494.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.359          6.883         14.168          1.435
JZ                               **          427.00*        461.00         526.00**       563.00**       597.00**        170.00
39.812
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              427.00         461.00         526.00         563.00         597.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.962         14.099          7.034          6.039
K                                **          469.75*        479.75         522.75**       533.75**       567.75**         98.00
20.862
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              234.87         239.87         261.37         266.87         283.87
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           2.128          8.963          2.104          6.370
KF                               **        3,279.00*      3,508.00       3,747.00**     3,934.00**     4,037.00**        758.00
23.116
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,639.50       1,754.00       1,873.50       1,967.00       2,018.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.983          6.812          4.990          2.618 881
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
K1                               **          603.00*        611.00         631.00**       626.00**       634.00**         41.00
6.799
**   10 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               60.30          61.10          63.10          62.60          63.40
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.326          3.273          0.792-         1.277
K2                               **        1,230.00*      1,300.00       1,408.00**     1,494.00**     1,575.00**        345.00
28.048
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              410.00         433.33         469.33         498.00         525.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.691          8.307          6.107          5.421
K3                               **           25.00*         25.00          25.00**        25.00**        25.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00          25.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
K5                               **           40.00*         40.00          40.00**        40.00**        40.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00          40.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
K8                               **          230.00*        230.00         232.00**       234.00**       240.00**         10.00
4.347
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              115.00         115.00         116.00         117.00         120.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.869          0.862          2.564
L                                **          219.00*        219.00         219.00**       229.00**       349.00**        130.00
59.360
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              109.50         109.50         109.50         114.50         174.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          4.566         52.401 882
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LA                               **           35.00*         35.00          35.00**       139.00**       139.00**        104.00
297.142
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               35.00          35.00          35.00         139.00         139.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000        297.142          0.000
LB                               **        3,957.55*      4,361.15       4,700.55**     4,892.55**     5,067.55**      1,110.00
28.047
**   24 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              164.89         181.71         195.85         203.85         211.14
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.198          7.782          4.084          3.576
LC                               **        1,912.00*      2,036.00       2,164.00**     2,253.00**     2,331.00**        419.00
21.914
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              318.66         339.33         360.66         375.50         388.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.485          6.286          4.112          3.462
LJ                               **           70.00*         70.00          70.00**        75.00**        75.00**          5.00
7.142
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               70.00          70.00          70.00          75.00          75.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          7.142          0.000
L1                               **        1,227.00*      1,373.00       1,461.00**     1,485.50**     1,614.50**        387.50
31.581
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              204.50         228.83         243.50         247.58         269.08
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.898          6.409          1.676          8.683
L9                               **           95.95*         89.95          89.95**        89.95**        94.99**          0.96
1.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               95.95          89.95          89.95          89.95          94.99
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.253-         0.000          0.000          5.603 883
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
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SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
M                                **          474.62*        519.67         546.70**       586.91**       563.95**         89.33
18.821
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               94.92         103.93         109.34         117.38         112.79
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           9.491          5.201          7.355          3.912-
ML                               **          465.50*        485.35         497.35**       520.90**       520.90**         55.40
11.901
**   10 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               46.55          48.53          49.73          52.09          52.09
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.264          2.472          4.735          0.000
NA                               **        1,339.95*      1,429.95       1,559.95**     1,601.95**     1,842.95**        503.00
37.538
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              267.99         285.99         311.99         320.39         368.59
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.716          9.091          2.692         15.044
NB                               **           24.00*         24.00          24.00**        24.00**        24.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00          24.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
NC                               **           95.00*        105.00         105.00**       105.00**       125.00**         30.00
31.578
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               95.00         105.00         105.00         105.00         125.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.526          0.000          0.000         19.047
N1                               **          880.12*        909.07         921.28**       960.42**       969.04**         88.92
10.103
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              146.68         151.51         153.54         160.07         161.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           3.289          1.343          4.248          0.897 884
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
N2                               **          127.48*        144.39         136.26**       157.39**       145.62**         18.14
14.229
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              127.48         144.39         136.26         157.39         145.62
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.264          5.630-        15.507          7.478-
N5                               **          114.14*        139.29         137.14**       162.39**       181.78**         67.64
59.260
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              114.14         139.29         137.14         162.39         181.78
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          22.034          1.543-        18.411         11.940
N7                               **          756.00*        825.00         911.00**       966.00**       966.00**        210.00
27.777
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              756.00         825.00         911.00         966.00         966.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           9.126         10.424          6.037          0.000
N8                               **           24.95*         24.95          24.95**        24.95**        24.95**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95          24.95
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
P                                **           62.32*         72.19          64.54**        77.12**        83.57**         21.25
34.098
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               62.32          72.19          64.54          77.12          83.57
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          15.837         10.597-        19.491          8.363
PB                               **        1,063.00*      1,107.00       1,149.00**     1,174.00**     1,205.00**        142.00
13.358
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              212.60         221.40         229.80         234.80         241.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.139          3.794          2.175          2.640 885
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
PC                               **          935.72*      1,076.70       1,019.94**     1,108.27**     1,069.29**        133.57
14.274
**   11 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               85.06          97.88          92.72         100.75          97.20
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          15.066          5.271-         8.660          3.517-
PD                               **           30.00*         30.00          35.00**        35.00**        35.00**          5.00
16.666
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               30.00          30.00          35.00          35.00          35.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000         16.666          0.000          0.000
PE                               **          808.00*        842.00         885.00**       937.00**       877.00**         69.00
8.539
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              134.66         140.33         147.50         156.16         146.16
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.207          5.106          5.875          6.403-
PF                               **          410.81*        473.46         443.10**       486.20**       462.64**         51.83
12.616
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              136.93         157.82         147.70         162.06         154.21
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          15.250          6.412-         9.726          4.845-
PG                               **          235.00*        254.00         262.00**       289.00**       302.00**         67.00
28.510
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              117.50         127.00         131.00         144.50         151.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.085          3.149         10.305          4.498
PN                               **        2,516.20*      2,733.06       2,765.87**     2,918.72**     2,956.32**        440.12
17.491
**   23 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              109.40         118.82         120.25         126.90         128.53
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.618          1.200          5.526          1.288 886
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
PQ                               **          827.95*        895.44         905.73**       932.84**       992.84**        164.89
19.915
**   13 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               63.68          68.88          69.67          71.75          76.37
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.151          1.149          2.993          6.431
PR                               **          719.28*        754.97         838.20**       869.05**       935.69**        216.41
30.087
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               89.91          94.37         104.77         108.63         116.96
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.961         11.024          3.680          7.668
PS                               **          195.00*        218.00         218.00**       248.00**       248.00**         53.00
27.179
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               39.00          43.60          43.60          49.60          49.60
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.794          0.000         13.761          0.000
PT                               **          497.69*        567.89         539.27**       595.30**       563.59**         65.90
13.241
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              165.89         189.29         179.75         198.43         187.86
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          14.105          5.039-        10.389          5.326-
P1                               **          269.00*        279.00         289.00**       294.00**       294.00**         25.00
9.293
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               89.66          93.00          96.33          98.00          98.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           3.717          3.584          1.730          0.000
P2                               **           94.89*        118.47         100.41**       113.32**       110.67**         15.78
16.629
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               94.89         118.47         100.41         113.32         110.67
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          24.849         15.244-        12.857          2.338- 887
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
P3                               **           90.64*        102.67          94.66**       103.87**        96.10**          5.46
6.023
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               90.64         102.67          94.66         103.87          96.10
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.272          7.801-         9.729          7.480-
P9                               **          395.00*        453.00         483.00**       604.00**       725.00**        330.00
83.544
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              395.00         453.00         483.00         604.00         725.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          14.683          6.622         25.051         20.033
Q                                **        2,160.00*      2,290.00       2,490.00**     2,641.00**     2,790.00**        630.00
29.166
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,080.00       1,145.00       1,245.00       1,320.50       1,395.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.018          8.733          6.064          5.641
QA                               **       11,261.85*     11,984.60      13,038.20**    13,584.30**    14,244.51**      2,982.66
26.484
**   19 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              592.72         630.76         686.22         714.96         749.71
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.417          8.791          4.188          4.860
QB                               **          160.00*        160.00         160.00**       160.00**       160.00**          0.00
0.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              160.00         160.00         160.00         160.00         160.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
QC                               **       36,989.45*     39,623.11      43,480.09**    45,740.18**    47,492.00**     10,502.55
28.393
**   21 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,761.40       1,886.81       2,070.48       2,178.10       2,261.52
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.120          9.734          5.197          3.829 888
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
QD                               **       16,148.00*     17,029.00      18,121.00**    19,168.00**    20,284.00**      4,136.00
25.613
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            4,037.00       4,257.25       4,530.25       4,792.00       5,071.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.455          6.412          5.777          5.822
QE                               **       11,869.58*     12,901.00      14,058.99**    15,137.37**    15,856.97**      3,987.39
33.593
**   15 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              791.30         860.06         937.26       1,009.15       1,057.13
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.689          8.975          7.670          4.753
QH                               **       45,552.58*     50,895.50      53,529.83**    56,017.28**    57,515.50**     11,962.92
26.261
**   32 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,423.51       1,590.48       1,672.80       1,750.54       1,797.35
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.729          5.175          4.646          2.674
QK                               **       17,921.72*     19,261.18      20,758.21**    21,771.80**    22,341.73**      4,420.01
24.662
**   19 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              943.24       1,013.74       1,092.53       1,145.88       1,175.88
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.473          7.772          4.882          2.617
QL                               **       26,768.95*     29,113.95      32,050.95**    33,940.95**    34,941.95**      8,173.00
30.531
**   17 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,574.64       1,712.58       1,885.35       1,996.52       2,055.40
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.760         10.087          5.896          2.949
QP                               **       19,160.84*     20,897.15      21,647.70**    22,749.82**    23,592.76**      4,431.92
23.130
**   17 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,127.10       1,229.24       1,273.39       1,338.22       1,387.80
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           9.061          3.591          5.091          3.705 889
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
QR                               **       11,042.11*     12,267.80      13,556.69**    13,072.71**    13,709.61**      2,667.50
24.157
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,380.26       1,533.47       1,694.58       1,634.08       1,713.70
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.100         10.506          3.570-         4.871
Q1                               **        3,361.95*      3,699.95       3,970.95**     4,157.95**     4,361.95**      1,000.00
29.744
**    9 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              373.55         411.10         441.21         461.99         484.66
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.053          7.324          4.709          4.906
Q3                               **          798.00*        866.00         944.00**       996.00**     1,250.00**        452.00
56.641
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              798.00         866.00         944.00         996.00       1,250.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.521          9.006          5.508         25.502
RA                               **        4,939.66*      5,285.76       5,754.71**     6,088.37**     6,424.59**      1,484.93
30.061
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              617.45         660.72         719.33         761.04         803.07
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.006          8.871          5.798          5.522
RC                               **       12,694.72*     13,752.43      14,825.99**    16,068.34**    16,825.73**      4,131.01
32.541
**   26 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              488.25         528.93         570.23         618.01         647.14
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.331          7.806          8.379          4.713
RD                               **          581.00*        615.00         652.00**       740.00**       782.00**        201.00
34.595
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              290.50         307.50         326.00         370.00         391.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.851          6.016         13.496          5.675 890
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
RF                               **        1,790.00*      2,033.00       2,336.00**     2,496.00**     2,680.00**        890.00
49.720
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              596.66         677.66         778.66         832.00         893.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.575         14.904          6.849          7.371
RG                               **          724.00*        782.00         852.00**       904.00**       971.00**        247.00
34.116
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              724.00         782.00         852.00         904.00         971.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.011          8.951          6.103          7.411
RJ                               **        2,831.00*      3,238.00       3,582.00**     3,809.00**     4,024.00**      1,193.00
42.140
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              707.75         809.50         895.50         952.25       1,006.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          14.376         10.623          6.337          5.644
RM                               **       15,829.09*     17,965.94      20,333.28**    21,292.61**    22,352.41**      6,523.32
41.210
**   19 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              833.11         945.57       1,070.17       1,120.66       1,176.44
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          13.499         13.176          4.718          4.977
RS                               **        6,651.40*      7,146.90       7,574.95**     7,804.90**     8,063.38**      1,411.98
21.228
**   10 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              665.14         714.69         757.49         780.49         806.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.449          5.989          3.035          3.311
RT                               **        6,619.66*      7,413.17       8,221.20**     8,822.16**     9,480.96**      2,861.30
43.224
**   17 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              389.39         436.06         483.60         518.95         557.70
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.987         10.899          7.309          7.467 891
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
R6                               **          105.00*        107.00         107.00**       107.00**       109.00**          4.00
3.809
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              105.00         107.00         107.00         107.00         109.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.904          0.000          0.000          1.869
R7                               **          436.00*        474.00         505.00**       531.00**       627.00**        191.00
43.807
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              436.00         474.00         505.00         531.00         627.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.715          6.540          5.148         18.079
R8                               **          988.00*      1,087.00       1,182.00**     1,300.00**     1,384.00**        396.00
40.080
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              988.00       1,087.00       1,182.00       1,300.00       1,384.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          10.020          8.739          9.983          6.461
S                                **          600.00*        600.00         600.00**       600.00**       300.00**        300.00
50.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              600.00         600.00         600.00         600.00         300.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          0.000          0.000         50.000-
SB                               **        7,504.67*      8,134.28       8,549.72**     9,123.12**     9,509.69**      2,005.02
26.716
**    6 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,250.77       1,355.71       1,424.95       1,520.52       1,584.94
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.389          5.107          6.706          4.237
SD                               **          160.00*        160.00         300.00**       333.00**       333.00**        173.00
108.125
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              160.00         160.00         300.00         333.00         333.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000         87.500         11.000          0.000 892
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
SF                               **          805.00*        855.00         860.00**       905.00**       910.00**        105.00
13.043
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              201.25         213.75         215.00         226.25         227.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.211          0.584          5.232          0.552
SH                               **        5,622.95*      5,925.95       6,521.95**     7,002.00**     7,528.00**      1,905.05
33.879
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              702.86         740.74         815.24         875.25         941.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.388         10.057          7.360          7.512
S1                               **          625.00*        635.00         650.00**       650.00**       673.00**         48.00
7.680
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              625.00         635.00         650.00         650.00         673.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.600          2.362          0.000          3.538
S2                               **          625.00*        635.00         650.00**       650.00**       673.00**         48.00
7.680
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              625.00         635.00         650.00         650.00         673.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.600          2.362          0.000          3.538
S5                               **          625.00*        635.00         650.00**       650.00**       673.00**         48.00
7.680
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              625.00         635.00         650.00         650.00         673.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.600          2.362          0.000          3.538
S6                               **           91.00*         92.00          95.00**        95.00**        99.00**          8.00
8.791
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               91.00          92.00          95.00          95.00          99.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.098          3.260          0.000          4.210 893
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
TA                               **        8,880.35*      9,981.23      10,193.84**    10,809.39**    11,223.55**      2,343.20
26.386
**   14 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              634.31         712.94         728.13         772.09         801.68
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          12.396          2.130          6.038          3.831
TD                               **        2,043.00*      2,156.00       2,350.00**     2,426.00**     2,562.00**        519.00
25.403
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              510.75         539.00         587.50         606.50         640.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           5.531          8.998          3.234          5.605
TF                               **          100.00*        100.00         125.00**       150.00**       150.00**         50.00
50.000
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              100.00         100.00         125.00         150.00         150.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000         25.000         20.000          0.000
TJ                               **        1,269.00*      1,412.00       1,526.00**     1,536.00**     1,578.00**        309.00
24.349
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              423.00         470.66         508.66         512.00         526.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          11.268          8.073          0.655          2.734
TK                               **       13,063.00*     12,809.00      11,129.00**    11,527.00**    11,653.00**      1,560.00
11.942
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            4,354.33       4,269.66       3,709.66       3,842.33       3,884.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.944-        13.115-         3.576          1.093
TL                               **        1,385.00*      1,470.00       1,560.00**     1,640.00**     1,720.00**        335.00
24.187
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,385.00       1,470.00       1,560.00       1,640.00       1,720.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           6.137          6.122          5.128          4.878 894
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
TN                               **        2,216.00*      2,250.00       2,394.00**     2,530.00**     2,646.00**        430.00
19.404
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,108.00       1,125.00       1,197.00       1,265.00       1,323.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           1.534          6.400          5.680          4.584
TP                               **       11,172.63*     12,282.69      12,913.31**    14,076.05**    14,969.24**      3,796.61
33.981
**   11 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            1,015.69       1,116.60       1,173.93       1,279.64       1,360.84
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           9.935          5.134          9.004          6.345
TR                               **           61.97*         74.00          74.00**        74.00**        74.00**         12.03
19.412
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               30.98          37.00          37.00          37.00          37.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          19.412          0.000          0.000          0.000
TS                               **        6,781.17*      8,421.89       8,745.37**     9,307.49**     9,482.21**      2,701.04
39.831
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE            2,260.39       2,807.29       2,915.12       3,102.49       3,160.73
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          24.195          3.840          6.427          1.877
TT                               **          290.00*        302.00         482.00**       496.00**       519.00**        229.00
78.965
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              290.00         302.00         482.00         496.00         519.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.137         59.602          2.904          4.637
TX                               **        3,699.00*      4,062.00       4,523.00**     4,791.00**     5,045.00**      1,346.00
36.388
**    8 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              462.37         507.75         565.37         598.87         630.62
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           9.813         11.349          5.925          5.301 895
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
U                                **           13.95*         13.95          20.95**        20.95**        20.95**          7.00
50.179
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               13.95          13.95          20.95          20.95          20.95
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000         50.179          0.000          0.000
U1                               **          685.00*        733.00         781.00**       808.00**       824.00**        139.00
20.291
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              685.00         733.00         781.00         808.00         824.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           7.007          6.548          3.457          1.980
VK                               **          115.54*        118.79         126.90**       176.90**       176.90**         61.36
53.107
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE               38.51          39.59          42.30          58.96          58.96
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           2.812          6.827         39.401          0.000
VM                               **          310.00*        310.00         320.00**       320.00**       335.00**         25.00
8.064
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              310.00         310.00         320.00         320.00         335.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.000          3.225          0.000          4.687
Z                                **        1,640.00*      1,645.00       1,620.00**     1,620.00**     1,604.00**         14.00
0.853
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              328.00         329.00         324.00         324.00         320.80
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           0.304          1.519-         0.000          0.987-
Z1                               **          960.88*      1,042.31       1,072.26**     1,149.72**     1,175.83**        214.95
22.370
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              192.17         208.46         214.45         229.94         235.16
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.474          2.873          7.223          2.270 896
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SECTION 1 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A FULL FIVE-YEAR PRICE COMPARISON
IS AVAILABLE.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
Z2                               **          542.00*        564.00         578.00**       588.00**       618.00**         76.00
14.022
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              271.00         282.00         289.00         294.00         309.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           4.059          2.482          1.730          5.102
Z6                               **        2,976.45*      3,648.28       3,990.44**     4,102.31**     4,089.82**      1,113.37
37.405
**   13 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              228.95         280.63         306.95         315.56         314.60
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          22.571          9.378          2.803          0.304-
Z7                               **          700.00*      1,120.00       1,296.00**     1,341.00**     1,348.00**        648.00
92.571
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              350.00         560.00         648.00         670.50         674.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                          60.000         15.714          3.472          0.521
SUMMARY TOTAL                    **      426,136.00*    463,951.48     496,400.77**   522,948.69**   544,273.73**    118,137.73
27.723
**  769 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE              554.14         603.31         645.51         680.03         707.76
AVERAGE % INCREASE                           8.874          6.994          5.348          4.077
897
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            AY
WORLD ALMANAC AND BOOK OF      AN AA                                                   34.95          34.95           0.00
FACTS - HARDBOUND                                                                                  0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, DQ, DR, GA, GB, OA, OB, OM,
ON, OR, OS, PF, PG
**  TOTAL FOR  AY                **                                                        34.95**        34.95**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                            34.95          34.95
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
898
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            BF
BRITISH JOURNAL OF             SA AA                                   358.00         368.00         405.00          47.00
MATHEMATICAL & STATISTICAL                                                          2.793         10.054         13.128
PSYCHOLOGY - ONLINE /ALL
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EO, IM, QZ, RC, SI,
PERCEPTUAL & MOTOR SKILLS -    BM AA                                   465.00         480.00         530.00          65.00
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE                                                                3.225         10.416         13.978
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GZ, HY, QZ, RZ, SI
PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORTS - ONLINE BM AA                                   465.00         480.00         530.00          65.00
- SINGLE SITE                                                                       3.225         10.416         13.978
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, FJ, FL, FP, GZ, HY, QZ, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  BF                **                                                     1,328.00**     1,465.00**
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           442.66         488.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                       10.316
899
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            CC
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF            QR AA                                   280.00         280.00         280.00           0.00
ARCHAEOLOGY - ONLINE                                                                0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, CT, DI, DM, DZ, HH, JU, LZ
JOURNAL OF FIELD ARCHAEOLOGY - QR AA                                                  148.00         157.00           9.00
PRINT + ONLINE /FOR US/                                                             0.000          6.081          6.081
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: CK, CT, DI, DM, DW, HH, JU, KY, LZ
**  TOTAL FOR  CC                **                                                       428.00**       437.00**
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           214.00         218.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.102
900
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            CD
AMERICAN ARCHIVIST - ONLINE -  SA AA                                   145.00         145.00         169.00          24.00
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/                                                                  0.000         16.551         16.551
INDICES: CG, EM, IM
**  TOTAL FOR  CD                **                                                       145.00**       169.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           145.00         169.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                       16.551
901
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            DK
SOVIET AND POST SOVIET REVIEW  SA AA                                   118.00         109.00         113.00           5.00-
- ONLINE /FOR US CANADA                                                             7.627-         3.669          4.237-
MEXICO/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: SS, ST
**  TOTAL FOR  DK                **                                                       109.00**       113.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           109.00         113.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        3.669
902
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            D1
SOCIAL STUDIES - ONLINE /ALL   BM AA                    119.00         129.00         154.00         157.00          38.00
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR                                             8.403         19.379          1.948         31.932
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, DZ, EM, HY, JU, OM,
ON, OR, OS, QX, QY, RC
**  TOTAL FOR  D1                **                                                       154.00**       157.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           154.00         157.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        1.948
903
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            D4
FOREIGN AFFAIRS - PRINT +      BM AA                     44.00          44.00          44.00          44.00           0.00
ONLINE /FOR US/                                                      0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: AF, AL, BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CG, CH, DQ, DR,
DZ, EM, FH, FI, FJ, FK, FL, FM, FN, FO, FP, FQ, GA, GB, GV
**  TOTAL FOR  D4                **                                                        44.00**        44.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                            44.00          44.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
904
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            E7
AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE AND    QR AA                                   245.00         245.00         245.00           0.00
RESEARCH JOURNAL - PRINT +                                                          0.000          0.000          0.000
ONLINE /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CK, CT, DM, DW, DZ, EM, HH, HY, JU, LZ,
NJ, SL, SR
**  TOTAL FOR  E7                **                                                       245.00**       245.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           245.00         245.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
905
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            F1
NEW ENGLAND QUARTERLY - ONLINE QR AA                     85.00          90.00          90.00          90.00           5.00
/ALL EXCEPT JAPAN/ /FOR                                              5.882          0.000          0.000          5.882
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CG, CK, CQ, DM, DZ, EK, EM, HH, JU, LZ, NJ,
OM, OR, PL
**  TOTAL FOR  F1                **                                                        90.00**        90.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                            90.00          90.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
906
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            G
OCEANIA - ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT   TQ AA                    190.00         190.00         190.00         190.00           0.00
AUSTRALIA/                                                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CK, CT, DQ, DR, DZ, HV,
JU, OM, OR, PL, RJ, SI, SL, SR
**  TOTAL FOR  G                 **                                                       190.00**       190.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           190.00         190.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
907
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            GB
HYDROLOGICAL SCIENCES JOURNAL  OR AA                                                  599.00         611.00          12.00
= JOURNAL DES SCIENCES                                                                             2.003          2.003
HYDROLOGIQUES - ONL /EXC
GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR INST/
INDICES: BJ, BK, GN, HG, JE, KA, KY, LE, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  GB                **                                                       599.00**       611.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           599.00         611.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.003
908
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            GT
DRESS - PRINT + ONLINE /FOR    AN AA                                                  134.00         143.00           9.00
LIBRARIES/ /FOR US/                                                                                6.716          6.716
INDICES: BJ, BR, CG, DI
**  TOTAL FOR  GT                **                                                       134.00**       143.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           134.00         143.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.716
909
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            GV
JOPERD - ONLINE /FOR           IR AA                                   220.00         220.00         220.00           0.00
INSTITUTIONS/                                                                       0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, HY, JU, OM, OR, QX, RZ
**  TOTAL FOR  GV                **                                                       220.00**       220.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           220.00         220.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
910
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            G1
JOURNAL OF GEOGRAPHY C-W       OR AA                    192.00         204.00         211.00         215.00          23.00
GEOGRAPHY TEACHER - ONLINE                                           6.250          3.431          1.895         11.979
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL FSU
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  G1                **                                                       211.00**       215.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           211.00         215.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        1.895
911
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HC
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF       BM AA                                                  600.00         648.00          48.00
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND                                                                        8.000          8.000
WORLD ECOLOGY - ONLINE
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BR, BS, EH, HG, JL, LB, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  HC                **                                                       600.00**       648.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           600.00         648.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        8.000
912
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HF
ACCOUNTING TRENDS & TECHNIQUES AN AA                                   148.75         161.25         168.75          20.00
/FOR NONMEMBERS/                                                                    8.403          4.651         13.445
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  HF                **                                                       161.25**       168.75**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           161.25         168.75
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        4.651
913
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HQ
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE FAMILY  OR AA                                   400.00         450.00         500.00         100.00
STUDIES - PRINT + ONLINE -                                                         12.500         11.111         25.000
SINGLE USER /ALL EXCEPT
CANADA/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, CT, GA, GB, GX, HV, JU,
QZ, SI, SL, SR, SS, ST
**  TOTAL FOR  HQ                **                                                       450.00**       500.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           450.00         500.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                       11.111
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            HV
JOURNAL OF DRUG EDUCATION -    QR AA                                   345.00         359.00         381.00          36.00
ONLINE /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                                                           4.057          6.128         10.434
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, GX, GZ, HV, HY, IM, NB, OM, OR, QX, QZ,
SI, SR, SS, SX, TA
**  TOTAL FOR  HV                **                                                       359.00**       381.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           359.00         381.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.128
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            H1
SCIENCE & SOCIETY - ONLINE     QR AA                                   275.00         275.00         295.00          20.00
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/                                                                  0.000          7.272          7.272
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CF, CG, CH, EM, HV, JU, OM,
OR, SI, SL, SS, ST, TP
**  TOTAL FOR  H1                **                                                       275.00**       295.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           275.00         295.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        7.272
916
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            JF
CANADIAN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION QR AA                    261.00         294.00         312.00         331.00          70.00
= ADMINISTRATION PUBLIQUE                                           12.643          6.122          6.089         26.819
DU CANADA - ONLINE /ALL
EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE UK/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BK, BN, BR, CG, HV, OM, OR, RE, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  JF                **                                                       312.00**       331.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           312.00         331.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.089
917
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            JK
ALMANAC OF AMERICAN POLITICS - BE AA                                                  144.94         144.94           0.00
HARDCOVER                                                                                          0.000          0.000
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  JK                **                                                       144.94**       144.94**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           144.94         144.94
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
918
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            LB
COLLEGE TEACHING - ONLINE /ALL QR AA                    129.00         139.00         167.00         170.00          41.00
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR                                             7.751         20.143          1.796         31.782
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, HY, OM, ON, OR, OS, QX,
QY
JOURNAL OF CONTINUING HIGHER   TQ AA                                                  159.00         162.00           3.00
EDUCATION - ONLINE                                                                                 1.886          1.886
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN         QR AA                                                  152.00         155.00           3.00
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION -                                                                              1.973          1.973
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
MAILBOX - KINDERGARTEN ED -    BM AA                                    29.95          29.95          29.95           0.00
INCLS MAILBOX COMPANION -                                                           0.000          0.000          0.000
PRINT + ONLINE /**/ /FOR US
CANADA/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
MAILBOX - GRADE 1 - INCLS      BM AA                                    29.95          29.95          29.95           0.00
MAILBOX COMPANION - PRINT +                                                         0.000          0.000          0.000
ONLINE /**/ /FOR US CANADA/
INDICES: OM, OR, QX
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
**  TOTAL FOR  LB                **                                                       537.90**       546.90**
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           107.58         109.38
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        1.673
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            L1
EDUCATIONAL FORUM - ONLINE     QR AA                    119.00         126.00         130.00         133.00          14.00
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/                                             5.882          3.174          2.307         11.764
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: EM, HY
JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL         BM AA                    172.00         186.00         223.00         227.00          55.00
RESEARCH - ONLINE /ALL                                               8.139         19.892          1.793         31.976
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, CE, FN, FO, HV, HY, OM,
ON, OR, OS, QX, QY, QZ, RC, SI, SW, SX, TA
**  TOTAL FOR  L1                **                                                       353.00**       360.00**
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           176.50         180.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        1.983
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PB
FOREIGN LANGUAGE ANNALS -      QR AA                                   227.00         246.00         256.00          29.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT WILEY                                                            8.370          4.065         12.775
EUROPE UK/
INDICES: HY, NJ, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  PB                **                                                       246.00**       256.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           246.00         256.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        4.065
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PC
ROMANCE PHILOLOGY - PRINT +    SA AA                                   248.15         261.26         254.83           6.68
ONLINE                                                                              5.283          2.461-         2.691
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CK, DM
**  TOTAL FOR  PC                **                                                       261.26**       254.83**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           261.26         254.83
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.461-
923
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PF
GERMAN QUARTERLY - ONLINE /ALL QR AA                                   228.00         147.00         156.00          72.00-
EXC WIE GBR/ /FOR LICENSED                                                         35.526-         6.122         31.578-
SUBS OR ORDERS PLACED PRIOR
TO 2011/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BR, BS, BX, CH, CK, DM, EM, HH, HY, JU, LZ,
NJ, PL, SW
**  TOTAL FOR  PF                **                                                       147.00**       156.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           147.00         156.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.122
924
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PN
JOURNAL OF POPULAR FILM &      QR AA                    129.00         139.00         167.00         170.00          41.00
TELEVISION - ONLINE /ALL                                             7.751         20.143          1.796         31.782
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, CG, CH, CK, DI, DM, EM, GI,
GJ, HH, JU, LZ, OM, OR, PL
REVISTA DE LITERATURA - PRINT  SA AA                                    91.68         100.60          97.74           6.06
+ ONLINE                                                                            9.729          2.842-         6.609
INDICES: DM
**  TOTAL FOR  PN                **                                                       267.60**       267.74**
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           133.80         133.87
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.052
925
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PQ
REVISTA DE FILOLOGIA ESPANOLA  SA AA                                    89.02         100.60          97.74           8.72
- PRINT + ONLINE                                                                   13.008          2.842-         9.795
INDICES: DM
**  TOTAL FOR  PQ                **                                                       100.60**        97.74**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           100.60          97.74
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.842-
926
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            PR
JOURNAL OF BECKETT STUDIES -   SA AA                                   135.00         128.00         128.00           7.00-
ONLINE /FOR NORTH AMERICA/                                                          5.185-         0.000          5.185-
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  PR                **                                                       128.00**       128.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           128.00         128.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            P5
LANGUAGE LEARNING JOURNAL -    TQ AA                    254.00         382.00         395.00         403.00         149.00
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL                                          50.393          3.403          2.025         58.661
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: HY, NJ
**  TOTAL FOR  P5                **                                                       395.00**       403.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           395.00         403.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.025
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            P9
WOMENS STUDIES IN              SA AA                                                  100.00         102.00           2.00
COMMUNICATION - ENGLAND -                                                                          2.000          2.000
ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL
TAF/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR
**  TOTAL FOR  P9                **                                                       100.00**       102.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           100.00         102.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.000
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QC
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS -  BM AA                                                 1125.00        1125.00           0.00
ONLINE /FOR NORTH AMERICA                                                                          0.000          0.000
SOUTH AMERICA CENTRAL
AMERICA/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, GN, HY
**  TOTAL FOR  QC                **                                                     1,125.00**     1,125.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                         1,125.00       1,125.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QE
GSA ALL - ONLINE ARCHIVES /ALL OR AA                                  1615.00        1825.00        1825.00         210.00
EXCEPT JAPAN/                                                                      13.003          0.000         13.003
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
JOURNAL OF THE GEOLOGICAL      BM AA                   1458.00        1570.00        1817.00        1960.00         502.00
SOCIETY - PRINT + ONLINE                                             7.681         15.732          7.870         34.430
/ALL EXCEPT EUROPEAN UNION/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, RN
NATURE GEOSCIENCE /FOR         MO AA                   2730.00        3060.00        3520.00        4048.00        1318.00
AMERICAS/ /FOR                                                      12.087         15.032         15.000         48.278
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: RN
**  TOTAL FOR  QE                **                                                     7,162.00**     7,833.00**
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                         2,387.33       2,611.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        9.368
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QH
BIOLOGIE AUJOURD HUI - PRINT + QR AA                    355.00         362.00         371.00         390.00          35.00
ONLINE - SINGLE SITE ACCESS                                          1.971          2.486          5.121          9.859
/FOR US/
INDICES: CE, EH, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  QH                **                                                       371.00**       390.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           371.00         390.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        5.121
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            QK
BOTANICAL REVIEW - ONLINE -    QR AA                    189.00         205.00         205.00         214.00          25.00
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                                 8.465          0.000          4.390         13.227
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, CE, EH, EJ, HG, IK, JL, JU, KS, KY, RN, RQ,
**  TOTAL FOR  QK                **                                                       205.00**       214.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           205.00         214.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        4.390
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RA
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF       QR AA                                   345.00         359.00         381.00          36.00
HEALTH SERVICES - ONLINE                                                            4.057          6.128         10.434
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: CF, EO, GZ, HV, IM, LI, NB, RE, SI, SX
**  TOTAL FOR  RA                **                                                       359.00**       381.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           359.00         381.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.128
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RB
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE - ONLINE   QR AA                    180.00         194.00         231.00         236.00          56.00
/ALL EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/                                             7.777         19.072          2.164         31.111
/FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BO, BR, BS, BX, EG, EH, EO, GZ, HJ, HV,
HY, IM, JU, LN, LO, PZ, QZ, RC, RQ, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  RB                **                                                       231.00**       236.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           231.00         236.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.164
935
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RC
AAOHN JOURNAL - ONLINE /ALL    MO AA                                                  275.00         286.00          11.00
EXCEPT CERTAIN                                                                                     4.000          4.000
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: GZ, IM
ENDOCRINE LEGACY JOURNAL       OR AA                                                   46.00          46.00           0.00
ARCHIVES ANNUAL MAINTENANCE                                                                        0.000          0.000
FEE /ALL EXCEPT JAPAN/
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
JOURNAL OF GERONTOLOGICAL      MO AA                                                  339.00         353.00          14.00
NURSING - ONLINE /ALL                                                                              4.129          4.129
EXCEPT CERTAIN INST/
INDICES: GZ, IM, SI
JOURNAL OF PSYCHOSOCIAL        MO AA                                                  339.00         353.00          14.00
NURSING AND MENTAL HEALTH                                                                          4.129          4.129
SERVICES - ONLINE /ALL
EXCEPT CERTAIN INST/
INDICES: GZ, IM, QZ, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  RC                **                                                       999.00**     1,038.00**
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           249.75         259.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        3.903
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RD
CLINICAL ORTHOPAEDICS AND      MO AA                    860.00         935.00         958.00        1002.00         142.00
RELATED RESEARCH - ONLINE -                                          8.720          2.459          4.592         16.511
ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR
AMERICAS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BR, GZ, HJ, HP, IM, RN, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  RD                **                                                       958.00**     1,002.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           958.00       1,002.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        4.592
937
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RM
ISOKINETICS AND EXERCISE       QR AA                    495.00         575.00         575.00         575.00          80.00
SCIENCE - ONLINE - CURRENT                                          16.161          0.000          0.000         16.161
YEAR ACCESS /FOR NORTH
AMERICA/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EH, GZ, LN, LO, RZ
JOURNAL OF DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS OR AA                    190.00         255.00         285.00         320.00         130.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT                                                34.210         11.764         12.280         68.421
IHC UK IRL/ /FOR
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: EH, GZ, KG, OR
PHYSICAL & OCCUPATIONAL        BM AA                    620.00         730.00         845.00         920.00         300.00
THERAPY IN GERIATRICS -                                             17.741         15.753          8.875         48.387
ONLINE
INDICES: BJ, BR, GZ, OR, QZ, RZ, SR
PHYSICAL AND OCCUPATIONAL      OR AA                    640.00         750.00         865.00         945.00         305.00
THERAPY IN PEDIATRICS -                                             17.187         15.333          9.248         47.656
ONLINE
INDICES: BJ, BR, GZ, IM, OR, RZ, SR
**  TOTAL FOR  RM                **                                                     2,570.00**     2,760.00**
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           642.50         690.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        7.392
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            RT
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CRITICAL   BM AA                    245.00         245.00         270.00         295.00          50.00
CARE - ONLINE                                                        0.000         10.204          9.259         20.408
INDICES: EO, GZ, IM, QZ
ANNUAL REVIEW OF NURSING       AN AA                                   300.00         300.00         300.00           0.00
RESEARCH - ONLINE                                                    0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: GZ, IM
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF NURSING    QR AA                                   350.00         350.00         350.00           0.00




NURSING EDUCATION PERSPECTIVES BM AD                    145.00         145.00         145.00         145.00           0.00
- PRINT + ONLINE                                                     0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
INDICES: BE, BF, BJ, BK, BN, BR, BS, BX, GZ, HY, IM, LN, LO, PX, PZ,
REHABILITATION NURSING -       BM AA                                   215.00         215.00         220.00           5.00
PREMIUM - PRINT + ONLINE                                             0.000          0.000          2.325          2.325
INDICES: GZ, IM, SI
**  TOTAL FOR  RT                **                                                     1,280.00**     1,310.00**
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           256.00         262.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.343
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            S
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRONOMY   OR AA                    100.00         100.00         100.00         100.00           0.00
JOURNALS ARCHIVE PACKAGE -                                           0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE FEE
INDICES: NO INDICES GIVEN
**  TOTAL FOR  S                 **                                                       100.00**       100.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           100.00         100.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            SF
JOURNAL OF ANIMAL SCIENCE -    MO AF                                   525.00         575.00         615.00          90.00
PRINT + ONLINE                                                                      9.523          6.956         17.142
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, EH, HG, JL, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  SF                **                                                       575.00**       615.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           575.00         615.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.956
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            S9
ESTUARIES AND COASTS - ONLINE  BM AA                    732.00         586.00         615.00         643.00          89.00-
- ENHANCED ACCESS /FOR                                              19.945-         4.948          4.552         12.158-
AMERICAS/
INDICES: EH, HG, JL, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  S9                **                                                       615.00**       643.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           615.00         643.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        4.552
942
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TC
JOURNAL OF HYDRAULIC RESEARCH  BM AA                                                  599.00         611.00          12.00
- ONLINE /ALL EXCEPT UK                                                                            2.003          2.003
IRELAND (REP OF) TAYLOR &
FRANCIS EURO CNTRS/ /INST/
INDICES: BJ, BK, GN, IT, RN
**  TOTAL FOR  TC                **                                                       599.00**       611.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           599.00         611.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.003
943
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TF
JOURNAL OF ADVANCED            QR AA                    225.00         225.00         495.00         525.00         300.00
TRANSPORTATION - ONLINE                                              0.000        120.000          6.060        133.333
/ALL EXCEPT WILEY EUROPE
UK/ /FOR INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BJ, BK, GN, IT, JE, KA
**  TOTAL FOR  TF                **                                                       495.00**       525.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           495.00         525.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.060
944
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TN
AAPG BULLETIN - ONLINE         MO AA                    350.00         365.00         385.00         405.00          55.00
4.285          5.479          5.194         15.714
INDICES: DZ, GN, HM, HS, JE, KY, RN, RQ
**  TOTAL FOR  TN                **                                                       385.00**       405.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           385.00         405.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        5.194
945
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TS
TEXTILE PROGRESS - ONLINE /ALL BM AA                    288.00         308.00         319.00         405.00         117.00
EXCEPT GBR IRL TAF/ /FOR                                             6.944          3.571         26.959         40.625
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: JE
**  TOTAL FOR  TS                **                                                       319.00**       405.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           319.00         405.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                       26.959
946
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            TX
NUTRITION WEEK - ONLINE - IP   OR AA                    398.00         418.00         418.00         418.00          20.00
ACCESS /FOR INSTITUTIONS/                                            5.025          0.000          0.000          5.025
INDICES: CE
**  TOTAL FOR  TX                **                                                       418.00**       418.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           418.00         418.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
947
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
LCC            T1
JOURNAL OF TECHNICAL WRITING & QR AA                                   345.00         359.00         381.00          36.00
COMMUNICATION - ONLINE /FOR                                                         4.057          6.128         10.434
INSTITUTIONS/
INDICES: BE, BJ, BN, BR, GI, GJ, HY, JE, JU, NJ, TA
**  TOTAL FOR  T1                **                                                       359.00**       381.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           359.00         381.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.128
948
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
** CUSTOMER TOTAL **                                                          27,895.50      29,566.85
**    71 TITLES AVERAGE PRICE                                                             392.89         416.43
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                             5.991
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
AY                               **                                                        34.95**        34.95**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                            34.95          34.95
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
BF                               **                                                     1,328.00**     1,465.00**
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           442.66         488.33
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                       10.316
CC                               **                                                       428.00**       437.00**
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           214.00         218.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.102
CD                               **                                                       145.00**       169.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           145.00         169.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                       16.551
DK                               **                                                       109.00**       113.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           109.00         113.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        3.669
D1                               **                                                       154.00**       157.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           154.00         157.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        1.948 950
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
D4                               **                                                        44.00**        44.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                            44.00          44.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
E7                               **                                                       245.00**       245.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           245.00         245.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
F1                               **                                                        90.00**        90.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                            90.00          90.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
G                                **                                                       190.00**       190.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           190.00         190.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
GB                               **                                                       599.00**       611.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           599.00         611.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.003
GT                               **                                                       134.00**       143.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           134.00         143.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.716 951
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
GV                               **                                                       220.00**       220.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           220.00         220.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
G1                               **                                                       211.00**       215.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           211.00         215.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        1.895
HC                               **                                                       600.00**       648.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           600.00         648.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        8.000
HF                               **                                                       161.25**       168.75**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           161.25         168.75
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        4.651
HQ                               **                                                       450.00**       500.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           450.00         500.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                       11.111
HV                               **                                                       359.00**       381.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           359.00         381.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.128 952
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
H1                               **                                                       275.00**       295.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           275.00         295.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        7.272
JF                               **                                                       312.00**       331.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           312.00         331.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.089
JK                               **                                                       144.94**       144.94**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           144.94         144.94
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
LB                               **                                                       537.90**       546.90**
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           107.58         109.38
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        1.673
L1                               **                                                       353.00**       360.00**
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           176.50         180.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        1.983
PB                               **                                                       246.00**       256.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           246.00         256.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        4.065 953
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
PC                               **                                                       261.26**       254.83**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           261.26         254.83
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.461-
PF                               **                                                       147.00**       156.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           147.00         156.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.122
PN                               **                                                       267.60**       267.74**
**    2 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           133.80         133.87
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.052
PQ                               **                                                       100.60**        97.74**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           100.60          97.74
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.842-
PR                               **                                                       128.00**       128.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           128.00         128.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
P5                               **                                                       395.00**       403.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           395.00         403.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.025 954
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
P9                               **                                                       100.00**       102.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           100.00         102.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.000
QC                               **                                                     1,125.00**     1,125.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                         1,125.00       1,125.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
QE                               **                                                     7,162.00**     7,833.00**
**    3 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                         2,387.33       2,611.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        9.368
QH                               **                                                       371.00**       390.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           371.00         390.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        5.121
QK                               **                                                       205.00**       214.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           205.00         214.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        4.390
RA                               **                                                       359.00**       381.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           359.00         381.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.128 955
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
RB                               **                                                       231.00**       236.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           231.00         236.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.164
RC                               **                                                       999.00**     1,038.00**
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           249.75         259.50
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        3.903
RD                               **                                                       958.00**     1,002.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           958.00       1,002.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        4.592
RM                               **                                                     2,570.00**     2,760.00**
**    4 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           642.50         690.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        7.392
RT                               **                                                     1,280.00**     1,310.00**
**    5 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           256.00         262.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.343
S                                **                                                       100.00**       100.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           100.00         100.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000 956
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
SF                               **                                                       575.00**       615.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           575.00         615.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.956
S9                               **                                                       615.00**       643.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           615.00         643.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        4.552
TC                               **                                                       599.00**       611.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           599.00         611.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        2.003
TF                               **                                                       495.00**       525.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           495.00         525.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.060
TN                               **                                                       385.00**       405.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           385.00         405.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        5.194
TS                               **                                                       319.00**       405.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           319.00         405.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                       26.959 957
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SECTION 2 - SHOWS TITLES FOR WHICH A PRICE COMPARISON IS AVAILABLE FOR
AT LEAST THE PREVIOUS TWO YEARS, BUT NOT THE FULL FIVE YEARS.
RB   97002-00                                                                                                      RPT-CODE=5
SERIALS UNIT




TITLE              FREQ SUB     PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE          PRICE    TOTAL INCREASE
2007           2008           2009           2010           2011      TOTAL % INCR
JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN            JAN
% INCR         % INCR         % INCR         % INCR
TX                               **                                                       418.00**       418.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           418.00         418.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        0.000
T1                               **                                                       359.00**       381.00**
**    1 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           359.00         381.00
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        6.128
SUMMARY TOTAL                    **                                                    27,895.50**    29,566.85**
**   71 TITLES    AVERAGE PRICE                                                           392.89         416.43
AVERAGE % INCREASE                                                                        5.991
958
